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1. INTRODUCTION
The method of pseudoholomorphic curves initiated by Gromov [33] has now become the
most basic tool in studying the global structure of symplectic manifolds. Its important
applications include estimates of the number of "xed points of an exact symplectic di!eo-
morphism and invariants of symplectic manifolds by counting number of pseudoholomor-
phic curves.
The application of the method of pseudoholomorphic curves to study the number of
"xed points of an exact symplectic di!eomorphism is initiated by Floer [15}20] and leads
a homology theory of semi-in"nite dimension, which is now called the Floer homology. One
of the targets of Floer’s work was to prove a celebrated conjecture by Arnold [1] which
states that the number of "xed points of an exact symplectic di!eomorphism on M is as
many as the number of critical points of functions on M. After Floer, Hofer and Salamon
[35], and the second named author [52] generalized it and established Arnold conjecture in
various cases. One of the main results of this paper proves a version of Arnold conjecture on
a general symplectic manifold.
An invariant of symplectic manifold by counting number of pseudoholomorphic
curves is related to topological sigma models in mathematical physics and is studied
independently from that point of view. Especially Witten in [73] (see also [70])
discussed it. This invariant now is called Gromov}Witten invariant. After Mirror symmetry
conjecture was discovered by physicists [8], a number of e!orts have been done to give
a mathematically rigorous de"nition of this invariant in full geometry. Let us quote the
result by Ruan [58] and Ruan}Tian [60, 61] which establish it under additional assump-
tions. Another main result of this paper establish it in full generality (over rational
coe$cients).
For both (and most of other) applications of pseudoholomorphic curves in symplectic
geometry, one had to assume that the symplectic manifold is weakly monotone (or
semi-positive). The reason one had to do so is related to the compactness and transversality
of the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves. Gromov and later McDu! established
various results on compactness and transversality. Their results are basic for various
applications. However, in the case of a general symplectic manifold, one needs additional
results to establish relevant compactness and transversality theorems of the moduli space of
pseudoholomorphic curves. The di$culty, which is called negative multiple cover problem,
is in fact, closely related to the problem of stability in algebraic geometry and was also
studied extensively there.
The main purpose of this paper is to show a way to overcome the problem of negative
multiple cover in symplectic geometry. Our work is in#uenced by Kontsevich’s paper [38],
where Kontsevich (quoting Deligne’s letter to Esnault) proposed to use the notion of stack
to study Gromov}Witten invariant. Especially his idea to regard obstruction bundle as
&&super structure sheaf ’’ is basic to our approach. In fact the starting point of this work is the
author’s e!ort to understand [38]. We succeed to "ll most of what Kontsevich mentioned as
&&certain gaps in foundation’’ in [38] and give a rigorous mathematical basis to this beautiful
paper. Kontsevich in [38] also suggested a possibility to use his idea to prove Arnold
conjecture.
We now state our results. Let (M, u) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold. Namely
we assume that du"0 and un vanishes nowhere. We assume that M is compact. We
consider a smooth function H : M]S1PR. We put H
t
(x)"H(x, t), t3S1. Let X
Ht
be the
Hamilton vector "eld associated to it, which is de"ned by
i(X
Ht
)u"dH
t
.
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We consider a one-parameter group of di!eomorphisms / : M]RPM such that
d
dt
/ (x, t)"X
Ht
/ (x, t)
/ (x, 0)"x.
We put / (x)"/ (x, 1). / is called an exact symplectic di!eomorphism. We put
Fix(/)"Mx D/ (x)"xN.
We say that x
0
3Fix(/) is nondegenerate if 1 is not an eigenvalue of D/
x0
.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that every element of Fix(/) is nondegenerate. „hen the number of
elements of Fix(/), is not smaller than
2n
+
k/0
rank H
k
(M; Q).
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 was proved by various mathematicians under various addi-
tional assumptions. Especially, it was proved in the following cases:
M"„2n (Torus), Conley}Zehnder [9],
M"&
g
(Riemann surface of higher genus), Floer [15] and Sikorav [66],
M is monotone, Floer [19],
M is semi-positive, Hofer and Salamon [35] and Ono [52].
The estimate in terms of the ranks of the torsion parts of the homology is also obtained in
the cases quoted above. However, our method does not work to prove it in the general case.
We next turn to the Gromov}Witten invariant. We choose an almost complex structure
J on M which is compatible with the symplectic structure in the following sense.
u(Jv, Jw)"u(v, w)
u(v, Jv)’0 for every nonzero v.
It follows that g
J
(v, w)"u(v, Jw) is a Riemannian metric.
Let g, m be nonnegative integers. We consider an oriented compact 2 manifold &
g
of
genus g, and m points z"(z
1
,2 , zm ) on it, such that ziOzj for iOj. Let Di+(&, z) be the
group of all di!eomorphisms u of M such that u (z
i
)"z
i
. Let b3H
2
(M; Z ) be a homology
class.
We denote byMK
g,m
(M, b) the set of all pairs (J& , h) such that J& is a complex structure of
&
g
and h :&PM is a pseudoholomorphic map. Namely it satis"es
Dh 3J&"J 3Dh.
We also assume h
*
[&]"b. The group Di+(&, z) acts on MK
g,m
(M, b) by u (J& , h)"
(u*J& , h 3 u~1). Let Mg,m (M, b) be the quotient space.
LetM
g,m
be the moduli space of all complex structures on (&, z). In other words,M
g,m
is
a quotient of the set of all J& (complex structure on &g) by the action of Di+(&, z). There is
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a natural projection n :M
g,m
(M, b)PM
g,m
, n[J& , h]"[J&]. We also consider an evalu-
ation map el :M
g,m
(M, b)PMm de"ned by
el (J& , h)"(h(z1) ,2 , h (zm)).
Let CM
g,m
be the Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation [11] of M
g,m
. (We assume
3g#m*3. Otherwise M
g,m
is empty. The case g"1, m"0 is exceptional also. Namely
dimC M1,0
"1 and is di!erent from the usual dimension, i.e. dimCMg,m"3g!3#m.)
We remark that a symplectic structure determines a homotopy class of compatible
almost complex structure hence the Chern classes of its tangent bundle is well de"ned,
which we denote by c
i
.
The next theorem looks rather complicated. Roughly speaking it means that the
fundamental class over Q of our moduli space M
g,m
(M, b) is well de"ned. The precise
meaning of it will be clear from the discussion of later sections.
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose 3g#m*3. „here exists a perturbation and compacti,cation of
M
m,g
(M, b), which we denote by PCM
m,g
(M, b). „he map n]el :M
m,g
(M, b)PM
g,m
]Mm
extends to a map PCM
m,g
(M, b)PCM
g,m
]Mm. „his space has a fundamental class
[PCM
m,g
(M, b)] over Q in the following sense.
PCM
m,g
(M, b) is a simplicial complex of dimension 2m#2bc
1
#2(3!n) (g!1). „he
map PCM
m,g
(M, b)PCM
g,m
]Mm is smooth on each simplex. =e regard top dimensional
simplexes together with the restriction of the mapPCM
m,g
(M, b)PCM
g,m
]Mm as a singular
simplex. =e can de,ne a coe.cient to each of such singular simplex and de,ne a singular
chain on CM
g,m
]Mm. It is a singular cycle and gives an element [PCM
m,g
(M, b)]3
H
2m‘2bc1‘2(3~n) (g~1) (CMg,m]Mm; Q), which depends only on the symplectic manifold M,
m, g and b. Moreover, for every piecewise smooth cycle C in CM
g,m
]Mm, we may take
PCM
m,g
(M, b) so that the restriction of PCM
m,g
(M, b)PCM
g,m
]Mm to each simplex is
transversal to C.
We remark that the class [PCM
m,g
(M, b)] is not de"ned as an element of homology
group of CM
m,g
(M, b), but we de"ne its image in H
*
(CM
g,m
]Mm; Q).
We mention the following consequence.
COROLLARY 1.4. „here exists a Gromov}=itten class satisfying all the axioms in
Kontsevich}Manin [39] except possibly Motivic one.
The precise statement of Corollary 1.4 will be given in Section 23 as Theorems 23.1.1}23.1.7.
Remark 1.5. Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 are proved by Ruan}Tian in the case when
M is semi-positive, g"0, m*3 in [60] and M is semi-positive, 2g#m*3 in [61].
Corollary 1.4 is proved by Kontsevich}Manin [39] and Behrend}Manin [7] in the case
when M is algebraic and convex. Ruan}Tian proved their result over Z.
Our method also works in the case when 3g#m(3. But we need to change the
statement since CM
g,m
is empty in that case. See Section 17 for the statement in that case.
Let us sketch the main idea of the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. The basic idea of them
are the same. The di$culty we need to overcome is &&negative multiple cover problem’’,
which we review brie#y here.
This problem is on the transversality and compactness of the moduli space of
pseudoholomorphic curves. Compactness in this case is a consequence of &&transversality at
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in"nity’’ and dimension counting. So the problem is the transversality. That is the problem
whether the actual (geometric) dimension of the moduli space coincides with the index of the
linearized operator.
One typical case where it appears is as follows. Let us consider a homology class
b"b
1
#Nb
2
3H
2
(M, Z). We assume that
3!n)c
1
(M)b
2
(0. (1.6)
(Here we remark that semi-positivity is the condition which asserts that there are no
pseudoholomorphic curve satisfying (1.6).) Using Riemann}Roch’s theorem we "nd that the
virtual dimension of the moduli space M
0,0
(M, b
2
) is given by
vir dimR M0,0
(M, b
2
)"2c
1
b
2
#2(n!3)*0
Hence, we cannot prove, by dimension counting, that this space is empty. On the other
hand, we consider the virtual dimensional of the moduli spaceM
0,0
(M, Nb
2
) and "nd that
vir dimRM0,0
(M, Nb
2
)"2Nc
1
b
2
#2(n!3)(0
if N is large. However, if h3M
0,0
(M, b
2
) and if u
N
: CP1PCP1 is a holomorphic map
of degree N, then h 3uN3M0,0(M, Nb2). Hence, if M0,0(M, b2) is nonempty, then
M
0,0
(M, Nb
2
) is nonempty. (Moreover dimM
0,0
(M, b
2
) dimM
0,0
(M, Nb
2
) if we de"ne
the dimension in an appropriate way, say the topological dimension.)
Thus we have vir dimM
0,0
(M, Nb
2
)OdimM
0,0
(M, Nb
2
). Namely the space
M
0,0
(M, Nb
2
) cannot be transversal for any choice of compatible almost complex structure.
A similar trouble will be induced to the compacti"cation CM
0,0
(M, b) of the moduli
space M
0,0
(M, b). Namely we consider a pair (h
1
, h
2 3uN) such that h13M0,1(M, b1),
h
2
3M
0,1
(M, b
2
), and that h
1
(z
0
)"h
2
u
N
(z
1
), where z
0
, z
1
are marked points. This element
is regarded as a stable map of genus 0 which we de"ne in Section 7 and is an element of
a compacti"cation CM
0,0
(M, b). When we "x u
N
, the space of such pairs (h
1
, h
2 3uN) is
a codimension 2n submanifold ofM
0,1
(M, b
1
)]M
0,1
(M, b
2
). (The codimension"2n is the
number of conditions, h
1
(z
0
)"h
2
u
N
(z
1
) we assumed.) We "nd that:
vir dim(M
0,0
(M, b
1
)]M
0,0
(M, b
2
))"2c
1
b
1
#2(n!2)#2c
1
b
2
#2(n!2).
Hence the dimension of the space of such pairs (h
1
, h
2 3uN) may be as large as
2c
1
b
1
#2c
1
b
2
#2(n!4). (1.8)
(In fact we need to take into account the moduli space of u
N
. Hence the dimension may be
larger than (1.8).)
On the other hand, the virtual dimension of the moduli space M
0,0
(M, b) is
vir dimRM0,0
(M, b)"2c
1
b
1
#2Nc
1
b
2
#2(n!3). (1.9)
In case when N is large, the right-hand side of (1.9) is smaller than (1.8). Namely the
&&boundary’’ of CM
0,0
(M, b) is of larger dimension than M
0,0
(M, b) itself. This causes
trouble to de"ne a fundamental class of CM
0,0
(M, b).
The map h
2 3uN does not satisfy the condition &&somewhere injective’’ established by
McDu! [45]. McDu! proved that, for generic almost structure, the virtual dimension of the
subset of the moduli space M
m,g
(M, b) which consists of somewhere injective elements,
coincides with its actual (geometric) dimension. The above argument shows that one needs
to consider also maps which is not somewhere injective, to study the moduli space
M
0,0
(M, b) in case M is not semi-positive.
For higher genus, there is also a similar problem. As a typical example, let us consider
N
i
, g
i
, g@
i
, g, b
i
, b such that N
1
b
1
#N
2
b
2
"b, g@
i
*1#N
i
(g
i
!1). We remark that there
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exists a holomorphic map u
Ni
: &
g{i
P&
gi
of degree N
i
between Riemann surfaces of genus
g@
i
, g
i
if and only if g@
i
*1#N
i
(g
i
!1). We consider a pair (h
1 3uN1
, h
2 3uN2
) where
h
1
3M
g1,1
(M, b
1
), h
2
3M
g2,1
(M, b
2
). If h
1
(z
0
)"h
2
(z
1
) then such a pair (h
1 3uN1
, h
2 3uN2
)
may be regarded as an element of CM
g{i‘g{2,0
(M, b). The virtual dimension ofM
g{i‘g{2,0
(M, b) is
vir dimM
g{i‘g{2,0
(M, b)"2bc
1
#2(3!n) (g@
1
#g@
2
!1). (1.10)
On the other hand, if we "x u
Ni
: &
g{i
P&
gi
, the set of pairs (h
1 3uN1
, h
2 3uN2
) such that
h
1
(z
0
)"h
2
(z
0
) is of codimension 2n in CM
g1,1
(M, b
1
)]CM
g2,1
(M, b
2
). The dimension of
it is
2b
1
c
1
#2(3!n) (g
1
!1)#2b
2
c
1
#2(3!n) (g
2
!1)!2n. (1.11)
In case g@
i
<1#N
i
(g
i
!1) and n’3, we can easily "nd examples such that (1.11) is much
larger than (1.10) (and 2b
1
c
1
#2(3!n) (1!g
1
)*0, 2b
2
c
1
#2(3!n) (1!g
2
)*0.)
Thus the &boundary’ of CM
g{i‘g{2,0
(M, b) is of larger dimension thanM
g{i‘g{2,0
(M, b) itself,
in some cases. This problem (in the higher genus case) was handled by Ruan and Tian [61],
under additional assumptions. Their method is to use inhomogeneous perturbation, which
was "rst introduced by Gromov [33].
However, the method to use inhomogeneous perturbation alone is not enough to settle
negative multiple cover problem in general. Our method in this paper may be regarded as
using inhomogeneous and multivalued perturbation (though we de"ne our perturbation in
more abstract way). Example 7.12 shows that in general the order counted with sign of
M
m,g
(M, b) (in the case its virtual dimension is 0) is a rational number. Hence, we need
multivalued perturbation to achieve transversality. It works to settle both problems (over
rational coe$cient).
Let us now go back to the sketch of the ideas of the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
For each point p in our moduli space CM
g,m
(M, b), we "nd its neighborhood di!eo-
morphic to
f ~1 (0)/!
0
where f : RkPRl and !
0
is a "nite group acting on Rk, Rl such that f is !
0
-invariant. This is
a general principle which applies to a moduli space of solutions of an elliptic partial
di!erential equation with automorphism groups. Kuranishi [40] "rst applied this method
to the study of deformation theory of complex structures. This map f is, in general, called
the Kuranishi map.
This description is used extensively in Gauge theory (anti-self-dual equation) by
Donaldson and Taubes.
One idea to achieve the transversality is then to perturb the map f so that it is transversal
to 0. This was the way taken by Donaldson in his paper [12] to study anti-self-dual
equation. Ruan used it in [56] for pseudoholomorphic curves. (However, the description
there is rather confusing, since the problem arising from the presence of !
0
is not discussed
carefully.)
However, in our case we cannot do it because there is no !
0
-invariant perturbation
of f which is transversal to 0 in general.
At this point we need to leave the general theory and use properties of our equation.
First by using the idea of Kontsevich to introduce stable maps, we may assume that !
0
is
a "nite group. In our case, !
0
is the group of automorphisms of the pair (&, h) representing
p3M
g,m
(M, b). Kontsevich’s de"nition of stable map is designed so that !
0
is always "nite.
Second we work out Kuranishi theory in the case of pseudoholomorphic curves and
describe our moduli space as f ~1(0)/!
0
, where f : RkPRl. One important point is that the
di!erence k!l is constant. It means that the virtual dimension of our moduli space is k!l
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and is constant. This is a consequence of the fact that the linearization of the pseudo-
holomorphic curve equation gives a two-step elliptic complex (the Dolbeault complex on
the curve tensored with the pull back of the tangent bundle of the target space).
We regard such a description as charts and call such a structure the Kuranishi structure.
Now we use the fact that !
0
is "nite to "nd a multivalued perturbaton of f such that
each branch is transversal to 0. More precisely we construct and use a multisection of an
orbibundle.
The zero set of a multivalued function (or more precisely a multisection) gives a cycle
over Q hence we prove Theorem 1.3. (In fact we need to perform those constructions at
in"nity as well.)
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is a combination of arguments in [19, 35, 52] and the
discussion above on the compacti"cation of the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic
curves.
The organization of this paper is as follows.
In Chapter 1, we review basic facts on orbifolds and then de"ne Kuranishi structures,
multisections and prove a general transversality theorem for multisections. The contents of
this chapter is elementary. However, we give rather detailed description because we do not
"nd an appropriate reference and because such a method may look strange to some workers
of symplectic geometry. (Using orbifolds to study the moduli space of curves was initiated
by Mumford [50] and is familiar to algebraic geometers.)
In Chapter 2, we de"ne the moduli space of stable maps and its topology. We
include discussions on Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation of the moduli space of
curves in this chapter, since we use it frequently and since there seems to be no
reference describing it in the way we need. We also prove the compactness of the moduli
space of stable maps. It seems that this fact is, in principle, known to Gromov already and
there are papers [53, 54, 74] published on this topic. But we give a proof of it, since we do
not "nd any reference discussing the stability and unstability (which are quite essential here)
enough carefully. Especially it seems that there is no reference which gives a proof that
moduli space of the stable maps is Hausdor!. Kontsevich [38] seems to be the "rst person
who observed that the notion of stable maps allows to obtain a moduli space which is
Hausdor!.
In Chapter 3, we construct Kuranishi structure on the moduli space of stable maps. The
main part of the construction is Taubes’ type gluing argument with obstruction bundles.
One needs some more arguments to glue Kuranishi maps. Also the de"nition and the
construction of the orientation needs some more arguments including the de"nition of
K-group over Kuranishi structure. The analytic part of the construction is a minor
modi"cation of the case of weakly monotone symplectic manifolds. We here follow the
approach by McDu!}Salamon [47] for analysis.
In Chapter 4, we use those machineries and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
CHAPTER 1. ORBIFOLD, MULTISECTION AND KURANISHI STRUCTURE
2. ORBIFOLD AND ORBIBUNDLE
The de"nition of orbifold (or <-manifold) and orbibundle is due to Satake [63] and is
now standard. However, to "x our notation, we recall their de"nitions here. The experi-
enced reader may skip this section and come back only to check our notations when
necessary.
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De,nition 2.1. A local model of an n-dimensional orbifold is a pair (<, !) where ! is
a "nite group which has a linear representation of Rn, and < is a !-invariant open
neighborhood of 03Rn. We assume that the action of ! on < is e!ective.
Let (<, !) be a local model of an n-dimensional orbifold. We put ;"</! and let
n :<P; be the projection. For each q3;, we obtain a local model of an n-dimensional
orbifold (<
q
, !
q
) as follows. We take qJ 3< such that n (qJ )"q. We put
!
q
"Mg3!DgqJ "qJ N.
We take a su$ciently small !
q
-invariant neighborhood <
q
of qJ . We may regard the pair
(<
q
, !
q
) as a local model of an n-dimensional orbifold. There is a map n
q
:<
q
P; such that
n
q
(gx)"n
q
(x).
The germ of the triple (<
q
, !
q
, n
q
) is well de"ned in the following sense. If (<@
q
, !@
q
, n@
q
) is
another such triple then there exists a !
q
-invariant neighborhood <M
q
of n~1
q
(q), a !@
q
-
invariant neighborhood <M @
q
of n@~1
q
(q), an isomorphism t : !
q
P!@
q
, and a di!eomorphism
u :<M
q
P<M @
q
such that u is t-equivariant and n@
q 3u"nq .
We call (<
q
, !
q
, n
q
) an induced chart.
De,nition 2.2. Let X be a paracompact Hausdor! space. An n-dimensional orbifold
structure on X is an open covering X"Z
i
;
i
, local models (<
i
, !
i
) of an n-dimensional
orbifold for each i, and homeomorphisms
u
i
:<
i
/!
i
P;
i
with the following properties. Let q3;
i
W;
j
. We have induced charts (<
q, i
, !
q, i
, n
q, i
) and
(<
q,j
, !
q,j
, n
q, j
) respectively. Here, n
q, i
:<
q, i
P<
i
/!
i
etc. Then, replacing <
q, i
and <
q, j
by
smaller ones if necessary there exists an isomorphism t
i, j,q
: !
q, i
P!
q, j
, and a di!eo-
morphism u
i,j,q
:<
q, i
P<
q, j
such that u
i,j ;q
is t
i, j;q
-equivariant and
u
j 3nj,q 3ui,j;q"ui 3ni,q .
We call M (<
i
, !
i
, n
i
)N an orbifold structure, and X an orbifold.
De,nition 2.3. Let X be an orbifold. Let (<, !) be a local model of n-dimensional
orbifold and n :<P;-X be a map inducing a homeomorphism</!:; onto its image.
We call (<, !, n) a chart if M(<
i
, !
i
, n
i
) D iNXM (<, !, n)N is an orbifold structure.
Hereafter we identify </! with ; and omit n when no confusion can occur.
De,nition 2.4. Let X, > be orbifolds and f :XP> be a continuous map. We say that f
is a smooth map if for each p3X there exists a chart (<
p
, !
p
, n
p
) of X and a chart
(<
f(p)
, !
f(p)
, n
f(p)
) of >, a smooth map f
p
:<
p
P<
f(p)
and a homomorphism t
p
: !
p
P!
f(p)
such that
(2.4.1) p3<
p
/!
p
, f (p)3<
f(p)
/!
f(p)
.
(2.4.2) f
p
is t
p
-equivariant.
(2.4.3) n
f(p) 3 fp"f 3 np .
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We say that f is a smooth embedding if f
p
:<
p
P<
f(p)
is an embedding of smooth
manifolds and t
p
: !
p
P!
f(p)
is an isomorphism.
A smooth map whose inverse is also a smooth map is called a di!eomorphism.
A manifold can be regarded also as an orbifold. So the set of all smooth maps C= (X) from
an orbifold X to R is well de"ned. It is easy to see that C= (X) is a ring.
Remark 2.5. Let X"C]R/Z
2
where the action is (z, t)>(!z, t). Then the map
f : RPX, f (t)"[0, t] is a smooth map in our sense but is not a smooth embedding.
We next de"ne an orbibundle. We proceed in the same way and start with the de"nition
of local model.
De,nition 2.6. Let (<, !) be a local model of an n-dimensional orbifold. Suppose that
we have a linear representation of ! on Rk. We say that a pair (<]Rk, !, pr) is a local model
of smooth orbibundle of rank k over (<, !). Here pr :<]Rk/!P</! is the projection.
Let (<]Rk, !, pr) be a local model of smooth orbibundle of rank k and (<
q
, !
q
, n
q
) be an
induced chart of an orbifold (<, !). We then obtain a local model of smooth orbibundle of
rank k over (<
q
, !
q
) by restricting (<]Rk, !, pr) to <
q
. Let (<
q
]Rk, !
q
, pr) denote it. We say
that (<
q
]Rk, !
q
, pr) is an induced chart. We remark that it is well de"ned in the sense of
a germ.
De,nition 2.7. Let E and X be orbifolds and pr :EPX be a smooth map. A structure
of smooth orbibundle on pr :EPX is the following collections of objects.
(2.7.1) Family of charts (<
i
, !
i
, n
i
) of X such that Z
i
<
i
/!
i
"X.
(2.7.2) A local model of smooth orbibundle of rank k (<
i
]Rk, !
i
, pr) over (<
i
, !
i
) for
each i.
(2.7.3) Maps nJ
i
:<
i
]RkPE such that (<
i
]Rk, !
i
, nJ
i
) are charts of E and
Z
i
<
i
]Rk/!
i
"E.
These objects should satisfy the following compatibility conditions.
(2.8) Let q3<
i
/!
i
W<
j
/!
j
, and (<
q, i
]Rk, !
q, i
, pr) be induced charts. Then, by shrinking
<
i
, <
j
if necessary, there exists a di!eomorphism uJ
i, j ;q
:<
q, i
]RkP<
q, j
]Rk such
that
(2.8.1) uJ
i,j;q
is t
i,j ;q
-equivariant, where t
i,j ; q
:!
q, i
P!
q, j
is an isomorphism as in De"nition
2.2.
(2.8.2) uJ
i,j;q
:<
q, i
]RkP<
q, j
]Rk commutes with the projections <
q, i
]RkP<
q, i
,
<
q, j
]RkP<
q, j
and is a linear isomorphism on each "bre.
(2.8.3) prJ 3uJ i,j;q "prJ , where prJ :<]RkP< is a lift of pr.
We de"ne a chart of orbibundle in a way similar to De"nition 2.3.
If X is an orbifold then its tangent bundle „X is well de"ned as an orbibundle. If
f : XP> is an embedding of orbifolds then the normal bundle N
Y
X is well de"ned as
an orbibundle.
One de"nes in an obvious way the notion of bundle map covering a smooth map.
We can de"ne a Whitney sum, subbundle, quotient bundle, tensor product, etc. of
orbibundle in an obvious way. Also if there is a smooth map f : XP> of orbifolds and an
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orbibundle EP> then the pull back f *E is well de"ned as an orbibundle. There is a bundle
map fI : f *EPE covering f : XP>.
A section s : XPE to an orbibundle is a continuous map such that pr 3 s"id. We say
s is smooth if it is a smooth map of orbifold. Let C= (), E) be the set of all smooth sections
on )-X. It is easy to "nd a C=())-module structure on C= (), E).
3. MULTISECTION
For a space Z, let Sk(Z) be the kth symmetric power of Z. Namely we put
Sk(Z)"Zk/Sk .
HereS
k
is the symmetric group of order k ! which acts on Zk as permutations of the factors.
If Z is an orbifold then Sk(Z) is an orbifold. If there is a smooth action of ! on Z, then it
induces a smooth action of ! on Sk(Z).
De,nition 3.1. Let (<]Rk, !, pr) be a local model of smooth orbibundle of rank k over
(<,!) and l be a positive integer. An l-multisection of (<]Rk,!, pr) is a continuous map
s :<PSl (Rk) which is !-variant.
We de"ne the smoothness of a multisection later. (De"nition 3.8).
We remark that there is a canonical map tml{
:Sl (Z)PSll{ (Z) for each l, l@. Namely
we de"ne
tml{
[x
1
,2 ,xl]"[x1 ,2, x1hgigj
l{ times
,2, xl ,2 , xl]
hgigj
l{ times
.
If s :<PSl (Rk) is an l-multisection then tml{ 3 s is an ll{-multisection.
If s :<PSl(Rk) is an l-multisection and if (<
q
]Rk, !
q
,pr) is an induced chart then the
restriction of s is an l-multisection over (<
q
]Rk,!
q
, pr).
De,nition 3.2. Let pr : EPX be an orbibundle. A multisection is an isomorphism class
of the following objects (M(<
i
]Rk, !
i
,pr)N, Ms
i
N ) such that
(3.2.1) M (<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr)N is a family of charts of E such that Z
i
<
i
/!
i
"X.
(3.2.2) s
i
is an l
i
-multisection of (<
i
]Rk, !
i
,pr).
(3.2.3) Let q3<
i
/!
i
W<
j
/!
j
. We have an l
i
-multisection s
i,q
on (<
q, i
]Rk, !
q, i
, pr) and an
l
j
-multisection s
j,q
on (<
q, j
]Rk,!
q, j
, pr) on induced charts. Then
u8)
i,j;q 3 tmlj 3
s
i,q
"tml
i
3 sj,q 3ui,j;q .
Here u
i,j ;q
is a map in De"nition 2.2 and u8)
i, j;q
:Sli lj (Rk)PSlilj (Rk) is a map induced by the
restriction of the map u8
i,j,q
in De"nition 2.7 to each "bre.
We say that (M(<
i
]Rk, !
i
, pr)N, Ms
i
N ) is equivalent to (M (< @
i
]Rk, !@
i
, pr)N, Ms@
i
N) if the
following holds. Let
q3<i
!
i
W
< @
j
!@
j
.
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We have the l
i
-multisection s
i,q
on (<
q, i
]Rk,!
q, i
, pr) and the l @
j
-multisection s@
j,q
on
(< @
q, j
]Rk, !@
q, j
, pr) on induced charts. Then
u8)
i,j;q 3 tml{j 3
s
i,q
"tml
i
3 s@j,q 3ui,j ;q
Here the notation is as above.
Let s be a multisection represented by (M (<
i
]Rk, !
i
, pr)N, Ms
i
N ). If q3<
i
/!
i
, then we say
that ((<
i
]Rk, !
i
, pr), s
i
) (or simply s
i
) is a local representative around q. Using the set of germs
of multisections we can de"ne a sheaf. It might be shorter to use sheaf theory. However, to
keep the exposition as elementary as possible, we do not take that way.
De,nition 3.3. For an open subset ) of X, we let C0
m
() ; E) be the set of all continuous
multisections over ).
It is easy to see that the ring C0()) acts on C0
m
() ; E). It might be slightly less obvious to
de"ne the sum s(1)#s(2) of two multisections. To de"ne it, it is enough to de"ne a local
representative around each q. Let ((<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr), s(1)
i
) and ((<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr), s(2)
j
) be the local
representations. By shrinking <
i
, <
j
if necessary, we may assume that <
i
"<
j
"<,
!
i
"!
j
"!. Now let us consider the following map
#:Sl (Rk)]Sl{(Rk)PSll{(Rk)
#([x
1
,2 ,xl], [y1 ,2, yl{])"[xa#yb : a"12 l, b"12 l@].
De,nition 3.4. Let the sum of two multisections s (1)#s(2) be the multisection whose
local representative around q is ( (<]Rk,!, pr),#(s (1)
i
, s(2)
j
)).
It is straightforward to verify the compatibility condition so we omit it. We remark that
the sum is associative and commutative. Hence, it de"nes a structure of commutative
monoid. (However, it does not give the structure of abelian group.)
We thus de"ned a C0 ()) &&module structure’’ on C0
m
() ;E). Therefore, we can use
partition of unity to glue multisections. However we must be careful to apply it because of
the following trouble. Even if every s
i
is C0-close to t, the sum + s
i
s
i
may not be C0-close to
t. + s
i
s
i
is C0-close to t if t is single valued. (We remark also that ( f#g)sOfs#gs in
general for s3C0
m
() ;E), f, g3C0()). )
We next discuss the transversality of a multisection. To do so it is convenient to have
a notion of branches of multisections. Unfortunately, it is not always well de"ned for
continuous multisections.
De,nition 3.5. A multisection s is said to be locally liftable if for each point q there exists
a local representative ((<
q
]Rk,!
q
, pr), s
q
) such that the map s
q
:<
q
PSl (Rk) is lifted to
a map sJ
q
:<
q
P(Rk)l.
Remark 3.6. We do not require sJ
q
:<
q
P(Rk)l to be !
q
equivariant.
Example 3.7. Let X"C and E"C]C be the trivial bundle. We consider the
2-multisection s(z)"[Jz,!Jz]. This multisection is not locally liftable. However, we
can approximate it by a locally liftable one in the following way.
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We choose a smooth function s : [0,R)P[0,R) such that s (t)"0 for t(e, s (t)"t for
t’2e and is strictly increasing for t’e. Let s@e (z)"s (s( Dz D)z). s@e can be chosen arbitrary
close to s in the C0-topology. We now claim that s@e is locally liftable. In fact it is obvious
that s@e is locally liftable at z such that Dz D(e since it is identically zero around it. On the
other hand at a point Dz D"e, we can take a branch of Jz in its neighborhood. So s @e is
locally liftable.
So it may not be so natural to restrict ourselves to locally liftable multisections.
However, since we use only locally liftable multisections, we consider them only. We remark
that usual (single valued) section is locally liftable and the sum of locally liftable multisec-
tions is locally liftable.
De,nition 3.8. A multisection s is said to be smooth (resp. of class Ck) if it is locally
liftable and each branch of it is smooth (resp. of class Ck). Let Ck
m
() ;E) be the set of all
multisections of E on ) of class Ck (k"1, 2,2 ,R).
If s is a locally liftable multisection then a branch of s at q is a component of
sJ
q
:<
q
P(Rk)l where sJ
q
is as in De"nition 3.5.
De,nition 3.9. A multisection s is said to be transversal to 0 if it is locally liftable and if
for each q, each branch of s at q is transversal to 0.
We next state the transversality theorem for multisection. For this purpose, we de"ne
the Ck-topology (k"0,2 ,R) on the set of all multisections.
De,nition 3.10. Let s
n
, s3Ck
m
(),E). We say that s
n
converges to s in the Ck-topology if
the following is satis"ed. For each compact set K, there exists a covering of it by charts
(<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr) of E which is independent of n, and s
n
, s has a local representatives on
(<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr) as l
i
-multisections s(i)
n
, s(i), such that l
i
is independent of n and that each
branch of s(i)
n
converges to a branch of s(i) in the Ck-topology.
(Here and hereafter the running index n is not the same as the dimension of the spaces.)
We now state our transversality theorem.
THEOREM 3.11. ‚et s3C=
m
(X ; E) be a locally liftable smooth multisection on a compact
orbifold X. „hen there exists a sequence s
n
3!
m
(X ; E), such that s
n
converges to s in the
C=-topology and that s
n
is transversal to 0.
Proof. We take a "nite open covering
X"Z
i
<
i
!
i
by charts and local lifts sJ
i
:<
i
P(Rk)li representing s. Let s
i
be a partition of unity
subordinate to X"Z
i
<
i
/!
i
. For an element l
i
3C= (<
i
, Rk), we de"ne elements
al(l
i
)3C=
m
(<
i
/!
i
) as follows. al (l
i
) is a d!
i
-multisection such that
al (l
i
) (x)"[c~1(l
i
(cx)) : c3!
i
].
Now for m"(l
i
)3<
i
C=(<
i
, Rk), we put
Q(m)"s#+
i
s
i
al(l
i
) .
We will prove that for m"(l
i
) in a Baire subset <
i
C=(<
i
, Rk), Q(m) is transversal to 0.
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Let q3X. Then in a neighborhood of q, branches of Q(m) are given by
s
j
(x)#+
i
s
i
(x)c~1
i
l
i
(c
i
x) .
Here s
j
is a branch of s, we take c
i
3!
i
for each i, and s
i
is a partition of unity such that at
least one of s
i
is nonzero. (We remark that we are not taking the average with respect to
c3!.) It follows that this branch is transversal to 0 in a neighborhood of q for each m"(l
i
)
in a Baire subset <
i
C=(<
i
, Rk).
Since there are only "nitely many branches and we can cover our orbifolds by "nitely
many such neighborhoods, it follows that the set of all m such that Q(m) is transversal to 0 is
dense.
Hence we have a sequence of m
n
converging to 0 in the C=-topology such that Q(m
n
) is
transversal to 0. It is easy to see that Q (m
n
) converges to s in the C=-topology we de"ned
above. The proof of Theorem 3.11 is now complete. K
Let us recall the following well known lemma.
LEMMA 3.12. For any continuous single valued section s3C0(X ;E) on a compact orbifold
X, there exists a sequence of smooth single valued sections s
n
which converges to s in
C0-topology.
Remark 3.13. It seems possible to show that any continuous multisection can be
approximated by smooth multisections in the C0-topology. We do not try to prove it since
we do not need it and since a problem of pathology makes the proof cumbersome.
Proof of ‚emma 3.12. We cover X by charts X"Z
i
<
i
/!
i
and let s
i
:<
i
PRk be the
!
i
-equivariant map representing s. We "nd a sequence of smooth maps s
i,n
:<
i
PRk
converging to s
i
in the C0-topology. We then obtain a smooth and !
i
-equivariant map
s@
i,a
:<
i
PRk by putting s@
i,n
"+c|!i csi,n/d!i . Choose a partition of unity si :;iP[0, 1]
and put s
n
"+
i
s
i
s
i,n
. Clearly s
n
has the required properties. The proof of Lemma 3.12
is complete. K
Finally we state the relative version of Theorem 3.11. The proof is the same as
Theorem 3.11 and is omitted.
LEMMA 3.14. ‚et s3C=
m
(X ;E) be a locally liftable smooth multisection on a compact
orbifold X. ‚et K-X be a compact set and assume that s is transversal to 0 on a neighbor-
hood of K. „hen there exists a sequence s
n
3C=
m
(X ;E), such that s
n
converges to s in the
C=-topology, s
n
is transversal to 0 and that s
n
"s on K.
4. THE EULER CLASS
In this section, we de"ne the Euler class of an orbibundle using multisections, which we
introduced in Section 3. We remark that one can de"ne it by using Chern}Weil theory and
orbiconnections. (See [64].) However, our approach here can be generalized directly in later
sections when we study the perturbation of the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves.
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Let pr : EPX be an orbibundle and s
0
3C0(X ;E). We consider its locally liftable
smooth perturbation which is transversal to 0 and is constructed in Section 3.
De,nition 4.1. s~1(0)
4%5
is the set of all points q of X such that s
q, i
(q)"0 for some
branch s
q, i
of s around q.
LEMMA 4.2. If s is generic, then s~1(0)
4%5
has a smooth triangulation of dimension
dimX!rankE.
Here we say that s~1(0)
4%5
"Z *
a
is a smooth triangulation if it is a triangulation and if
the maps *
a
PX are smooth.
Proof. First we may assume that s is transversal to 0 by Theorem 3.11. Let q3s~1(0)
4%5
,
and s
q, i
:<
q
PRk, i"1,2, l, be the branches of s around q. Then a neighborhood of q in
s~1(0)
4%5
is di!eomorphic to
n
qA
l
Z
i/1
s~1
q, i
(0)B .
Here n
q
:<
q
PX. Since s is transversal to 0, it follows that s~1
q, i
(0) is a smooth manifold. The
lemma follows immediately in the case when dimX!rankE is 0 to 1, (that is the case we
need to prove Theorem 1.1.)
In general we need some more technical argument to exclude the case when the set
where two di!erent branches begin to bifurcate is pathological.
For p3X we de"ne val
s
(p) as the number of branches which have di!erent values at p.
This number is independent of the choice of local lift.
We also consider the order dI
p
of the isotropy groups I
p
"Mc3! D cpJ "pJ N. Here</! is
a chart containing p. It is independent of the choice of pJ .
We "rst prove that for generic s the set
X
v,m
"Mp3X D val
s
(p)"v, dI
p
"mN .
is a smooth orbifold with smooth boundary. To see this we go back to the proof of
Theorem 3.11 and use the notation there. It is well known and obvious that the set
Mp3X D dI
p
"mN is smooth. We may chose the partition of unity s
i
so that the domains
s~1
i
(0) have smooth boundaries which are transversal to each other and to
Mp3X D dI
p
"mN. Therefore, we are only to work in the set
>
m,w
"Mp3X D dI
p
"m, dMi D s
i
(p)O0N"wN .
We consider a small neighborhood = (p) of p3>
m,w
in >
m,w
. Now the di!erence of
the two branches (say s
n,a and sn,b), of the multisection sn , we constructed in the proof of
Theorem 3.11, is
+
i|I0
s
i
(x)(c~1
i,a li(ci,a (x))!c~1i,b li (ci,b(x)) )
on x3>
m,w
. (Note that we start from a single valued section.) Here I
0
is a set of order w. We
"nd that s
i
(x)O0 for any i3I
0
and any x3>
m,k
in a neighborhood of a given point
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p3>
m,w
. For each pair a and b either c
i,a (x)Oci,b(x) for every x3= (p) or ci,a (x)"ci,b(x)
for every x3=(p).
If there exists i3I
0
such that c
i,a (x)Oci,b(x) for every x3=(p), then we can take li
generic such that the set Mx3=(p) D s
n,a(x)"sn,b(x)N is smooth.
If c
i,a (x)"ci,b(x) for every x3=(p) then
s
n,a (x)!sn,b(x)" +
i|I0
s
i
(x) (c~1
i,a li!c~1i,b li) (x) .
In this case again we can take l
i
generic that Mx3=(p) D s
n,a (x)"sn,b(x)N is smooth.
Thus we have proved that Xl,mW>m,w is smooth for any w. Therefore, Xl,m is smooth. It
is easy to see that s~1 (0)
4%5
WXl,m is a disjoint union of smooth "nitely many orbifolds (with
boundary). Lemma 4.2 follows immediately. K
We remark that by the proof we may take triangulation s~1(0)
4%5
"Z *
a
such that the
map *
a
PX has a lift to *
a
P<
qs
for each a and also we may assume that val
s
and dI
p
is
constant in the interior Int*
a
of each simplex.
To go further, we need to de"ne orientation of orbifolds and orbibundles.
De,nition 4.3. A local model of an n-dimensional orbifold (<,! ) is said to be oriented if
we have an orientation on < which is preserved by the action of !.
An orbifold is oriented if it has an open covering X"Z
i
;
i
, local models (<
i
,!
i
) and
charts <
i
P;
i
such that (<
i
, !
i
) is oriented and that the di!eomorphism u
i,j ;q
:<
q, i
P<
q, j
in
De"nition 2.2 is orientation preserving.
A local model of smooth orbibundles of rank k, (<]Rk.!, pr) over (<, !) is oriented if
the action of ! on Rk is orientation preserving.
An orbibundle pr : EPX is oriented, if there exist charts (<
i
]Rk,!
i
, nJ
i
) such that
(<
i
]Rk,!
i
, pr) is oriented and uJ
i,j ;q
:<
q, i
]RkP<
q, j
]Rk in De"nition 2.7 is "berwise
orientation preserving.
We are going to de"ne the PoincareH dual to the Euler class of an oriented orbibundle
over oriented orbifolds. In fact we can work under a bit weaker assumption. Let pr :EPX
be an orbibundle over an orbifold X. The determinant bundle det„X of the tangent
orbibundle of X and determinant bundle detE of E are well de"ned as orbibundles.
Hereafter in this section, we assume that we have a trivialization of det„X?detE. Note
that if X is oriented and E is oriented then a trivialization of det„X?detE is induced by
the orientations.
Now let s be a multisection which is transversal to 0. Let s~1(0)
4%5
"Z *
a
be a smooth
triangulation. We "x an orientation for each simplex *
a
of dimension n!k"
dimX!rankE. We then de"ne multiplicity of each simplex *
a
of dimension
n!k"dimX!rankE as follows. We may assume that Int*
a
-Xl
a,1
. (Namely we may
assume that it is in the regular part of the orbifold.) We take a lift h
a
:*
a
P<
qa
. Let
s
qa, i
:<
qa
PRk, i"1,2 , la be the branches of s around qa . Let i1 ,2 , ima be the set of all
indices i such that s
qa, i
(h
a
(x))"0 for x3Int*
a
. (This is independent of x since
Int*
a
-Xl
a,0
.) For each j"1,2 ,ma we can assign sign ej"$1 as follows. We have an
exact sequence
0 &&" „
x
*
a
Dha&&" „<
qa
Dsqa, ij&&" Rk &&" 0.
Diagram 4.4.
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By assumption we have a trivialization of det„
x
*
a
, det„<
qa
? det Rk. We put e
j
"#1 if
exact sequence 4.4 is compatible with the trivializations and we put e
j
"!1 otherwise.
De,nition 4.5. mul*a"+maj/1 ej/la . Here la is the number of branches of s in a neighbor-
hood of q
a
.
We remark that mul*a is independent of the choice of local representatives of s. To see
this, we need only to check that it does not change when we replace s
qa
by tml 3 sqa
. In that
case, the independence is obvious since the denominator and the numerator are both
multiplied by l.
De,nition 4.6. We de"ne a singular chain s~1(0) with Q coe$cient on X by
s~1(0)"+
a
mul*a )*a .
If we change the orientation of *
a
then the sign of mul*a changes. Hence s~1(0) is
independent of the orientation of *
a
. As a singular chain it depends on the choice of the
triangulation. However, we are going to show that it is a cycle and its homology class
depends only on the orbibundle.
LEMMA 4.7. Ls~1(0)"0 as a singular chain.
Proof. Let *
b
be an n!k!1 dimensional simplex of s~1(0)
4%5
. We are going to show
that the coe$cient of *
b
in Ls~1(0) vanishes. We "rst assume that Int*
b
-Xl,1 . Let
y3Int*
b
. If val
s
is locally constant at y, then s~1 (0)
4%5
is a smooth manifold in its
neighborhood. Hence it is immediate to see that the coe$cient of *
b
in Ls~1 (0) vanishes.
If val
s
is not locally constant at y then there are two cases. One case is that
Int*
b
-IntXl,1 and dimXl,1(dimX. In this case, in a neighborhood of y, our set
s~1 (0)
4%5
is a union of "nitely many smooth manifolds which intersects on Int*
b
-IntXl,1 .
Hence the coe$cient of *
b
in Ls~1 (0) vanishes also.
The other case is dimXl,1"dimX and Int*b-LXl,1 . In this case there exists l@’l
such that Int*
b
-LXl{,1 . We then "nd a local lift of s around y such that there are l{
di!erent branches as a germ at yJ (the point in < which goes to y.) We can then "nd that, in
a neighborhood of y, the set s~1(0)
4%5
is a union of "nitely many smooth submanifolds,
though some of them may coincide on Xl,1 . (Fig. 4.8). It also follows that the coe$cient of
*
b
in Ls~1 (0) vanishes.
Fig. 4.8
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Next we suppose that Int*
b
L/ Xl,1 . Then Int*b-IntXl,2 . Let y3Int*b . A neighbor-
hood of y in X is identi"ed to
Rn~1]
R
M$1N .
The restriction of E there is
Rn~1]
R]R2m~1
M$1N ]Rk~2m‘1 .
We put q : RkPRk, q(l
1
,2 , lk)"(!l1 ,2 ,!l2m~1 , l2m ,2, lk). Then our multisection
is given by
s(x, a)"[s
1
(x, a),2 , sl (x, a), qs1 (x,!a),2 , qsl (x,!a)] .
It follows that the coe$cient of *
b
in Ls~1(0) vanishes also in this case. The proof of
Lemma 4.7 is now complete. K
THEOREM 4.9. „he homology class [s~1 (0)]3H
$*.X~3!/,E
(X ; Q) is independent of the
choice of multisection and the triangulation of s~1(0)
4%5
and depends only on the orbibundle E.
Proof. Let s
0
and s
1
be the two multisections which are transversal to 0. We consider the
multisection s (x, t)"ts
0
(x)#(1!t)s
1
(x) of E]RPX]R. By using Lemma 3.14, we can
perturb s so that it is transversal to 0, and that s D
X]M0N
"s
0
, s D
X]M1N
"s
1
. Then we have
a space s~1 (0)
4%5
W(X][0, 1]). We can extend given triangulations of s~1
0
(0)
4%5
and s~1
1
(0)
4%5
to a triangulation of s~1 (0)
4%5
W(X][0, 1]). Using this triangulation we obtain a Q chain
s~1 (0)W(X][0, 1]). By the proof of Lemma 4.7 we have
Ls~1(0) W (X][0, 1])"s~1
1
(0)!s~1
0
(0).
Theorem 4.9 follows. K
We next assume that X is oriented. It follows that X is a Q-homology manifold. Hence
we have PoincareH duality over Q
Hd(X ; Q):H
$*.X~d
(X ; Q) . (4.10)
De,nition 4.11. We call the PoincareH dual to the element [s~1(0)]3H
$*.X~3!/,E
(X ; Q),
the Euler class of E.
Remark 4.12. We can continue in a similar way to de"ne the Chern classes and the
Pontrjagin classes. The basic idea is to de"ne a &&multivalued classifying map’’ by taking
a "nitely many multisections s
i
such that, for any choices of branches of s
i
, the values of s
i
,
i"1, 2,2, at p generates the "ber of the orbibundle of p. We omit this construction since
we do not use it.
5. KURANISHI STRUCTURE
Let X be a compact metrizable space.
De,nition 5.1. A Kuranishi neighborhood of p3X is a system (;
p
,E
p
, s
p
,t
p
) where
(5.1.1) ;
p
"<
p
/!
p
is an orbifold and E
p
is an orbibundle on it.
(5.1.2) s
p
is a (single valued) continuous section of E
p
.
(5.1.3) t
p
is a homeomorphism from s~1
p
(0) to a neighborhood of p in X.
We call E
p
the obstruction bundle and s
p
the Kuranishi map.
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De,nition 5.2. Let (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
, t
p
) and (;@
p
,E@
p
, s@
p
, t@
p
) be Kuranishi neighborhoods of p.
We write (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
,t
p
)&(;@
p
,E@
p
, s@
p
,t@
p
) if there exists another Kuranishi neighborhood
(;A
p
,EA
p
, sA
p
,tA
p
) and I :;A
p
P;
p
, I@ :;A
p
P;@
p
, J : EA
p
PE
p
, J@ :EA
p
PE@
p
such that
(5.2.1) I, I@ are di!eomorphisms to their images. J, J@ are bundle isomorphisms covering I,
I@ respectively. dim;A
p
"dim;
p
"dim;@
p
.
(5.2.2) J 3 sAp"sp 3 I, J@ 3 sAp"s@p 3 I@.
(5.2.3) t
p 3 I"tAp , t@p 3 I@"tAp .
The equivalence class of Kuranishi neighborhood of p with respect to & is called a germ
of Kuranishi neighborhood. (;
p
,E
p
, s
p
, t
p
) representing it is called a (representative of )
Kuranishi neighborhood.
De,nition 5.3. A Kuranishi structure of dimension n on X assigns a germ of Kuranishi
neighborhood to each p3X, And for each representative (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
, t
p
) of it, and each
q3t
p
(s~1
p
(0)) there exists a germ of maps u
pq
and u(
pq
with the following properties.
(5.3.1) u
pq
:;
q
P;
p
is an embedding of orbifolds. uL
pq
: E
q
PE
p
is an embedding of orbi-
bundles covering u
pq
:;
q
P;
p
.
(5.3.2) s
p 3upq"uL pq 3 sq , tp 3upq"tq .
(5.3.3) If r3t
q
(s~1
q
(0)), then u
pq 3uqr"upr , uL pq 3uL qr"uL pr .
(5.3.4) dim;
p
!rankE
p
"n is independent of p.
We call (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
,t
p
) a chart and (u
pq
,uL
pq
) the coordinate change.
Here, by germs of maps u
pq
and uL
pq
, we mean the following. For each su$ciently small
representative (;
q
, E
q
, s
q
,t
q
), we have u
pq
:;
q
P;
p
, uL
pq
:E
q
PE
p
. If (;@
q
,E@
q
, s@
q
,t@
q
),
uL @
pq
:;@
q
P;
p
, uL @
pq
: E@
q
PE@
p
be another representative, and if I :;A
p
P;
p
, I@ :;A
p
P;@
p
,
J : EA
p
PE
p
, J@ :EA
p
PE@
p
be as in De"nition 5.2, then
(5.4.1) u
pq 3 I"uApq , u@pq 3 I@"uApq .
(5.4.2) uL
pq 3J"uL Apq , uL @pq 3J@"uL Apq .
When we replace (;
q
,E
q
, s
q
, t
q
) by another representative, we assume a similar compati-
bility condition as (5.4). Hereafter we omit this kind of remarks.
Remark 5.5. Since we are using map germs it may be natural to use sheaf theory and
maybe etale topology (because the action of a "nite group is involved.) But we do not try to
do it here to keep the exposition as elementary as possible.
Our purpose in Sections 5, 6, is to de"ne the fundamental class of Kuranishi structure.
We need to de"ne an orientation of Kuranishi structure for this purpose. We "rst start with
de"ning a &&tangent bundle’’. Let q, p be as in (5.3). We have a normal bundle N
Up
;
q
.
De,nition 5.6. We say that a Kuranishi structure (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
,t
p
,u
pq
,uL
pq
) has a tangent
bundle if there exists a family of (germs of ) isomorphisms
’
pq
: N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
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such that the Diagram 5.7 below commutes for ;
r
-;
q
-;
p
0 P N
Uq
;
r
P N
Up
;
r
P N
Up
;
q
D
Ur
P 0
B’qr B’pr B’pq
0 P E
q
/E
r
P E
p
/E
r
P E
p
/E
q
D
Ur
P 0
.
Diagram 5.7.
We next de"ne an orientation of Kuranishi structure. Let det„;
p
, detE
p
be the
determinant bundles of tangent and obstruction bundles. The isomorphism
’
pq
:N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
induces an isomorphism det„;
p
?detE
p
D
Uq
:det„;
q
?detE
q
.
De,nition 5.8. We say that a Kuranishi structure (;
p
,E
p
, s
p
,t
p
,u
pq
, uL
pq
) is oriented if it
has a tangent bundle, and if there are family of trivializations of det„;
p
?det E
p
which is
compatible with the isomorphism det„;
p
?detE
p
D
Uq
:det„;
q
?detE
q
of bundles.
Example 5.9. Let M be a compact manifold which is not orientable. Let „M be its
tangent bundle. We put E
p
"„M and obtain a 0-dimensional Kuranishi structure on M.
(Here;
p
"<
p
"M and s
p
"0.) Since det„;
p
?det E
p
"det„M?det„M is canonically
oriented, it follows that this Kuranishi structure is oriented.
In this example, the fundamental class is well de"ned. In fact it is the &&PoincareH dual to
the Euler class of E"„M.’’ We remark that the Euler class of E is not well de"ned and
PoincareH duality is not well de"ned either over the integers. However &&PoincareH dual to the
Euler class of E"„M’’ is well de"ned and is equal to the Euler number
3H
0
(M ; Z)OH$*.M (M ; Z). Our de"nition of the Euler class in Section 4 is designed to
include this case.
Next we are going to de"ne a stably almost complex structure. For this purpose it is
useful to de"ne a K-theory over Kuranishi structures. Also in order to construct an
orientation of Kuranishi structure it is essential to use it. The K-theory we use is a kind of
K-group of orbibundles. However, we need to modify the usual de"nition in a couple of
places. First of all, we need to have tangent bundle as an element of our K-group. So we
need to consider Grothendieck group of some kind of systems of pairs („;
p
,E
p
) with
compatibility condition as Diagram 5.7, in place of taking a Grothendieck group of
orbibundles. In fact, in the case of usual K-theory, it gives the same result. (One can prove it
by using Mayer}Vietoris exact sequence of K-cohomology.) However, in our situation, it
may de"ne a di!erent group. The reason is as follows. If we have a vector bundle E on an
open set ;-X, then we can "nd E@ such that E=E@ is trivial (and in particular is
a restriction of a vector bundle on X). In the case of orbibundle it is no longer true. (The
same trouble already happens when one tries to de"ne K-group of orbibundles over
orbifolds.) The experts of K-theory may "nd it routine, but we include it here since there is
no appropriate reference.
De,nition 5.10. Let X"(X, (;
p
,E
p
, s
p
,t
p
,u
pq
,uL
pq
) ) is a space with Kuranishi struc-
ture. We say the following objects are a bundle system.
(5.10.1) For each point p3X there exists a germ of orbibundles F
1,p
, F
2,p
on its Kuranishi
neighborhood.
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(5.10.2) Let q3t(;
p
) and u
pq
is the coordinate change. Then there exist germs of
embeddings of orbibundles ’
1 ;pq
: F
1,q
PF
1,p
D
Uq
, ’
2 ;pq
: F
2,q
PF
2,p
D
Uq
and an
isomorphism of orbibundles
’
pq
:
F
1,p
D
Uq
F
1,q
P
F
2,p
D
Uq
F
2,q
.
(5.10.3) If r3t
q
(;
q
)-t
p
(;
p
), then ’
1 ;pq 3’1 ;qr"’1 ;pr , ’2 ;pq 3’2 ;qr"’2 ;pr .
(5.10.4) The following diagram commutes for r3t
q
(;
q
)-t
p
(;
p
).
0 PF1,q DUr
F
1,r
P F1,p DUr
F
1, r
P F1,p DUr
F
1,q
D
Ur
P 0
B’qr B’pr B’pq
0 PF2,q DUr
F
2,r
P F2,p DUr
F
2, r
P F2,p DUr
F
2,q
D
Ur
P 0
Diagram 5.11.
We say that (F
1,p
, F
2,p
) is a chart of our bundle system and (’
pq
, ’
1,pq
,’
2,pq
) is its
coordinate change.
We de"ne an isomorphism between two bundle systems as follows.
((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
, ’
pq
)) is isomorphic to ((F@
1,p
, F@
2,p
), (’@
1,pq
, ’@
2,pq
, ’@
pq
) ), if for each
p3X there exists a germs of isomorphisms (
1,p
:F
1,p
:F@
1,p
, (
2,p
:F
2,p
:F@
2,p
which
commute with ’
1 ;pq
, ’
2 ;pq
, ’
pq
and ’@
1 ;pq
, ’@
2 ;pq
, ’@
pq
.
Example 5.12. If a Kuranishi structure has a tangent bundle then its tangent bundle is
well de"ned as a bundle system. Namely we take F
1,p
"„;
p
, F
2,p
"E
p
, ’
2 ;pq
"uL
pq
.
’
1 ;pq
is an inclusion: „;
q
P„;
p
, that is the di!erential of the embedding u
pq
. The
isomorphism N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
induces an isomorphism
’
pq
:
F
1,p
D
Uq
F
1,q
PF2,p DUq
F
2,q
.
The commutativity of Diagram 5.11 is a consequence of the commutativity of Diagram 5.7.
De,nition 5.13. A bundle system is said to be oriented if F
1,p
, F
2,p
are oriented and
’
pq
:
F
1,p
D
Uq
F
1,q
PF2,p DUq
F
2,q
is orientation preserving. It is said to be complex if F
1,p
, F
2,p
are complex and ’
1 ;pq
, ’
2 ;pq
,
’
pq
are complex linear.
One can de"ne Whitney sum, tensor product, etc. of bundle system in an obvious way.
De,nition 5.14. A bundle system ((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
,’
2,pq
, ’
pq
)) is said to be trivial if
there exist germs of isomorphisms F
1,p
:F
2,p
which are compatible with (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
, ’
pq
).
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De,nition 5.15. We consider the free abelian group generated by the set of all isomor-
phism classes of bundle systems and divide it by the relations
[( (F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
,’
pq
) )= ((F@
1,p
, F@
2,p
), (’@
1,pq
,’@
2,pq
, ’@
pq
))]
"[((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
, ’
pq
) )]#[((F@
1,p
, F@
2,p
), (’@
1,pq
,’@
2,pq
, ’@
pq
))]
[( (F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
,’
pq
) )]"0 if ( (F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
,’
2,pq
,’
pq
)) is trivial.
Let us write KO(X) for the group we obtain and call it the real K-group of our Kuranishi
structure. By using oriented bundle system and complex bundle system, we de"ne KSO(X)
and K(X).
There is an obvious map
K(X )PKSO(X)PKO(X) . (5.16)
The tangent bundle system („;
p
, E
p
) de"nes an element of KO(X), which we write
[„X].
De,nition 5.17. A Kuranishi structure X is said to be stably orientable if it has a tangent
bundle and if [„X] is in the image of KSO(X ). It is said to be stably almost complex if [„X]
is in the image of K (X).
This de"nition is a generalization of the de"nition of stably almost complex structure of
manifolds [48].
LEMMA 5.18. A Kuranishi structure is stably orientable if and only if it is orientable.
We remark that we say that a Kuranishi structure is orientable if it has an orientation in
the sense of De"nition 5.8. There is a result corresponding to Lemma 5.17 in usual
K-theory, which is obvious.
Proof. Let ((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
,’
pq
) ) be a bundle system. It is easy to see that
the line bundle detF
1,p
? detF
2,p
is well de"ned and depends only on equivalence
class of ((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
,’
2,pq
, ’
pq
)) in KO(X). Furthermore, it is trivial if
((F
1,p
, F
2,p
), (’
1,pq
, ’
2,pq
, ’
pq
) ) is in KSO(X). On the contrary, we suppose that the space
X with a Kuranishi structure is orientable. We consider its tangent bundle system („X,E).
By de"nition, we "nd that („X,E)= („X,„X) is orientable bundle system. Hence
[„X]"[(„X,E) = („X,„X)] is in the image of KSO (X). The proof of Lemma 5.18 is
now complete. K
6. PERTURBATION OF A SPACE WITH KURANISHI STRUCTURE
Let X"(X,(<
q
, !
q
, E
q
, s
q
, t
q
)) be a space with Kuranishi structure and we assume that
it has a tangent bundle
’
pq
:N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
.
We also assume that X is compact.
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De,nition 6.1. (P,( (;
p
, t
p
, s
p
) :p3P ) , u
pq
,uL
pq
) is said to be a good coordinate system of
X if the following conditions are satis"ed. P-X is a "nite subset equipped with an order,
(;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) is a representative of a chart for each p3P,;
pq
-;
q
is a subset for each p,q with
t
p
(s~1
p
(0))Wt
q
(s~1
q
(0))O0, q(p, and u
pq
:;
pq
P;
p
, uL
pq
:E
q
D
Up,q
PE
p
are embeddings,
such that
(6.1.1) Z
p|P
t
p
(s~1
p
(0))"X.
(6.1.2) ;
pq
is an open neighborhood of t~1
q
(t
p
(s~1
p
(0))).
(6.1.3) If x3;
pq
and u
px
:;
x
P;
q
, u
qx
:;
x
P;
q
, u(
px
: E
x
PE
p
, uL
qx
:E
x
PE
q
be map
germs giving the coordinate change. Then u
pq
u
qx
"u
px
, u(
pq
u(
qx
"u(
px
as map
germs.
(6.1.4) Suppose r(q(p, t
p
(s~1
p
(0))Wt
q
(s~1
q
(0))Wt
r
(s~1
r
(0))O0. Then u
pq 3uqr"upr ,
u(
pq 3u( qr"u( pr on u~1qr (;pq) and Er Du~1qr (Upq) .
(6.1.5) s
p 3upq"u( pq 3 sp , tp 3upq"tq .
Remark 6.2. Here (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) is a representative of chart hence it is a Kuranishi
neighborhood and is not a germ. Similarly u
pq
:;
p,q
P;
p
, uL
pq
:E
q
D
Up,q
PE
p
are maps and
not germs of maps. (6.1.4), (6.1.5) are equalities of maps and not of map germs. Condition
(6.1.3) is added to make sure that our coordinate system is compatible with the Kuranishi
structure we start with. If there exists (P, ((;
p
, t
p
, s
p
) : p3P ) , u
pq
, u(
pq
) satisfying (6.1.1),
(6.1.2), (6.1.4), (6.1.5), then we can de"ne a Kuranishi structure on X so that (6.1.3) is
satis"ed. We omit the proof of this fact since we do not use it.
LEMMA 6.3. For any open covering of the space X, there exists a good coordinate system
such that the covering (6.1.1) is a subdivision of the given open covering.
This is rather a technical lemma. We give a proof of it at the end of the section for
completeness.
THEOREM 6.4. ‚et (P, ((;
p
, t
p
, s
p
) : p3P ) , u
pq
, uL
pq
) be a good coordinate system of
a space X with Kuranishi structure. Suppose that X has a tangent bundle given by
’
pq
: N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
.
„hen, for each p3P, there exists a sequence of smooth multisections s
p,n
such that
(6.4.1) s
p,q 3upq"u( pq 3 sq,n ,
(6.4.2) lim
n?=
s
p,n
"s
p
in the C0-topology
(6.4.3) s
p,n
is transversal to 0.
(6.4.4) ‚et x3;
pq
. „hen the restriction of the di+erential of the composition of any branch
of s
p,n
and the projection E
p
PE
p
/E
q
coincides with the isomorphism
’
pq
:N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
.
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Proof. We write P"Mp
1
, p
2
,2N such that pi(pi‘1 . We may assume that
rankE
pi
)rankE
pi‘1
. We construct s
pi,n
by induction on i. For i"1, we apply Theorem 3.11
and Lemma 3.12 to obtain s
pi,n
satisfying (6.4.2) and (6.4.3). Now let us assume that we have
constructed s
pj,n
for j(i satisfying eqs (6.4.1)}(6.4.4) and will construct s
pi,n
. For each j with
t
pi
(s~1
pi
(0))Wt
pj
(s~1
pj
(0))O0, we have a section s
pj,n
on u
pipj
(;
pipj
) . We "rst extend it to its
tubular neighborhood in ;
pi
. For this purpose we use the isomorphism
’
pipj
: N
Upi
;
pi
:E
pj
/E
pj
.
Namely we identify N
Upi
(u
pipj
(;
pipj
)) with a tubular neighborhood of u
pipj
(;
pipj
) in ;
pi
. Let
n : N
Upi
(u
pipj
(;
pipj
))Pu
pipj
(;
pipj
) . We choose and "x a metric of orbibundles E
pi
com-
patible with u(
pipj
. Using it we decompose
E
pi
:E
pi
/E
pj
=E
pj
. (6.5)
Then we put for x3N
Upi
(u
pipj
(;
pipj
))
sN
pj,n
(x)"I
x
(’
pipj
(x)= s
qj,n
(x)).
Here I
x
is an isomorphism I
x
: E
pi
(n(x))PE
pi
(x) obtained by parallel transport along
minimal geodesic. I
x
is well de"ned if x is su$ciently close to u
pipj
(;
pipj
) . Since eq. (6.5) is an
isomorphism and s
pj,n
are transversal to 0, it follows that sJ
pj,n
is transversal to 0.
Using induction hypothesis we have compatibility condition (6.4.1). Also we have a
compatibility condition for ’
pq
: N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
. Thus sJ
pj,n
for various j together with its
"rst derivatives (on normal direction) coincide on Z
j:i
Imu
pipj
. Hence we can glue sJ
pj,n
for
various j and s
pj
by partition of unity. (We remark that we did not change the number of
branches when we extend the multisection on u
pipj
(;
pipj
) to its tubular neighborhood.
Hence we can add only the branches coming from the same branch to glue them using
partition of unity. In other words, gluing by partition of unity here does not mean we use the
sum in De"nition 3.4.)
We then obtain s@
pi,n
which satis"es (6.4.1), (6.4.2) (6.4.4) and which is transversal to 0 in
a neighborhood of the union of u
pipj
(;
pipj
) . Thus we can use Theorem 3.11 or Lemma 3.14
again and obtain s
pi,n
, which is transversal to 0, and which is equal to s@
pi,n
in a neighborhood
of the union of u
pipj
(;
pipj
) .
We thus complete the proof of Theorem 6.4. K
Now we use Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.3 to de"ne the fundamental class of Kuranishi
structure. We consider the following situation. Let > be a topological space, and X be a
compact space with oriented Kuranishi structure of dimension n.
De,nition 6.6. A strongly continuous map f : XP> is a system of map germs f
p
:;
p
P>
for each p such that f
p3upq"fq .
Suppose that > is an orbifold. We say that f is strongly smooth if each f
p
is smooth. We
de"ne the rank of f at p by rank
p
f"rank(d
p
f
p
) .
We say that f is of maximal rank if rank
p
f"minMdimX#dimE
p
, dim>N at every p.
Here dimX is the dimension in the sense of Kuranishi structure.
We are going to de"ne a homology class
f ([X])3H
n
(> ; Q).
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We choose representatives of map germs f
p
:;
0,p
P>. We take a good coordinate
system "ner than ;
0,p
. We then get a sequence of multisections s
p,n
as in Theorem 6.4. For
each p
i
we consider a small neighborhood =
i
of s~1
pi
(0). Let e
i
"infMEs
i
(x)EDx N=
i
N. By
taking n large, we may assume that for any branch s
pi,j,n
of s
qi,n
we have
Es
pi,j,n
!s
pi
E) ei
10
. (6.7)
We let s~1
pi,n
(0)
4%5
be the set of all x3;
pi
such that s
pi,j,n
(x)"0 for some branch s
pi,j,n
of s
pi,n
.
By (6.4.1), we have u
pipj
(x)3s~1
pi,n
(0)
4%5
if x3s~1
pj,n
(0)
4%5
and if u
pipj
is de"ned at x. We can
thus glue s~1
pi,n
(0)
4%5
to obtain a space s~1
n
(0)
4%5
.
LEMMA 6.8. s~1
n
(0)
4%5
is compact.
Proof. By (6.7) s~1
pi,n
(0)
4%5
is contained in=
i
. The lemma then follows from the compact-
ness of X. K
LEMMA 6.9. If s
n
is generic, then s~1
n
(0)
4%5
has a smooth triangulation.
The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Let sL~1
n
(0)
4%5
"Z
u
*
u
be the triangulation. We may assume that each simplex is con-
tained in some ;
pi
and can be lifted to <
pi
and also that val
sn
is constant at the interior of
each simplex. For each simplex of dimension dimX"dim<
pi
!rank E
pi
we can de"ne its
multiplicity mul*n in the same way as in Section 4.
We remark that the multiplicity is well de"ned. Namely let us regard that *
u
is contained
either in ;
pi
or ;
pj
. We then "nd that the multiplicities we obtained coincides with each
other. This is a consequence of (6.4.4).
We now put
f
*
(s~1
n
(0))"+
u
mul*u fpi* ([*u]). (6.10)
f
*
(s~1
n
(0)) is a Q-singular chain in >. Here f
pi
:;
pi
P> where *
u
3;
pi
. The condition
f
p 3upq"fq implies that (6.10) is independent of the choice of ;pi with *u3;pi .
LEMMA 6.11. If X is oriented then Lf
*
(s~1
n
(0))"0.
The proof is the same as Lemma 4.7.
THEOREM 6.12. If X is oriented then [ f
*
(s~1
n
(0))]3H
n
(> ; Q) is independent of choice
of s
n
.
Again the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.8. We denote the left-hand side
by f
*
([X]).
Remark 6.13. Let us assume moreover that f is smooth and of maximal rank. Let C->
be a piecewise smooth cycle. Then it follows easily from the proof of Theorem 6.4 that we
may choose our multisections s
n
such that the restriction of f
p
to each simplex *
a
Ls~1
n
(0)
4%5
is transversal to C.
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Finally we prove Lemma 6.3. For each p3X the rank of E
p
is independent of representa-
tives. We denote it n
p
. We put
X
k
"Mp3X Dn
p
*kN .
It is easy to see that X
k
is a closed set. By compactness of X, there exists k
0
, such that the
set X
k
is empty for k*k
0
. We are going to construct a covering Zl*k
Z
p|Pl
tl,ps~1l,p (0).Xk
by downward induction on k.
Namely we assume that we have a covering Zl*k‘1
Z
p|Pl
tl,ps~1l,p (0).Xk‘1 with the
properties (6.14) below and will construct Zl*k
Z
p|Pl
tl,ps~1l,p (0).Xk with the same prop-
erties (6.14). Hereafter, we write ;1 l,p"tl,ps~1l,p (0). We remark that ;1 l,p is an open subset
of X.
(6.14.1) P
k
-X
k
!X
k‘1
.
(6.14.2) (;
i,p
, E
p
, s
p
) is a representative of coordinate chart around p.
(6.14.3) Conditions (6.1.2)}(6.1.5) are satis"ed.
(6.14.4) Z
l*k
Z
p|Pl
;1 l,p.Xk is a subdivision of the given covering of X.
We recall that our space X is a metric space. Let d denote the metric. We put
D(X
k
, r)"Mx3X D d (x, X
k
)(rN
D
p
(r)"Mx3X D d (p, x)(rN.
We have positive number e
1
’0 such that
D(X
k‘1
, e
1
)- Z
l*k‘1
Z
p|Pl
;1 l,p . (6.15)
We choose a representative of coordinate chart (;(1)
p
, E
p
, s
p
) around p3X
k
!X
k‘1
.
We assume
(6.16.1) ;1 (1)
p
WX
k‘1
"0.
(6.16.2) Each of ;(1)
p
is contained in a member of the given covering.
We take a "nite set Q"Mq
1
,2 , qmN-Xk!D(Xk‘1 , e1/2) such that
D(X
k‘1
, e
1
/2)X Z
q|Q
;1 (1)
q
.X
k
.
We can then "nd e
2
’0 such that e
2
(e
1
/100 and that
(6.17) If x3X
k
, d (x, X
k‘1
)’e
1
/2!e
2
, then there exists q3Q such that D
x
(e
2
)-;1 (1)
q
.
We next take e
3
and an open subset ; @
p
of ;
p
for each p3Zl;kPl such that
(6.18.1) If x3;1 @
p
then D
x
(e
3
)-;1
p
.
(6.18.2) Zl;k
Z
p|Pt
;1 @
p
.D(X
k‘1
, e
1
/2).
Here we put ;1 @
p
"t
p
(s~1
p
(0)W;@
p
).
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We put e
4
"min(e
2
, e
3
N/100. Now for each p3X
k
!X
k‘1
we take a representative of
coordinate chart (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) around p such that
(6.19.1) Diam;1
p
(e
4
.
(6.19.2) If D
p
(e
4
)-;1 (1)
q
for some q3Q, then there exists a representative of u
qp
:;
p
P;(1)
q
de"ned on ;
p
and also there exists u(
qp
de"ned on E
p
.
(6.19.3) If D
p
(e
4
)-;1
q
for some q3Zl;kPl , then there exists a representative of
u
qp
:;
p
P;
q
de"ned on ;
p
and also there exists u(
qp
de"ned on E
p
.
(6.19.4) Compatibility conditions (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) are satis"ed as equalities between maps
(not only as map germs).
We take a "nite set P
k
such that
D(X
k‘1
, e
1
/2)XZ
p|Pk
;1
p
.X
k
. (6.20)
Replacing P
k
by a subset we may assume that
P
k
-X
k
!D(X
k‘1
, e
1
/2!e
2
) . (6.21)
Now we are going to prove that (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) , p3P
k
and (;@
p
, E
p
, s
p
) , p3Pl, l’k has the
required properties. We put the order on the set Zl*k
Pl such that q(p if nq(np .
Now we consider p
1
, p
2
such that ;1
p1
WP
p2
O0 (or ;1 @
p1
W;1
p2
O0 or ;1 @
p1
W;1
p2
O0) and
p
2
(p
1
. We are going to construct ;
p1p2
, u
p1p2
:;
p1p2
P;
p1
, u(
p1p2
:E
p2
D
Up1p2
PE
p1
. In case
p
1
, p
2
3Zl;kPl , our charts are restrictions of the charts we constructed in earlier steps.
Hence we can use induction hypothesis to obtain ;
p1p2
, u
p1p2
:;
p1p2
P;
p1
, uL
p1p2
:
E
p2
D
Up1p2
PE
p1
satisfying required properties.
Hence we need to consider the two cases, n
p1
"n
p2
"k, n
p2
"k(n
p1
.
Case 1: n
p1
"n
p2
"k. In this case by (6.21) we have d (p
1
, X
k‘1
)’e
1
/2!e
2
, i"1, 2.
Since ;1
p1
W;1
p2
O0 (6.19.1) implies d (p
1
, p
2
)(2e
4
. It follows from (6.17) that there exists
q3Q such that D
pi
(e
4
)-;1 (1)
q
, i"1, 2. Thus by (6.19.2) there exists a representative
u
qp1
:;
p1
P;(1)
q
, u
qp2
:;
p2
P;(1)
q
. We have also u(
qp1
, u(
qp2
. Since n
p1
"n
p2
"n
q
, they are
di!eomorpisms of orbifolds to its image. We put ;
p1p2
"u~1
qp2
u
qp1
(;
p1
) , u
p1p2
"u~1
qp1
u
qp2
,
u(
p1p2
"u( ~1
qp1
u(
qp2
. It is straightforward to verify the required properties.
Case 2: n
p2
"k(n
p1
. In this case (6.18.1) implies D
p2
(e
4
)-;1
p1
. Therefore by (6.19.3),
there exists a representative u
p1p2
:;
p2
P;
p1
. We remark that ;@
p1
is an open subset of ;
p1
.
Hence we put;
p1p2
"u~1
p1p2
(;@
p1
) , and restrict u
p1p2
, u(
p1p2
there. The required properties are
immediate.
The proof of Lemma 6.3 is now complete. K
CHAPTER 2. MODULI SPACE OF STABLE MAPS
7. STABLE MAPS
We "rst recall the notion of stable map due to Kontsevich [38, 39]. Let (M, u) be
a symplectic manifold and J :„MP„M be a compatible almost complex structure. Let
g and m be nonnegative integers. (We remark that for some of the de"nitions of this section
we do not need symplectic structure but only an almost complex structure. However, to
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establish compactness of moduli space, we need to assume that there is a symplectic
structure. So we restrict ourselves to the case of symplectic manifolds.)
De,nition 7.1 (Mumford [49]). A semistable curve with m marked points is a pair (&, z)
of a space &"Zn&l (&l) where &l is a Riemann surface and n&l : &lP& is a continuous map,
and z"(z
1
,2 , zm ) are m points in & with the following properties.
(7.1.1) For each p3&l there exists a neighborhood of it such that the restriction of
n&l : &lP& to this set is a homeomorphism to its image.
(7.1.2) For each p3&, we have +
l
dn~1&l (p) 2. Here and hereafter d means the order
of the set.
(7.1.3) +
l
dn~1&l (zi)"1 for each zi .
(7.1.4) & is connected.
(7.1.5) z
i
Oz
j
for iOj.
(7.1.6) The number of Riemann surfaces &l is "nite.
(7.1.7) The set Mp D+
l
dn~1&l (p)"2N is of "nite order.
We say a point p3&l is singular if +ldn~1&l (n&l (p))"2. We say that p3&l is marked ifn&l(p)"zj for some j. We say that &l is a component of &.
A map 0 : &P&@ between two semistable curves is called as isomorphism if it is
homeomorphism and if it can be lifted to biholomorphic isomorphisms 0lw :&lP&@w
for each component &l of &. If &, &@ have marked points (z1,2 , zm ) , (z@1,2 , z@m )
then we require 0 (z
i
)"z@
i
also. Let Aut (&, z) be the group of all automorphisms of
(&, z).
We next de"ne the genus of a semistable curve &"Z&l . For each &"X&l we associate
a graph „& as follows. The vertices of „& correspond to the components of & and we join two
vertices by an edge if the corresponding components intersect each other in &. We also add
an edge joining the same vertex corresponding to &l for each point p3& such that
dn~1&l (p)"2. The graph „& is connected since & is connected.
De,nition 7.2. The genus g of a semistable curve & is de"ned by
g"+
l
gl#rankH1 („& ; Q),
where gl is the genus of &l .
De,nition 7.3. A map h :&PM is said to be a pseudoholomorphic map if it is continuous
and if the composition h 3n&l :&lPM is pseudoholomorphic for each l.
We de"ne the homology class of h by
h
*
([&])"+
l
(h 3nl )*[&l]3H2(M ; Z ) .
De,nition 7.4. A pair ((&, z) , h) of a semistable curve with m-marked points and a
pseudoholomorphic map h :&PM is said to be stable if for each l one of the following
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conditions holds.
(7.4.1) h 3n&l :&lPM is not a constant map.
(7.4.2) Let ml be the number of points on &l which are singular or marked. Then
ml#2gl*3.
De,nition 7.5. Let ((&, z) , h) be a pair of a semistable curve with m-marked points and
a pseudoholomorphic map h : &PM. We put
Aut(((&, z) , h))"G0 : &P& K
0 is an automorphism
h 30"h H .
We call it the automorphism group of ((&, z) , h).
LEMMA 7.6. ((&, z),h) is stable if and only if Aut(((&, z), h)) is a ,nite group.
Proof. This is an observation by Kontsevich and Manin. We prove only that if ((&, z), h)
is stable then Aut (((&, z), h)) is a "nite group. (We use this part only.) We "rst remark that the
subgroup of Aut(((&, z), h)) consisting of 0 : &P& such that 0n&l(&l)"n&7 (&l) is of "nite
index. Hence it su$ces to show that this subgroup is "nite. We then "nd that it su$ces to
show that the following group is "nite for each l.
i
j
k
0l : &lP&l
0l (p)"p, for each singular or marked point p
h 3 n&l 30l"h 3n&l
0l is biholomorphic
e
f
h
.
If (7.4.2) is satis"ed, then the set of all holomorphic automorphisms which "x all singular
or marked points is "nite.
If (7.4.1) is satis"ed, then the set of all holomorphic isomorphisms 0l satisfying
h 3n&l 3 0l"h 3n&l is "nite. K
De,nition 7.7. Let b3H
2
(M ; Z ). We consider the set of all stable maps ((&, z) , h) such
that (&, z) is of genus g with m marked points and h
*
([&])"b. We divide it by the
equivalence relation & such that (&, z)&(&, z@) if and only if there exists an isomorphism
0 : (&, z)P(&, z@) satisfying h@ 30"h. We let CMg,m (M, J, b ) be the quotient. We call it the
moduli space of stable maps of genus g, m marked points and of homology class b.
We also put, for a positive number A,
CM
g,m
(M, J )"Z
b
CM
g,m
(M, J, b)
CM
g,m
(M, u, J;)A)" Z
*b+Wu)A
CM
g,m
(M, J, b)
(We remark that CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) and CM
g,m
(M, J) are independent of the symplectic
structure u. Also we can make the de"nition of CM
g,m
(M, u, J ;)A) independent of the
symplectic structure by using the area of the map in place of [b]Wu)A. However, the
study of these moduli spaces has an interesting application only in symplectic case.
Hereafter, we do not mention these kinds of remarks.)
From now on, we identify ((&, z) , h) with its isomorphism class by abuse of notation,
when no confusion can occur.
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De,nition 7.8. A semistable curve (&, z) with m-marked points is called stable if (7.4.2)
holds for each component.
Let CM
g,m
be the set of all isomorphism classes of stable curves with m marked points
and of genus g. CM
g,m
is called the Deligne}Mumford compacti,cation of the moduli space
of curves. It is well known that CM
g,m
has a structure of complex orbifold of (complex)
dimension 3g!3#m. (See also Section 9.)
The case g"1, m"0 is exceptional. In that case the moduli space of elliptic curves
(with no marked point) is the quotient of upper half-plain by PS‚(2, Z). The quotient space
is an orbifold and is homeomorphic to S2 minus one point. We compactify it by adding
a semistable curve of genus 1 which has one singular point and one irreducible component.
We denote this compacti"cation (which is homeomorphic to S2) by CM
1,0
. We remark that
elements of CM
1,0
are not stable in the sense above. So in this case the de"nition of CM
1,0
is di!erent to the usual case.
We remark that in De"nition 7.8 we assume 3g!3#m*0 and otherwise the set
CM
g,m
is empty. However, in De"nition 7.4 (the de"nition of stable map) we do not assume
3g!3#m*0. We will give some additional remarks on the case 3g!3#m)0 at the
end of Section 17.
De,nition 7.9. Let (&, z) be a semistable curve with marked points. We say that its
component &l is stable if 2gl#ml*3 and we say that it is unstable otherwise.
We de"ne a map n : CM
g,m
(M, J, b )PCM
g,m
in case 2g!3#m*0 as follows. Let
((&, z), h)3CM
g,m
(M, J, b). We shrink n&l (&l) to one point in & for each unstable compon-
ent &l of & and obtain &@. Then, we can easily "nd that &@ together with the composition
n&l :&lP&P&@ for stable components is a stable curve of genus g and of m marked points.
We let this stable curve n ((&, z) , h).
In the case when g"1, m"0 we de"ne n :CM
1,0
(M, J, b)PCM
1,0
as follows. Let
(&, h)3CM
1,0
(M, J, b ) . If there is an irreducible component &l of & such that gl"1 then
we put n(&, z)"[&l]. We remark that the component &l of & with gl"1 is unique if it
exists. If there is no component &l of & with gl"1, we de"ne n (&, h) to be the unique point
in CM
1,0
!M
1,0
.
We also de"ne a map el :M
g,m
(M, J, b)PMm by
el ((&, z) , h)"(h (z
1
) ,2 , h (zm)) .
Now the main results we are going to prove in Chapters 2 and 3 are the following.
THEOREM 7.10. CM
g,m
(M, J, b) has a Kuranishi structure of dimension 2m#2b c
1
(M)#
2(3!n)(g!1) which is stably complex and is compact.
THEOREM 7.11. ‚et (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
, t
p
, u
pq
, uL
pq
) be the Kuranishi structure as in „heorem
7.10. „hen there exist strongly smooth maps n
1,p
:;
p
PCM
g,m
if 3g#m*3 and
el
p
:;
p
PMm if m’0 with the following properties.
(7.11.1) n
q 3uqp"np , and elq 3uqp"elp .
(7.11.2) nt
p
(x)"n
p
(x), and el(t
p
(x))"el
p
(x) for every x with s
p
(x)"0.
(7.11.3) n
p
]el
p
is of maximal rank if 3g#m*3, and el
p
:;
p
PMm is of maximal rank
if m’0.
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We can prove a family version of them. Namely we have a similar moduli space with
Kuranishi structure when we move u and J in a "nite-dimensional family. This generaliz-
ation is straightforward so we do not state it. A more interesting problem is to study the case
when we consider a family of complex or symplectic structures which is degenerate at some
point.
We give an example of Kuranishi structure on the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic
curves.
Example 7.12. Let n :MPS be an elliptic surface. (Here S is a Riemann surface.) We
assume that n : MPS has no singular "ber other than multiple "bers. Let n~1(p
1
) ,
i"1,2 , l be the multiple "bers with multiplicity ni . We regard S as an orbifold by
regarding p
i
as a singular point which has a local chart R2/Z
ni
. Let b3H
2
(H ; Z ) be the
homology class of general "bre. We consider the moduli space CM
1,0
(M, J, b ) of genus 1
Riemann surfaces representing b. This space consists of the following components.
(7.13.1) S.
(7.13.2) Finitely many points, each of them corresponding to a map h to a multiple
"bre n~1 (p
i
) , i"1,2 , l, h :„2Pn~1(pi) is an ni-fold covering map, but is
not deformable to a map to a regular "ber. (Among the n
i
-fold covering maps
„2Pn~1 (p
i
) , only one of them is deformed to a map to a regular "ber.)
The virtual dimension of CM
1,0
(M, J, b ) is 0. So we have an obstruction bundle.
We can describe the obstruction bundle E on the component S as follows. First we
remark that by de"nition
E
x
:H~1(n~1(x), Nn~1(x)M):H0,1(n~1(x))?„xS.
If x3S is a regular point. Hence we can show that E as an orbibundle is isomorphic to the
tensor product H0,1(n~1(x))?„S. (Here H0,1(n~1(x)) is an orbibundle over S whose "ber
at x3S is H0,1 (n~1(x)) .)
We can prove that the bundle H0,1(n~1(x)) is #at in the following way.
First, we claim that the holomorphic structure of the regular "ber is constant. This fact is
well known and can be proved as follows. Let h/PS‚(2; Z) be the moduli space of elliptic
curves. (Here h is the upper half-plain.) x> [n~1(x)] de"nes a holomorphic map
S!Mp
i
D i"1,2, lNPh/PS‚(2; Z ) . At the point pi corresponding to the multiple "ber, we
consider the covering space locally and can prove that S!Mp
i
D i"1,2, lN> h/PS‚(2; Z)
extends to a holomorphic map SPh/PS‚(2; Z ). Using the fact that S is compact, we "nd
that this map is constant. Namely the complex structure of the regular "ber is constant.
Therefore the structure group of n : MPS is reduced to the group of biholomorphic
map of an elliptic curve. It is an extension of the torus by a "nite group. The torus acts
trivially on H0,1(n~1(x)) . Hence the structure group of the orbibundle H0,1(n~1(x)) is "nite.
Thus we "nd that the Euler class of H0,1(n~1(x))?„S coincides with the Euler class
of „S.
Other components (which are of dimension 0) has isotropy group whose order is n
i
.
Thus the fundamental cycle (which is a rational number) is
s (S)# ni+
i/1
o (n
i
)!1
n
i
, (7.14)
here o (n
i
) is the number of subgroup of Z2 of index n
i
and s (S) is the orbifold Euler number
of S.
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We remark that S may be a bad orbifold. Namely it may not be a global quotient of
a manifold. (For example we start with the direct product S2]„2 and perform a logarith-
mic transformation.)
In the case when there is a singular "ber other than multiple "bers, it seems that a
formula similar to (7.14) holds. The authors did not check it yet.
8. FINITENESS OF THE NUMBER OF COMBINATORIAL TYPES OF STABLE MAPS
We start the proof of Theorem 7.10. First we need to de"ne a topology on
CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) and prove that it is compact. In this section, we prove that there are
only "nitely many possibilities of the combinatorial types of elements of CM
g,m
(M, J, b )
(Proposition 8.8). The following lemma plays a basic role for it.
LEMMA 8.1. For each (M, u, J), there exists d’0 such that if h : &PM is a nonconstant
pseudoholomorphic map from a closed Riemann surface & to M, then
P h*u’d.
(We remark that Lemma 8.1 holds for almost complex manifold if we replace the assump-
tion : h*u’d by an assumption on the area. The same is true for Lemmata 8.2 and 8.12.
In this paper we use only the case of symplectic manifolds.) The lemma is an immediate
consequence of the following result due to [33], [53].
LEMMA 8.2. „here exists e
0
and C’0 such that the following holds for each e(e
0
and
each metric ball D
p
(e) centered at p and of radius e. ‚et h@ : &@PM be a pseudoholomorphic
map from a Riemann surface &@ with (or without) boundary to M. Suppose h@ (&@)-D
p
(e),
h@(L&@)-LD
p
(e) and p3h (&@). „hen
P
&
h@*u’Ce2.
We next de"ne the data parametrizing combinatorial types of stable curves of genus g,
with m marked points and of homology class b3H
2
(M; Z). We consider a connected graph
„ together with the following data.
(8.3.1) gl , a nonnegative integer for each vertex l of „.
(8.3.2) bl3H2(M; Z) for each vertex l of „.
(8.3.3) A map o : M1,2,mNPMvertices of „N.
Let mark(l) be the number of j such that o ( j)"l, let sing(l) be the number of edges
containing l. (We count twice the edges both of whose vertices are l.) We put
ml"mark(l)#sing(l). We assume that one of the following is satis"ed for each vertex l
of „.
(8.4.1) 2gl#ml*3.
(8.4.2) blO0.
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We assume also that
(8.5) +
l
bl"b.
(8.6) +
l
gl#rank H1 („; Q)"g.
(8.7) For each vertex l, there exists a pseudoholomorphic curve h : &PM from a Riemann
surface of genus gl such that h* ([&])"bl .
We let Comb(g, m, b) denote the set of all („, gl , bl , o) satisfying these conditions.
For each element ((&, z), h)3CM
g,m
(M, J, b), we "nd a unique element („, gl , bl , o) of
Comb(g, m, b) as follows. We take the graph „"„& introduced in Section 7. Its vertex l is
identi"ed to a component &l of &. Let gl be the genus of &l . We put bl"(h 3 n&l)* ([&l]). We
put o (i)"l if and only if z
i
3n&l(&l).
(8.4) is then a consequence of stability, (8.5) follows from h
*
([&])"b, (8.6) is equivalent
to the fact that the genus of & is g. (8.7) holds because h 3n&l is a required pseudoholo-
morphic map.
We let CM
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o) be the set of all stable maps which induce the element
(„, gl , bl , o) of Comb(g, m, b). This gives a strati"cation of CMg,m (M, J, b ). We now use
Lemma 8.1 to show the following:
PROPOSITION 8.8. For each A, the set Z
bW*u+)A
Comb(g, m, b ) is ,nite.
Proof. Let d be as in Lemma 8.1. We put K"A/d. Let < be the number of vertices and
let S"+ gl . We remark:
(8.9.1) By (8.6) the number of vertices l with gl*1 is smaller than g.
(8.9.2) There exists at most m vertices l such that mark(l)’0.
(8.9.3) By Lemma 8.1, (8.5), and (8.7), there exist at most K vertices l with blO0.
(8.9.4) By (8.6) the number of vertices l such that there exists an edge e both of whose
vertex is l is smaller than g.
Let <
0
be the set of all vertices l satisfying one of (8.9.1), (8.9.2), (8.9.3), (8.9.4). Then the
order of <
0
is smaller than K#m#2g.
Let l be a vertex which is not contained in <
0
. Then gl"0, mark(l)"0, bl"0. Hence
sing(l)*3 by (8.4). Therefore, we have
<)K#m#2g#dMlDsing(l)*3N. (8.10)
By (8.6), s(„ )"1!b
1
(„ )"S#1!g. On the other hand,
s(„ )"1
2
+ (2!sing(l)) 1
2
(MlDsing(l)"1N!MlDsing(l)*3N).
Thus
2S#2!2g#dMlDsing (l)*3N)dMlDsing (l)"1N.
Moreover
dMlDsing (l)"1N)dMlDgl’0N#dMlDgl"0, ml"1N#dMlDmark(l)"1N.
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Hence
2S#2!2g#dMlDsing (l)*3N)g#K#m. (8.11)
(8.10) and (8.11) imply <#2S)5g#2K#2m!2. Proposition 8.8 follows from this
fact and the following:
LEMMA 8.12. For each g
0
, c, the set below is ,nite.
G b3H2(M; Z) K
&h : &
g
PM pseudoholomorphic
[u] ) h
*
[&
g
](c
&
g
is a Riemann surface of genus g)g
0H
This lemma will be proved in Section 11.
Remark 8.13. We will use a part of Proposition 8.8 in Section 11. So we remark here that
we proved the following without using Lemma 8.12: Let ((&, z), h)3CM
g,m
((M, u, J),)A).
Then the number of irreducible components of (&, z) is smaller than a number depending
only on M, u, J, A.
9. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF DELIGNE +MUMFORD COMPACTIFICATION
In this section, we study the compacti"ed moduli space CM
g,m
of Riemann surfaces of
genus g and with m marked points. Our purpose is to de"ne a topology (and orbifold
structure) on it. We also de"ne a family of Riemann metrics on stable curves parametrized
by CM
g,m
. (Here Riemann metric on stable curve means Riemann metric on each compon-
ent.) Our metric is #at in a neighborhood of singular points.
The space CM
g,m
is well studied from various points of view, and the discussion we will
give in this section is not really new. However, we will give those descriptions since a similar
construction is necessary to construct the charts of Kuranishi structure of our moduli space
in later sections. We also want to make the exposition as elementary as possible and to
avoid using deep and di$cult results of algebraic geometry (though many of the arguments
in principle are borrowed from algebraic geometry). To avoid using algebraic geometry
may be appropriate to work in the category of symplectic manifold with compatible almost
complex structure. Compare our description with [11] or [50] where various other
techniques (Cohen}Macaulay scheme, stack, etc.) are used. However, we skip some part of
the proof since this section is mainly of expository nature.
We "rst de"ne a strati"cation of CM
g,m
. It is indexed by a set Comb(g, m) which is
similar to the one we used in Section 8. We consider a connected graph „ together with the
following data.
(9.1.1) gl , a nonnegative integer for each vertex l of „.
(9.1.2) A map o : M1,2,mNPMvertices of „N.
Let mark(l) be the number of j such that o ( j)"l, let sing(l) be the number of edges
containing l. (We count twice the edges both of whose vertices are l.) We put
ml"mark(l)#sing(l). We assume
2gl#ml*3. (9.2)
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We also assume
+l gl#rankH1(„ ; Q)"g. (9.3)
Let Comb(g, m) be the set of all such objects („, (gl), o). In fact, Comb(g, m) coincides to
Comb (g, m, b ) if we put b"0. Therefore, Comb(g, m) is "nite by Proposition 8.8. (We do not
need Lemma 8.12 to prove it in this case.)
For each element (&, z) of CM
g,m
, we associate an element of Comb(g, m) as follows. We
take the graph „"„& as in Section 7. Each vertex l of „ corresponds to a component &l
of &. Let gl be the genus of &l . We put o ( j)"l if zj3n&7(&l). (9.2) is a consequence of the
stability and (9.3) is the de"nition of the genus.
Let M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) be the set of all (&, z) such that the associated object is („, (gl), o).
Using the fact that the automorphism group of each element of CM
g,m
is of "nite order,
it is rather easy to "nd a structure of orbifold on each stratum M
g,m
(„, (gl), o). So we omit
it. We also remark that there exists a "ber bundle (in the sense of orbifold)
UNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)PMg,m („, (gl), o) together with the complex structure on each "ber
such that the "ber of (&, z) is identi"ed to (&, z) itself.
More precisely for each x3M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) there exists a chart ;x"<x/!x of it
and an action of !
x
on &
x
such that the inverse image of ;
x
in UNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)
is di!eomorphic to <
x
]&
x
/!
x
. We need to require compatibility condition for these
charts <
x
]&
x
/!
x
so that it will de"ne a "ber bundle structure on
UNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)PMg,m („, (gl), o). We omit the de"nition since it is almost the same as
one we gave in the case of vector bundle.
It is more delicate to see how those strata are patched. We are going to describe it. Also
we de"ne a smooth family of metrics of each "ber of UNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)PMg,m(„, (gl), o).
The construction is by induction on the stratum. We "rst de"ne a partial order z on the
set Comb(g, m).
Let („, (gl), o)3Comb(g, m). We consider („l , (gl,w), ol)3Comb(gl , ml) for some of
the vertices l"l
1
,2, la of „. Here ml is the sum of number of the edges containing
l and the number of marked points on &l . (We count twice the edges both of whose vertices
are l.)
We now replace the vertex l by the graph „l . We join the edge containing l to the vertex
ol( j) where j3M1,2, mlN is the su$x corresponding to this edge. We then obtain „I . The
number gJ l is determined from gl and gl,w in an obvious way. We determine oJ as follows.
If o( j)Ol
i
, i"1,2, a, then oJ ( j)"o ( j). If o ( j)"li then the jth marked point corresponds
to some of j@3M1,2 , mliN. We then put oJ ( j)"oli ( j@). We thus obtain an element
(„I , (gJ l), oJ )3Comb(g, m).
We write („, (gl), o)z („I , (gJ l), o8 ) if („I , (gJ l), oJ ) is obtained from („, (gl), o) as above.
We are going to de"ne a topology of CM
g,m
so that the closure of M
g,m
(„, (gl), o)
contains M
g,m
(„I , (gJ l), oJ ) if and only if („, (gl), o)z („I , (gJ l), oJ ).
We construct a basis of neighborhood of each element of M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) by the
induction with respect to p.
For the "rst step, we remark that („, (gl), o) is minimal if the following holds.
(9.4.1) gl"0 for each l.
(9.4.2) ml"3 for each l.
In that case, the stratum M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) consists of one point (&, z). We take and "x
a KaK hler metric on each component of this unique element (which is a sphere). We remark
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that the group of automorphisms of this unique element of M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) may be non-
trivial. In the case when it is nontrivial, we choose our KaK hler metric so that it is invariant
by the action of this group.
We next construct a neighborhood of (&, z) in CM
g,m
together with a family of metrics
on each element in this neighborhood.
Let x3n&l (xl)"n&w (xw) be a singular point of &. (In fact it may happen that l"w. We
use the same notation in this case for simplicity.) We take the hermitian metric on „
xl
&l and
„
xw
&
w
induced by the KaK hler metric on &l and &w . They induce one on the tensor product
„
xl
&l?„xw&w . For each nonzero element a3„xl&l ?„xw&w , we have a biholomorphic
map ’a :„xl&l!M0N P„xw&w!M0N such that
u ?’a(u)"a.
Let DaD"R~2, and assume that R is su$ciently large. Let exp
xl
:„
xl
&lP&l ,
exp
xw
:„
xw
&
w
P&
w
be the exponential maps with respect to the KaK hler metrics we have
chosen. (We recall that our metric is #at in a neighborhood of singular point. Hence, exp
xl
is
an isometry in a neighborhood of origin.)
We remove D
xl
(R~3@2) from &l and Dxw (R~3@2) from &w . Here Dx(R~3@2) denote the
metric ball of radius R~3@2 centered at x. (We assume that D
xl
(R~3@2) and D
xw
(R~3@2) are
both #at.)
If R is su$ciently large, then exp~1&w 3’a 3 exp&l is a di!eomorphism between
D
xl
(R~1@2)!D
xl
(R~3@2) and D
xw
(R~1@2)!D
xw
(R~3@2). We glue &l and &w by this di!eo-
morphism. In case when a"0, we do not make any change.
By performing this construction at each singular point, we obtain a 2-dimensional
&&manifold’’ for each element
(a
x
)3=
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w
in a neighborhood of 0. (Here the sum is taken over all singular points x of &.) It is singular
when some a
x
is 0.
We next de"ne a metric of each &&manifold’’ in this family and hence a complex structure
on it. We do not change the metric on the complement of D
xl
(R~1@2) in &l .
Let us describe the metric we put on the part D
xl
(R~1@2)!D
xl
(R~3@2).
Since our KaK hler metric is #at in a neighborhood of singular point, we may identify
D
xl
(R~1@2) with an open subset in C with standard metric. We then consider an isomor-
phism ’a : z> a/z on it. The standard metric DdzD2 will become Da/z2D2 DdzD2 by the pullback.
Hence if DaD"R~2, then ’*a DdzD2"DdzD2 on the circle DzD"R~1. We choose a function
s
R
: (0, R)P(0, R) such that s
R
( DzD ) DdzD2 is invariant by ’a , and that sR(r)"1 if rR’1#e.
We choose such s
R
once and use it always. We perform the same construction on
D
xl
(R~1@2)!D
xw
(R~3@2). Then ’*a (sR( DzD) DdzD2)"sR ( DzD ) DdzD2 implies that these two metrics
are compatible on the overlapping part and hence we have a metric.
Thus we have a family of stable curves parameterized by a neighborhood of the
origin in =
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w . (In case some component is 0, the stable curve is singular.)
We recall that our element (&, z) in CM
g,m
may have a nontrivial automorphism group
Aut(&, z). Each of them acts by isometry. Hence it acts on =
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w . Furthermore,
since all the constructions are canonical (except the choice of s
R
which we may assume
to use the same one for all), it follows that, for each c3Aut(&, z), the semistable curve
corresponding to (a
x
)3=
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w and c(ax) are isometric to each other, with
a canonical isometry, which we write also by c. Thus we have a family of elements of CM
g,m
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parametrized by a neighborhood of 0 in
=
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w
Aut(&, z)
.
We take this neighborhood as a chart of CM
g,m
as an orbifold.
Thus we have constructed a neighborhood of each point in the "rst (smallest) stratum.
Also we have constructed a family of Riemann metrics on the element of the neighborhood.
Remark 9.5. In fact we need to prove that the map from a neighborhood of 0 in
=
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w
Aut(&, z)
.
to CM
g,m
is injective to show that our map gives a chart. We skip the proof of this fact. One
can prove it without using algebraic geometry so much. See [30, Section 14] for the proof of
it in the case of real Riemann surface of genus 0. (The proof there can be generalized to the
present situation with minor change.)
Now we consider the induction step. We consider a stratum M
g,m
(„, (gl), o). By induc-
tion hypothesis we have constructed a family of metrics of each element in the neighbor-
hood of M
g,m
(„@, (g@l), o@) with („@, (g@l), o@)p („, (gl), o). We here use the fact that the
complement of the union of such neighborhoods is compact. This is a nontrivial fact. But
again we omit the proof of this fact, since it is now a part of standard theory.
Let K
g,m
(„, (gl), o) be a compact subset of Mg,m(„, (gl), o) which contains the comp-
lement of the union of the neighborhoods of M
g,m
(„@, (g@l), o@) with („@, (g@l), o@)p(„, (gl), o).
We assume also by induction hypothesis that the metrics of the stable curves in the
neighborhoods of M
g,m
(„@, (g@l), o@) with („@, (g@l), o@) p(„, (gl), o) for various („@, (g@l), o@)
coincides with each other on the overlapping part.
We next extend this family of metrics in any way, over all M
g,m
(„, (gl), o). We then
obtain a smooth family of KaK hler metrics on the "bresUNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)PMg,m(„, (gl), o).
We next are going to use this family to construct a neighborhood ofK
g,m
(„, (gl), o). We
"rst remark that we have an orbibundle over K
g,m
(„, (gl), o) whose "ber is the direct sum
=
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w over the singular points x. (=x„xl&l?„xw&w consists of an orbibundle
and not a vector bundle since the automorphism group Aut(&, z) of elements of
K
g,m
(„, (gl), o) acts on it.) The family of KaK hler metrics on UNIg,m („, (gl), o)P
M
g,m
(„, (gl), o) induces a hermitian metric on our orbibundle. Therefore we can perform
a parameterized version of the construction we did in the case of the "rst stratum, to obtain
a family of semistable curves together with "brewise Rieman metrics parameterized by the
neighborhood of 0 of our orbibundle =
x
„
xl
&l?„xw&w . We thus construct a neighbor-
hood of K
g,m
(„, (gl), o). By construction, the family of metrics we obtained coincides with
the one we already constructed in earlier steps at the part where they overlap. This is
because our construction is local around each singular point.
Thus we have constructed an orbifold structure on CM
g,m
together with a smooth
family of metrics on each "ber of UNI
g,m
(„, (gl), o)PMg,m(„, (gl), o).
10. TOPOLOGY ON THE MODULI SPACE OF STABLE MAPS
We are going to de"ne a topology on our moduli space CM
g,m
(M, J, b). The
de"nition of topology and the proof of the fact that CM
g,m
(M, J, b) is compact is in
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principle due to Gromov [33]. Also there are papers by Pansu [53], Parker}Wolfson [54]
and Ye [74] related to the same topic. However, we give a proof of them here since there
seems to be some confusion on the way to use the word &&stable map’’, &&cusp curve’’, etc.
Also a part of the argument of the proof will be used in later sections.
The topology is de"ned in a similar way to the case of CM
g,m
we discussed in Section 9.
One trouble however is that for a stable map ((&, z),h) the semistable curve (&, z) may not be
stable. Therefore there may be some trouble to "x a representative of (&, z). (Namely there
is an ambiguity controlled by a group of positive dimension (which is noncompact in many
cases). In the discussion of Section 9 the ambiguity was just a "nite group.)
We again start with de"ning a partial order of the index set Comb(g, m, b) of the strata of
CM
g,m
(M, J, b). Let („, gl , bl , o)3Comb (g, m, b). We consider („l , (gl,w), bl,w , o)3
Comb(gl , ml , bl) for some of the vertices l"l1,2, la of „. We replace the vertex l by
(„l , (gl,w) , bl,w , ol) in a way similar to that in Section 9 and we obtain („I , gJ l , b3 l , oJ ). We then
de"ne („, gl , bl , o)z(„I , gJ l , b3 l , oJ ).
In later sections, we are going to de"ne Kuranishi structure by induction of this
relation p. In this section we only de"ne a topology.
We "rst consider the case when (&, z) is stable.
Let ((&
n
, z
n
),h
n
)3CM
g,m
(M, J, b) be a sequence, and assume that (&
n
, z
n
)3CM
g,m
namely we assume that they are stable. We assume that
lim
n?=
(&
n
, z
n
)"(&, z)
in CM
g,m
by the topology we de"ned in Section 9. Let &"Zl&l be the decomposition of
& into irreducible components. (We write &l in place of n&l(&l) for simplicity.) We assume
that &3M
g,m
(„, (gl), o). Then by the de"nition of the topology in Section 9 we "nd
&@
n
"Zl&@l,n3Mg,m(„, (gl), o) and (axn )3=xn „xl,n&@l,n?„xw,n&@w,n in a neighborhood of 0
such that (&
n
, z
n
)3CM
g,m
corresponds to the element (a
xn
)3=
xn
„
xl,n
&@l,n?„xw,n&@w,n by the
chart of CM
g,m
we constructed in Section 9. We also have lim
n?=
a
xn
"0 and
lim
n?=
(&@
n
, z
n
)"(&, z). (10.1)
We put R
n,x
"Da
n,x
D~2. By the de"nition of Section 9, &
n
has a subset identi"ed to
&@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(R~3@2
n,x
) and that the diameter of the complement &
n
!(&@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(R~3@2
n,x
))
converges to 0. By (10.1) we may identify &@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(R~3@2
n,x
) to a subset of &. We put
=
x,n
(k)"(D
xl,n
(k)!D
xl,n
(R~1
n,x
))X(D
xw,n
(k)!D
xw,n
(R~1
n,x
)).
Using these identi"cations, we de"ne
De,nition 10.2. We say lim
n?=
((&
n
, z
n
),h
n
)"((&, z), h), if the following holds.
(10.2.1) For each k’0, the restriction of h
n
to &@
n
!=
x,n
(k) converges to h in C=
topology.
(10.2.2) limk?0 lim supn?=Diam(hn (=x,n(k)))"0 for any singular point x.
Now we consider the general case. Because of the problem of instability we mentioned
before, we use a trick to add marked points to make the semistable curve stable. Let
forgetg :CMg,m‘g(M, J, b )0PCMg,m (M, J, b)
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be the map which forgets the marked points z
m‘1
,2, zm‘g . Here we denote by
CM
g,m‘g (M, J, b )0 the set of all elements of CMg,m‘g(M, J, b ) which remain stable maps
after forgetting marked points z
m‘1
,2 , zm‘g .
De,nition 10.3. We say lim
n?=
((&
n
, z
n
),h
n
)"((&, z), h), if there exist g, ((&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)‘,
((&, z), h)‘3CM
g,m‘g(M, J, b )0 such that
(10.3.1) forgetg(((&n , zn), hn)‘)"((&n , zn), hn), forgetg (((&, z), h)‘)"((&, z), h).
(10.3.2) (&
n
, z
n
)‘ and (&, z)‘ are stable.
(10.3.3) lims
n?=
((&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)‘"((&, z), h)‘.
It is easy to see that this de"nes a topology on CM
g,m
(M, J, b ).
LEMMA 10.4. CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) with this topology is Hausdor+.
Proof. Let lim
n?=
((&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)"((&, z), h), lim
n?=
(&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)"((&@, z@), h@). We need to
show that ((&, z), h) is isomorphic to ((&@, z@), h@).
Let ((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
), ((&, z‘), h)3CM
g,m‘g(M, J, b)0 , and ((&n , z@‘n ), hn), ((&@, z@‘), h@)3
CM
g,m‘g{(M, J, b)0 as in De"nition 10.3. By perturbing the points we add, we may assume
that z‘
n
W z@‘
n
"z
n
. (Namely the points we add are di!erent from each other.) We put
z‘
n
X z@‘
n
"zA‘
n
. Hence we obtain a sequence ((&
n
, zA‘
n
), h
n
)3CM
g,m‘g‘g{ (M, J, b)0 . By tak-
ing a subsequence and adding more marked points if necessary, we may assume that it
converges to an element of CM
g,m‘g‘g{‘gA (M, J, b)0 in the sense of limsn?= . This is the most
essential point of the proof. We will prove it in the next section, where we prove the
compactness of CM
g,m
(M, J, b).
Let lims
n?=
((&
n
, zA‘
n
), h
n
)"((&A, zA‘), hA). Then it is easy to see that both ((&, z), h) and
((&@, z@), h@) are obtained from ((&A, zA‘), hA) by forgetting g#g@#gA points we add. Hence
((&, z), h) is ismorphic to ((&@, z@), h@) as required. K
At the end of this section, we give examples illustrating the de"nition of the topology.
Example 10.5. We consider two CP1’s in CP2. Suppose that one of them &
1
is of degree
2 and the other &
2
is of degree 1. In the generic case, they intersect each other at two
di!erent points, say x, y. We put two marked points (one for each) on these curves. It de"nes
an element of CM
1,2
(CP2, 3). We consider a sequence (&
n
, z
n
, h
n
) of them such that
lim
n?=
d (x
n
, y
n
)"0. (Here x
n
, y
n
are the points where these two curves intersect).
Geometrically the limit may look like of two CP1’s which intersect at one point with
multiplicity 2. However such an object is not a stable map of genus 1 in our sense.
The trouble is that if we forget the map, then union of two CP1’s intersecting at two
points and one marked point on each component has unique complex structure. Hence if we
forget the map, the limit should be the same stable curve. However there is no map from this
stable curve, whose image is the union of two CP1’s intersecting at one point.
The reason why we meet this trouble is that the limit is the union of two CP1’s
intersecting at one point and one marked point on each component and is unstable.
So we proceed as follows to "nd the limit. We add two additional marked points
z
3,n
, z
4,n
one to each component so that h
n
(z
3,n
), h
n
(z
4,n
) converges in CP2. Let
z‘
n
"(z
1,n
, z
2,n
, z
3,n
, z
4,n
). We consider the limit (&
n
, z‘
n
) in the Deligne}Mumford compac-
ti"cation and "nd that the limit consists of 4CP1’s, &
1
,2, &4 such that d(&1W&3)"1,
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d(&
2
W&
4
)"1, d(&
3
W&
4
)"2. We let &
1
be mapped to the "rst CP1 and &
2
to the second
CP1 and &
3
X&
4
to the unique point lim
n?=
x
n
"lim
n?=
y
n
. We then obtain a stable map in
our sense.
Example 10.6. Let CP1
i,n
, i"0,2 ,N, be CP1 in, say CP3. We may assume that
CP1
0,n
W CP1
i,n
"Mx
i,n
N while CP1
i,n
W CP1
j,n
"0 if 0(i(j. We may assume also that
lim
n?=
x
i,n
"x and is independent of i. The limit in naive sense is a union of N#1 CP1’s
intersecting at one point x.
To obtain the limit as a stable map we proceed as follows. We "rst add 2 marked points
to each of CP1
i,n
. Then CP1
0,n
has N singular points and two marked points on it. The limit of
CP1 with N singular points converging to the same point x and two marked points, is a tree
of CP1’s. The type of tree depends on the speed of the convergence lim
n?=
x
i,n
"x. (This is
related to the compacti"cation of con"guration space. However, our case is an easy case
since we are dealing with the case of Riemann surface.) Therefore what we get as a limit is
a tree of CP1’s which is mapped to x except N#1 components.
Example 10.7. (This example is already known to Ruan}Tian [60].) Let us consider
a family of tori „2
n
in CP2 converging to a singular curve homeomorphic to S2. We assume
that the complex structures of „2
n
remains in a compact subset of the moduli space M
1,0
.
This gives a sequence of elements in CM
1,0
(CP2, 3).
We may regard the limit as the map from a union of „2 and CP1 where the map is
degenerate on „2.
11. COMPACTNESS OF THE MODULI SPACE OF STABLE MAPS
In this section, we are going to show the following:
THEOREM 11.1. CM
g,m
((M, u), J,)A) is compact.
We remark that Lemma 8.12 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.1. We use the
following lemma in the proof.
LEMMA 11.2. „here exists e
1
independent of ‚ and depending only on M with the
following properties. If h : [!‚, ‚]]S1P(M, u, J ) is a pseudoholomorphic map and if
Diam (h([!‚, ‚]]S1))(e
1
, then
K
Lh
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~dist (q,L *~L,L+).
for q3[!‚#1, ‚!1]. Here C is a constant independent of ‚ and (q, t)3[!‚, ‚]]S1.
(=e identify S1"R/2pZ.)
This lemma probably is not new. For the convenience of the reader, we will give a proof
in Section 14. We rewrite the Lemma 11.2 using polar coordinate z"eq~L‘it and obtain the
following Lemma 11.2@. We put
Annu(r, R)"Mz3C D r(Dz D(RN.
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LEMMA 11.2@. „here exists e
1
independent of r and depending only on M with the follow-
ing properties. If h : Annu(r, 1)P(M, u, J ) is a pseudoholomorphic map and if
Diam(h(Annu(r, 1)))(e
1
, then
K
Lh
Lz
(z) K#K
Lh
LzN
(z) K)CmaxA1,
r
Dz D2B
for log z3[log r#1,!1]. Here C is a constant independent of r and z.
Proof of „heorem 11.1. Let ((&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)3CM
g,m
((M, u), J,)A) be a sequence. We are
going to "nd its converging subsequence.
Let ((&
n
, z
n
), h
n
)3M
g,m
(M, J, b
n
), („
n
, g
n,l , bn,l , on). Since we have already proved in
Section 8 that there are only a "nite number of possibilities of („
n
, g
n,l , on), if follows that we
may assume that („
n
, g
n,l , on)"(„, gl , o) is independent of n, by taking a subsequence if
necessary. (As we remarked in Remark 8.13, we need Lemma 8.12 in the proof of Proposi-
tion 8.8 only to show the "niteness of the possibilities of b
n,l.) Therefore we can add a "nite
number of additional marked points to (&
n
, z
n
) (whose number is independent of n) and
obtain (&
n
, z‘
n
) which is stable. (Hereafter we replace (&
n
, z‘
n
) several times by adding more
and more marked points.) By taking a subsequence and by using compactness of
Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation, we may assume that (&
n
, z‘
n
) converges to (&
=
, z‘
=
) in
CM
g,m
. Let &
=
"Zl&=,l be the decomposition into irreducible components. By the
description of Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation in Section 9, we have
&@
n
"Z
l
&@
n,l and (axn)3a
xn
„
xl,n
&@l,n?„xw,n&@w,n
(here x
n
runs over singular points of &@
n
) such that (&@
n
, z@‘
n
) belongs to the same stratum as
(&
=
, z‘
=
), and that (&
n
, z‘
n
) is obtained from (&@
n
, z@‘
n
) by resolving the singularity using the
parameter (a
xn
) as in Section 9.
Also (&@
n
, z@‘
n
) converges to (&
=
, z‘
=
) in C=-topology and (ax
n
) converges to 0.
By the de"nition in Section 9, &
n
has a subset identi"ed to &@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(R~3@2
n,x
), which
we denote by the same symbol. We "nd that the symplectic volume of the restriction of h
n
is
uniformly bounded. Let k’0 be a su$ciently small number.
PROPOSITION 11.3. By increasing the number of marked points and by taking a subsequence
if necessary, we may assume that
sup
&@
n
!ZDxl,n(k)
D+h
n
D(C
where C is independent of n.
Proof. The idea of the proof is simple. If D+h
n
D diverges then we add two marked points
whose distance in &
n
is something like D+h
n
D~1. Then we have an additional component CP1
where the map is nontrivial in the limit. Such a process should stop after "nitely many
repetitions since each pseudoholomorphic CP1 has mass greater than d by Lemma 8.1. To
work out this idea one needs several technicalities.
Let e
1
be as in Lemma 11.2 and let k’0 be a su$ciently small positive number. By
taking a subsequence, we may assume that, for each l, either
Diam h
nA&@n,l! Z
xl,n|&l
D
xl,n
(k)B*
e
1
1000
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for every n or
Diam h
nA&@n,l! Z
xl,n|&l
D
xl,n
(k)B)
e
1
100
for every n. We may assume also that for each j
1
, j
2
, either dist(h
n
(z
n, j1
), h
n
(z
n,j2
))*e
1
/1000
for every n or dist(h
n
(z
n, j1
), h
n
(z
n, j2
)) e
1
/100 for every n. (Here we recall that z
n,j
is the jth
marked point of (&
n
, z‘
n
).)
We put
V
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"Gl KDiam hnA&@a,l!Z Dxl,n(k)B*
e
1
1000H
V
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"Gl3V1 K &j1 , j2 such that zn, j1 , zn, j23&@a,l , dist(hn(zn, j1), hn(zn,j2))’
e
1
1000H .
The right-hand sides of these de"nitions are independent of n. So this set is de"ned from the
sequence ((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
). We furthermore de"ne
V
3
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"Gl3V1 K lim sup
nP=
sup
&@
n,l~ZDxl,n (k)
D+h
n
D(RH .
We remark that Lemma 8.10 implies that if l3V
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) then
P&@
n,l~ZDx,n
h*
n
u’ce2
1
.
Hence the order of V
1
is uniformly bounded.
LEMMA 11.4. Suppose there exists p
n
3&@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(k) such that D+h
n
D (p
n
) goes to
in,nity. „hen we can take a subsequence and add marked points to obtain (&
n
, z‘‘
n
) such that
dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(dV
1
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
or
dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"dV
1
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
dV
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(dV
2
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
or
dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"dV
1
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
dV
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"dV
2
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
dV
3
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(dV
3
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
).
Proposition 11.3 will follow immediately from Lemma 11.4.
For the proof of Lemma 11.4, we put
sup
&@
n,l~Dxl,n (k)
D+h
n
D"Cl,n (11.5)
And let D +h
n
D (p
n
)"Cl,n where pn3&@n,l!Zxl,n Dxl,n(k).
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We "rst consider the case when bubble happens away from the boundary. Namely
the case when D+h
n
(p
n
) D dist(p
n
, L(&@
n,l!Zxl,n Dxl,n(k)))PR. We consider the composition
z>h
n
exp
pn
(D+h
n
D~1z). (Here we identify „
pn
&
n
with C by an isometry.) By (11.5), the C1
norm of this composition is uniformly bounded on each D(R)-C. And also the norm of its
derivative at origin is 1. Hence by using elliptic regularity, we may assume that it converges
to a pseudoholomorphic map from C, in C=-topology on any compact subsets. It can then
be extended to CP1 by Gromov’s removable singularity theorem.
Then the diameter of this pseudoholomorphic CP1 (which is nontrivial), must be larger
than the injectivity radius of M. We may assume that the injectivity radius of M is larger
than e
1
. Therefore we can "nd l
0
3C independent of n such that
dist (h
n
exp
pn
(D +h
n
D~1l
0
),h
n
(p
n
))*e
1
/2.
We put p@
n
"exp
pn
(D+h
n
D~1l
0
). We take p
n
and p@
n
for the new marked points. We then
consider a new sequence (&
n
, z‘‘
n
) and consider its limit in Deligne}Mumford compacti"ca-
tion. Since D+h
n
D assumes its maximum at p
n
, we "nd that a sequence of pseudoholomorphic
maps on some new component (i.e. CP1) is nontrivial and uniformly bounded there. (If p
n
is
away from marked points then there is only one new component. If p
n
goes to a marked
point, then the number of new components is one or two. In each case D +h
n
D is bounded on
these new components.) It follows that we have dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) dV
1
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
),
dV
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) dV
2
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
), dV
3
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(dV
3
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
). Thus Lemma
11.4 holds in this case.
We need some more argument to study the case when D+h
n
(p
n
) D dist(p
n
, L (&@
n,l!
Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(k))) is bounded. Namely the case when there is a bubble near the neck region. In
this case, however, we "nd p
n
such that D +h
n
D(p
n
)PR and p
n
is away from marked points.
To go further we show
SUBLEMMA 11.6. Suppose p
n
3&@
n
!Z
xl,n
D
xl,n
(k) such that DDh
n
D (p
n
) goes to in,nity. „hen,
by taking a subsequence if necessary, there exists a sequence of points p
n,‘
, p
n,~
such that
e
1
/10(dist(h
n
(p
n,‘
), h
n
(p
n,~
)) and lim
nP=
dist (p
n,$
, p
n
)"0.
Proof. Choose q
n
such that d(p
n
, q
n
)"d
n
P0. Let j’0. We "rst prove
lim sup
nP=
Diam(h
n
(D
qn
(j)))’e1
2
, (11.7)
where e
1
is as in Lemma 11.2. We suppose that (11.7) is false. Then, by taking a subsequence,
we may assume that Diam(h
n
(D
qn
(j))) e
1
for any n. We consider a map t
n
:
Annu(d2
n
, 1)PM de"ned by t
n
(z)"exp
qn
(jz/2). Here we identify „
qn
&
a
:C. We put
t
n
(z
n
)"p
n
. Then Dz
n
D/d
n
is bounded. We "nd that the image of t
n
is contained in D
qn
(j). It
follows that Diam(h
n 3tn(Annu(d2n , 1)) e1 . Therefore by Lemma 11.2@ DD(hn 3tn) D (zn) C.
Hence DDh
n
(p
n
) D)C. This contradicts our assumption. We have proved (11.7).
The rest of the proof is a standard diagonal procedure. We choose j
m
P0. By (11.7) we
have a subsequence n
1, i
such that Diam(h
n1,j
(D
q1,j
(j
1
))*e
1
/2 and that lim
i?=
n
1, i
"R. We
then choose inductively subsequences n
m, i
of n
m~1, i
such that Diam(h
nm, i
(D
qm, i
(j
m
)))*e
1
/2
and that lim
i?=
n
m, i
"R. We take the subsequence n
m,m
. So we "nd that
Diam(h
nm,m
(D
qm,m
(j
m
)))*e
1
/2. We have two points p
nm,m,‘
, p
nm,m,~
on D
qm,m
(j
m
) such that
dist(h
nm,m,‘
), h
nm,m
(p
nm,m,~
))’e
1
/4. Sublemma 11.6 follows. K
We go back to the proof of Lemma 11.4.
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We use Sublemma 11.6 to "nd p
n,‘
, p
n,~
, which we add as marked points. We get
(&
n
, z‘‘
n
). Let (&)
=
, z‘‘
=
) be its limit in Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation.
Since we choose p
n,‘
, p
n,~
so that they are uniformly away from marked points (this
was possible because they are in the neighborhood of the neck region), &)
=
is obtained
by attaching one CP1 to &
=
. We write it &) l/%8,="CP1.
We remark that nothing will change for components &
=,w
of &
=
other than l and a
/%8
.
Namely
w3V
j
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)
wOl HNw3Vj((&) n , z‘‘n ), hn)
w3V
j
((&)
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
)
wOl, l
/%8
HNw3Vj((&n , z‘n ), hn).
We remark that, since e
1
/100(dist(h
n
(p
n,‘
), h
n
(p
n,~
)) it follows that l
/%8
3
V
2
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
). There are three cases
Case 1: lNV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
). Since l
/%8
3V
1
((&)
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
), we have dV
1
(((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(
dV
1
((&)
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
).
Case 2: l3V
2
(((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)), l3V
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) implies that l3V
2
((&)
a
, z‘‘
a
), h
a
). Hence
dV
1
(((&
a
, z‘
a
), h
a
))(dV
1
(((&
a
, z‘‘
a
), h
a
)) follows from l
/%8
3V
1
((&
a
, z‘‘
a
), h
a
).
Case 3: l3V
1
((&
a
, z‘
a
), h
a
)!V
2
((&
a
, z‘
a
), h
a
). Since l
/%8
3V
2
((&)
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
), we have
dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) dV
1
((&)
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
), dV
2
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)(dV
2
((&
n
, z‘‘
n
), h
n
).
The proof of Proposition 11.3 is now complete. K
By Proposition 11.3 and diagonal procedure, we have a sequence k
n
converging to
0 such that
sup
&@
n~ZDxl,n (k)
DDh
n
D(C (11.8)
for some number C independent of n. By (11.8) and elliptic regularity, we conclude that for
each compact subset of &
=
!Msingular pointsN, h
n
converges in C= topology. (We remark
that any compact subset of &
=
!Msingular pointsN can be regarded as a subset of &
n
for
large n.)
We next consider the neck region. We "x j
n
P0 and a small number j
0
’0 and put
=‘
n,x
"D
xl,n
(j
0
)XD
xw,n
(j
0
)
=
n,x
"D
xl,n
(2j
n
) XD
xw,n
(2j
n
).
=‘
n,x
,=
n,x
are biholomorphic to Annu‘
x,n
"[!‚‘
x,n
, ‚‘
x,n
]]S1, Annu
x,n
"
[!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
]]S1, respectively. Here ‚
x,n
, ‚‘
x,n
PR and x is a singular point of &
=
.
We remark that the restriction of h
n
to the boundary of =‘
n,x
converges for each x. We
restrict h
n
to =‘
n,x
and regard it as a map from Annu‘
x,n
"[!‚‘
x,n
, ‚‘
x,n
]]S1. If the
di!erential of D Lh
n
/Lq D#D Lh
n
/Lt D on Annu‘
x,n
is not bounded, we discuss in a similar way to
the proof of Proposition 11.3 to "nd 2 more marked points such that dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) will
increase for this new sequence. Therefore after "nitely many steps, we may assume that
D Lh
n
/Lq D#D Lh
n
/Lt D is bounded on each Annu‘
x,n
.
LEMMA 11.9. By taking a subsequence and adding more marked points, we may assume
that for each e’0 there exists ‚(e) and n (e) with lime?0‚ (e)"R such that if
q3[!‚
x,n
#‚(e), ‚
x,n
!‚ (e)] and n’n (e) then DDh
n
D (q, t) e.
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Proof. Suppose that there is a sequence „
n
such that D Lh
n
/Lq D(„
n
, t
n
)#D Lh
n
/Lt D („
n
, t
n
)
is bounded uniformly away from 0 and dist(„
n
$‚
x,n
)PR. Since the restriction of h
n
in a neighborhood of („
n
, t
n
) converges to a pseudoholmorphic map R]S1PM, which is
nontrivial, we "nd (S
n
, s
n
) such that
dist(h
n
(„
n
, t
n
), h
n
(S
n
, s
n
))*e1
2
.
We add („
n
, t
n
) and (S
n
, s
n
) as marked points. We then "nd that dV
1
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
) increases
again. Therefore repeating this "nitely many times, we may assume that there is no such „
n
.
The lemma follows. K
We use Lemma 11.9 to show the following
LEMMA 11.10. Diam(h
n
([!‚
x,n
#B, ‚
x,n
!B]]S1)) C@e~B for su.ciently large n.
Here C @ is independent of n and B.
Proof. We take B
0
such that
100 P
2d
B0
Ce~.*/Mt,dN dt)e
1
(11.11)
holds for each d*B
0
. Here C is as in Lemma 11.2. We next choose e
2
such that
e
1
/10e
2
*B
0
#10. We put B
1
"‚ (e
2
). Here ‚ (e
2
) is as in Lemma 11.9.
Now let q
0
3[B
0
#B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
0
!B
1
]. We put d
1
"B
0
. By Lemma 11.9, we
have
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, x
n
) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, x
n
) K)e2
for q3[q
0
!d
1
, q
0
#d
1
]. Hence
Diam(h
n
(S1][q
0
!d
1
, q
0
#d
1
])) 2e
2
(d
1
#10) e1
5
.
It follows from Lemma 11.2 that if q3[q
0
!d
1‘1
, q
0
#d
1
!1] then
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K q
0
)Ce~dist(q,L *q0~d1,q0‘d1+).
Since this holds for any q
0
with [q
0
!d
1
, q
0
#d
1
]-[B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
], we have
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~dist(q,L *q0~d1, q0‘d1+) Ce~.*/*dist(q,L *B1~Lx,n,Lx,n~B1+),d1).
(11.12)
for any q3[B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
]. We put d
k
"2kd
1
. (11.12) and (11.11) imply that
Diam(h
n
([q
0
!d
2
, q
0
#d
2
]]S1))
)Diam(h
n
([!‚
x,n
#B
1
, !‚
x,n
#B
0
#B
1
]]S1))
#Diam(h
n
([‚
x,n
!B
0
!B
1
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
]]S1))
#Diam(h
n
([max(q
0
!d
2
,!‚
x,n
#B
0
#B
1
), min(q
0
#d
2
, ‚
x,n
!B
0
!B
1
)]]S1))
)e1
5
#e1
5
#e1
10
)e
1
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if [q
0
!d
2
, q
0
#d
2
]-[B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
]. Therefore if q3[q
0
!d
2
#1, q
0
#d
2
!1]
then
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~distMq,L *q0~d2,q0‘d2+N.
Since this holds for any q
0
with [q
0
!d
2
, q
0
#d
2
]-[B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
], we have
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~.*/Mdist(q,L *B1~Lx,n,‚x,n~B1+),d2N.
for any q3[B
1
!‚
x,n
, ‚
x,n
!B
1
]. Thus we have
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~.*/Mdist(q,L *B1~Lx,n,‚x,n~B1+),dkN
by induction on k. We then conclude
K
Lh
n
Lq
(q, t) K#K
Lh
n
Lt
(q, t) K)Ce~dist(q,L *B1~Lx,n,‚x,n~B1+).
Lemma 11.10 follows immediately. K
By using Lemma 11.10, we can extent h@
=
to a pseudoholomophic map h
=
from &
=
to X.
By de"nition we have
lim
nP=
((&
n
, z‘
n
), h
n
)"((&
=
, z‘
=
), h
=
).
Let us next study whether forgetg ((&= , z‘=), h=) is well de"ned or not. (It might be
possible to show that it is well de"ned in the situation of the proof of Theorem 11.1 by
carefully taking the way to add marked points. However, in the situation to prove Lemma
10.4, we certainly need to consider the case when forgetg((&= , z‘=), h=) is not well de"ned,
and we need to remove some marked points we added.) Let &
=,l be a component of &= . We
say that it is a dead component if h
=
is constant there and if it will be unstable after
removing the marked points we added. We may assume bO0 then the dead component
must be CP1 and has at most two singular points. We consider the union of all dead
components and take its connected component say >"Z
i|l
&li . They are mapped to
a point. We consider the union of Z
i|l
&
n,li!ZxDxg,n (jn) and add the necks corresponding
to the singular points disjoint from &
=
!>. We denote it by >
n
. It is easy to see that >
n
is
conformal to annuli or disk. We have Diam(h
n
(>
n
))P0.
We then remove all marked points we add which lie on the union of >
n
. We denote it
by ((&
n
, z‘~
n
), h
n
).
On the other hand, we remove also all the added marked points on (&
=
, z‘
=
) in the dead
component and shrink each of > to a point. We then obtain (&
=
, z‘
=
).
It follows from Diam (h
n
(>
n
))P0 that
lims
nP=
((&
n
, z‘~
n
), h
n
)"((&
=
, z‘~
=
), h
=
).
The proof of Theorem 11.1 is now complete. K
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CHAPTER 3. CONSTRUCTION OF KURANISHI STRUCTURE
12. CONSTRUCTION OF LOCAL CHART I = APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
This chapter is devoted to the proof of Theorems 7.10 and 7.11. In Sections 12}14, we
are concerned with a local construction. Namely we construct a chart around each element
p"((&, z), h) of CM
g,m
(M, J, b). The construction is a combination of various ideas ap-
peared in various other places. First it is a variant of Kuranishi’s construction of local versal
family of complex structures. However, we are studying a similar problem at &&in"nity’’. Also
in the similar situation in Gauge theory, there are works by Taubes [67, 68] and Donaldson
[12, 13] performing the gluing construction at in"nity in the situation where there is an
obstruction. Also for pseudoholomorphic curve, Floer [16, 19] used Taubes’
type gluing argument. For the study of Gromov}Witten invariant, Ruan}Tian [60]
used a gluing. Also much of the analytic part of our argument in this chapter is a copy of
Appendix A of McDu!}Salamon’s book [47] with some modi"cations.
Now we start the construction. Let p"((&p , zp), hp)3Mg,m (M, J, b)(„, gl , bl , o). We
"rst consider the deformation complex of map h as follows. Let &"Zl&l be the decompo-
sition of & into its components. We "x a KaK hler metric on each component. We put
C=(&p ; h*p„M)"G(ul)3al C=(&p,l ; h
*p„M) K ul (p)"uw (q) if n&p,l(p)"n&p,w (q)H
C=(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p))"a
l
C=(&p,l ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p)).
We de"ne Sobolev spaces ‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M), ‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p)) in a similar way.
(Here ‚p
1
Sobolev space consists of elements whose "rst derivative is of ‚p class.) We remark
that the de"nition of ‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M) makes sense only for p’2 since only in that case
‚p
1
section is continuous.
We consider the linearization of the pseudoholomorphic curve equation. It induces an
operator
(D
hp
LM &p) :C= (&p ; h*p„M)PC=(&p ; h*p„M? "0,1 (&p))
and
(D
hp
LM &p ) :‚p1(&p ; h*p„M)P‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p)) (12.1)
Here we write (D
hp
LM &p ) in order to distinguish it from the nonlinear equation LM &ph"0.
(12.1) is a bounded operator.
LEMMA 12.2. (12.1) is a Fredholm operator of index 2c1(M)b#2n(1!g).
Proof. We "rst consider each component separately. Namely we consider the following
operator:
DLM :‚p
1
(&p,l ; h*p„M)P‚p(&p,l ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p,l)). (12.3)
By Riemann}Roch and Atiyah}Singer index theorem, (12.3) is a Fredholm operator of
index 2c1(M)bl#2n (1!gl). Here gl is the genus of &p,l and bl"hp,*[&p,l]. By de"nition
‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M)-a
l
‚p
1
(&p,l ; h*p„M). (12.4)
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The codimension of the inclusion (12.4) is equal to 2n times the number of singular points.
Using the graph „&p we introduced in Section 8, we "nd that the number of singular points
is equal to the number of the edges of „&p .
By Euler’s formula we have
dedges of „&p!d vertices of „&p"rank H1(„&p ; Q)!1
Therefore
dim
al‚p1 (&p,l ; h*p„M)
‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M)
"2n(rank H
1
(„&p ; Q)!1#d vertices of „&p ). (12.5)
On the other hand, summing up the indices of (12.3), we "nd that the index of
DLM : =‚p
1
(&p,l ; h*p„M)P=‚p(&p,l ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p,l)).
is equal to
+
l
2c1(M)bl#2n (1!gl)"2c1(M )b!2n + gl#2nd vertices of „&p . (12.6)
We remark that + gl#rank H1(„&p ; Q)"g (De"nition 7.2). The lemma then follows from
(12.5) and (12.6). K
We next choose a subspace Ep of ‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p)) with the following
properties.
(12.7.1) The sum of the image of (12.1) and Ep is ‚p (&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p)).
(12.7.2) Ep is complex linear and Aut(p)-invariant.
(12.7.3) There exists a compact set K
0"4536
(p) away from the singular point such that the
support of each element of Ep is in K0"4536(p). We assume also that K0"4536(p) is
Aut (p)-invariant.
(12.7.4) Ep is "nite dimensional and consists of smooth sections.
To "nd such Ep , we "rst use the unique continuation theorem ([3] see also [22]) to "nd
E@p satisfying (12.7.1), (12.7.3) and (12.7.4) and that E@p is isomorphic to the cokernel of (12.1).
Using the fact that the action of Aut (p) is complex linear, we "nd a "nite dimensional
subspace Ep containing E@p and satisfying (12.7.1)} (12.7.4). Hence Ep is equal to or larger
than the cokernel of (12.1).
We remark that the main point of negative multiple cover problem is that we cannot
assume in general that the cokernel of (12.1) is 0 for generic almost complex structure. Hence
we need to work in the situation when the bundle Ep is nontrivial. This is the reason we
introduced the notion of Kuranishi structure.
We now consider the operator
%
Ep 3 (DhpL1 ) :‚p1(&p ; h*p„M)P
‚p (&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p))
Ep
. (12.8)
Here the quotient space
‚p(&p ; h*p„M? "0,1(&))
Ep
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is well de"ned as a Banach space because of (12.7.4). It is a complex vector space and Aut(p)
acts on it because of (12.7.2).
Let <
.!1,p be the kernel of the operator (12.8). We next take a family of semistable
curves in a neighborhood of our semistable curve (&p , zp) together with a family of Riemann
metrics on it. The construction is similar to one in Section 9, but there is a small di!erence
related to the fact that (&p , zp) may not be stable.
We "rst consider a deformation in the same stratum (combinatorial type). We consider
a stable component &p,l . We regard it as an element of Mgl,ml . Here gl is the genus of
&p,l and ml is the number of points on &p,l which are marked or singular. (Let zl be the
collection of those points together with its order.) The assumption that &p,l is stable means
that 2gl#ml*3.
There is a family of elements of a neighborhood of &p,l in Mgl, ml parameterized by the
neighborhood of 0 in C3gl~3‘ml/Aut(&l , zl).
We consider the product
<
&l{ *4 45!"-%
C3gl~3‘ml.
Let<
$%&03.,p be a neighborhood of 0 of this space. We have a "berwise complex structure on
<
$%&03.,p]& which was induced by the universal family. We take the representative as
follows. We consider the direct product <
$%&03.,p]&p and change the complex structure in
a compact set K
$%&03.
(p)-&p away from the singular or marked points so that it gives
a universal family. Again by unique continuation, we may assume that K
$%&03.
(p) is away
from singular or marked points. We also take a family of KaK hler metrics which is constant
outside a compact set K
$%&03.
(p). We may also assume that <
$%&03.,p]& together with
"berwise complex structure and KaK hler metric is equivariant by the diagonal action of
Aut(p). (We remark that the group Aut(p) is contained in the group Aut(&p). Aut(&p)
contains the direct product of Aut(&p,l , zp,l) but may be strictly larger than that, since there
may be an automorphism interchanging the components.)
We next consider the family of vector spaces
a
x :4*/’6-!3
„
xl
&p,l?„xw&p,w .
By exactly the same way as Section 9, we construct a family of semistable curves paramet-
rized by a neighborhood of 0 in a „
xl
&p,l?„xw&p,w .
Let <
3%40-7%,p be this neighborhood. Now we have a family of semistable curves together
with "berwise KaK hler metric parametrized by <
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p .
We remark that the metric constructed here is a direct generalization of the one in [47,
Appendix A]. There is one change, which is not essential. That is we perturb the metric so
that it is smooth while the metric McDu!}Salamon used to de"ne the weighted Sobolev
norm in [47, Section A.4], is singular on one circle. However this di!erence is not essential
at all since the derivative of the metric is never used in [47].
Let K
/%#,
(p) be the small compact neighborhood of the neck (the part we glued the
spaces.) More explicitly we put
K
/%#,
(p)"Z
x
D
xl
(R~1@2
x
)XD
xw
(R~1@2
x
).
Here x runs over the set of all singular points and R
x
"D a
x
D~1@2.
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By construction, our semistable curve is independent of the parameter in <
$%&03.,p]
<
3%40-7%,p outside K$%&03.(p)XK/%#, (p).
We next consider the action of automorphisms. The group Aut(&p , zp) may be of
positive dimension because of the presence of unstable components. However we need to
require the construction equivariant only by Aut (p) (the set of elements c3Aut(&p , zp) such
that hp 3 c"h0), which is a "nite group.
We next deal with the connected component Aut(&p , zp), that is
<l :6/45!"-%Aut(&p,l , zp,l). The Lie algebra of Aut(&p,l , zp,l) is identi"ed to the set of all
holomorphic vector "elds on &p,l which are zero at zp,l and at singular points. Any such
vector "eld induces an element of the kernel of D
hp
LM &p :‚p1(&p ; h*p„M)P
‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p)). Hence we embed Lie(Aut(&p , zp))-<.!1,p . We use our metric to
take its ‚2 orthogonal component. Let< @
.!1,p be a small neighborhood of zero of it. Now let
us put
<‘p "<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p]<.!1,p
< @p"<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p]<@.!1,p .
We remark that there is an action of Aut(p) on < @p , <‘p and Ep .
THEOREM 12.9. „here is an Aut(p)-equivariant map sp :<‘p PEp which is 0 at origin and
a continuous map t‘p : s~1p (0)PCMg,m(M, J, b). „he restriction of t‘p to < @pW s~1p (0)/Aut(p)
gives a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of p.
Let t@p denote the restriction of t‘p to <@pW s~1p (0)/Aut(p).
The proof of Theorem 12.9 (which occupies Sections 13 and 14) goes in a similar line as
other gluing procedures. First we construct an approximate solution and deform it to an
actual solution.
The construction of the approximate solution is the same as the one by
McDu!}Salamon in [47]. We take f"((ml), (ax))3<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p . Here (ml) is the
parameter to deform the complex structure of &p in K$%&03.(p). We glue the component
around each of the singular points and the way to glue the components is parametrized by
(a
x
). (We leave the singular point to be singular if a
x
"0.) Let &f be the semistable curve
obtained in this way.
Let u3<
.!1,p . We de"ne maps h1,l,u :&p,lPM by
h
1,l,u(p)"exph(p) (ul(p)). (12.10)
Since we assumed that ul(xl)"uw (xw) it follows that we can glue to obtain a map h1,u from
&p . We modify it and construct a map h!11309,f,u : &fPM. Let Rx"D ax D~1@2. By the
description in Section 9, the semistable curve &f is obtained from the disjoint union
Z
l A&p,l!Z Dxl(R
~1
x
)B
by identifying a circle LD
xl
(R~1
x
) with another one (and deforming the complex structure
on <
$%&03.,p). We choose a su$ciently small d and "x it throughout. We assume
1/dR
x
(1/R1@2
x
. We do not modify the map h
1,l,u outside the union of the balls
D
xl
(2R~1
x
d~1). Namely we put
h
!11309 ,f,u (p)"h1,l,u (p) (12.11)
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if p3&p,l!Z Dxl (2R~1x d~1). Here Dxl (2R~1x d~1) is the metric ball in &p,l centered at
xl and of radius 2R~1x d~1. To glue them we use a partition of unity on the domain
D(R
x
, x, l)"Z D
xl
(2R~1
x
d~1)!D
xl
(2R~1
x
). (12.12)
as follows. We put e
x
"exp
h(x)
u (xl)"exph(x) u (xw). Then the image of the set (12.10) by
h
1,u
is contained in a small neighborhood of e
x
.
Let s : [0,R)P[0, 1] be a cut o! function such that
s (r)"G
1
0
if
if
r*2
r)1.
We now put
h
!11309,f,u (expxv)"G
exp
ex
(s(R
x
d Dv D) exp~1
ex
(h
1,u
(exp
x
v)))
e
x
v3D(2R~1
x
d~1)!D(R~1
x
d~1)
v3D(R~1
x
d~1)!Int D(R~1
x
).
(12.13)
Clearly they are glued to de"ne a map h
!11309,f,u :&fPM. We next estimate
EL1 &fh!11309,f,uELp(&f) . (Here we write LM &f to make clear that we are using the complex structure
perturbed by (ml) and (ax).)
We remark that we have
D LM &fh!11309,f,u (p) D)C Du (p) D D +u(p) D
for p N Z
x,l(Dxl(2R
~1
x
d~1)!D
xl
(R~1
x
d~1))XK
$%&03.
(p). (We recall that K
$%&03.
(p) is the
domain where we perturb the complex structure.) We have also
LEMMA 12.14. ELM &fh!11309,f,uELp(K$%&03.(p)))C (E (ml )E#EuEL= )EuELp .
This lemma is obvious from de"nition. On the other hand, we have
LEMMA 12.15. ELM &fh!11309,f,uELp(Dxl(2R~1x d~1)~Dxl(R~1x d~1)))C(Rxd)~2@p.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma A4.3 of [47].
Namely the restriction of LM &fh!11309,f,u to D(2R~1x d~1)!D (R~1x d~1) is a sum of two
terms. One involves the di!erential of the cut o! function, the other involves the di!erential
of h
1,f,u .
The "rst term is estimated by R
x
d times EvE which is bounded pointwise.
The second term is estimated by the "rst derivative of h
!11309,f,u times some constant,
and hence is bounded. (We remark that ELM h
!11309,f,uEL=(&f) is bounded.)
Since the volume of the domain D(2R~1
x
d~1)!D(R~1
x
d~1) is constant times (Rld)~2,
the ‚p norm is estimated as asserted. K
Thus we have constructed a family of approximate solutions. To go further we need to
use a right inverse to (12.1). However (12.1) has a cokernel. This is the point we need to
introduce the obstruction bundle. We recall that
%
Ep 3 (DhpLM &p) :‚p1(&p ; h*p „M)P
‚p (&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p ) )
Ep
(12.16)
is surjective.
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In place of studying the equation LM &fh"0, we study the following equation:
LM &fh,0 mod Ep . (12.17)
Let us make eq. (12.17) more precise. (12.17) is an equation for a pair (f, h) such that
f"( (ml )), (ax) )3<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p and h :&fPM. We remark that K0"4536(p) is away from
K
/%#,
(p), hence we may regard K
0"4536
(p)L&f . We consider only h :&fPM such that
dist(h (p), hp (p)) minG
injrad(M)
100
, dH (12.18)
for each p3K
0"453
(p). Here injrad(M) is the injectivity radius of M and d is a small number
depending only on M and will be speci"ed below.
Let x, y3M with dist(x, y)(d. We consider the parallel transform
Par
x,y
:„
x
(M)P„
y
(M) along the minimal geodesic joining x and y.
We put
Par
x,y
"P@
x,y
#P@@
x,y
(12.19)
where P@
x,y
is complex linear and P@@
x,y
is anti linear. Taking d enough small we may assume
that P@
x,y
induces an isomorphism of the bundles if dist(x, y)(d. Hence by (12.18), we have
an isomorphism
C=(K
0"453
(p); h*p„M?"0,1 (&p) )PC=(K0"453 (p); h*„M?"0,1 (&f)). (12.20)
Here we use also the projection
"0,1(&p ) DK0"453(p)-"1(&p) DK0"453(p):"1(&f ) DK0"453 (p)P"0,1(&f ) DK0"453 (p)
which can be assumed to be arbitrary close to identity by taking <
$%&03.,p small.
We use isomorphism (12.20) together with the fact that the support of each element of
Ep is in K0"453(p), to regard Ep also as a subspace of C= (&f ; h*p (M)?"0,1 (&f) ). Hence (12.17)
makes sense.
Now we consider the approximate solution h
!11309,f,u and "nd that
ELM &fh!11309,f,uELp(&f~(K0"453UK$%&03.UK/%#, ) ))CEuEL=EuELp1 (12.21)
ELM &fh!11309,f,u!LM &puELp(K0"453))C(EmE#EuEL=)EuELp1 . (12.22)
Here we identify LM &pu3Ep to an element of C=(K0 ; h*(M)?"0,1 (&f)) by (12.20).
We prove the following proposition in the next section.
PROPOSITION 12.23. Replacing <‘p by smaller one if necessary, there exist a continuous
map sp :<‘p PEp , and a continuous family of smooth maps hf,u :&fPM such that
(12.23.1) LM &fhf,u"sp(f, u) holds for every f.
(12.23.2) sp :<pPEp is Aut (p) equivariant.
(12.23.3) „he map(f, u)>hf,u is Aut(p) equivariant in the following sense.=e remark that
we have constructed already a biholomorphic mapuc : &fP&cf for each c3Aut(p).
„hen we have hc(f, u) 3uc"hf,u .
(12.23.4) sp(0)"0.
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We remark that the space s~1p (0)/Aut(p) is mapped to CMg.m(M, J, b ), since if
sp (f, u)"0 then hf,u is pseudoholomorphic by (12.23.1). We denote that map by t‘p . Using
implicit function theorem we can prove the following lemma. (The proof is in Section 13.)
LEMMA 12.24.
t@p :
<@pWs~1p (0)
Aut (p)
PCM
g.m
(M, J, b) is injective.
In Section 14, we prove the following:
PROPOSITION 12.25. t‘p (s~1p (0)/Aut(p)) contains a neighborhood of p in CMg.m (M, J, b ).
We remark that
t@pA
<@pWs~1p (0)
Aut(p) B"t‘p A
s~1p (0)
Aut(p)B
by the de"nition of <@p .
Theorem 12.7 follows from Propositions 12.23 and 12.25 and Lemma 12.24.
We thus obtain a chart of Kuranishi structure around each point of CM
g.m
(M, J, b).
(Namely <@p , Ep and sp ). In section 15, we glue them to obtain a Kuranishi structure
globally.
We close this section remarking that the virtual dimension of our chart is constant and is
equal to 2m#2bc
1
#2(3!n) (g!1). This is necessary to verify Condition (5.3.4) of
Kuranishi struture. This fact follows from Lemma 12.2 as follows:
We remark that by adding a marked point the virtual dimension increase by 2. In fact if
we add a marked point on stable component then dim <
$%&03.,p increase by 2 and if add
a marked point to unstable component then dim < @
.!1,p increase by 2. It follows that we are
only to consider the case when &p is stable. Let us calculate the virtual dimension in that
case.
To calculate the virtual dimension of the Kuranishi structure we need to add the index
2bc
1
#2n(1!g) and the dimension of the deformation of complex structure and the
parameter to resolve the singularity. The latter is twice of the complex dimension of
the space CM
g.m
which is m#3g!3. Hence we have the dimension 2m#2bc
1
#
2(3!n)(g!1). If one wants to do it more directly, the calculation of the dimension around
each point can be done by counting the dimension of the deformation of each component
(i.e. the dimension of <
$%&03.,p) and adding the dimension of the parameter resolving the
singularity (i.e. the dimension of <
3%40-7%.p). We leave the reader to work out this elementary
and standard calculation. (We are going to do a similar calculation at the end of Section 19.)
13. CONSTRUCTION OF LOCAL CHART II=RIGHT INVERSE TO LINEARIZED EQUATION AND
CONSTRUCTION OF EXACT SOLUTION
We use the same notation as in Section 12 and are going to prove Proposition 12.23.
The proof is again a copy of McDu!}Salamon’s in [47] with some minor modi"cations to
handle the existence of the obstruction and moduli parameter. We will omit some of the
details of the part where we can prove in exactly the same way as in [47].
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First we recall that an element u3<
.!1,p satis"es (DhpLM &p)u"l for some l3Ep . Therefore
<
.!1,p consists of smooth sections and is of "nite dimension. Hence the ‚2 orthogonal
projection
%
VM1,p
: s> s!+
i
Ss, e
i
T
L2
e
i
is well de"ned on ‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M). Here ei is an (‚2)-orthonormal basis of <.!1,p . We let
<M
.!1,p be its image. We have
‚p
1
(&; h*p„M)"<.!1,p=<M.!1,p .
It is also easy to see that
%
Ep 3 (DhpLM &p) :<M.!1,pP
‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p) )
Ep
is an isomorphism. (We recall that Ep is of "nite dimension. Hence the quotient space,
‚p(&p ; h*p„M? "0,1(&p ))
Ep
is well de"ned as a Banach space.) Therefore its inverse
Qp :
‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p))
Ep
P<M
.!1,p
is bounded by open mapping theorem.
We next recall that we have a map
I : Z
l
Z
x | 4ing(&p,l)
(&p,l!DXl(R~1p,ax) ) )P&f (13.1)
which is a di!eomorphism outside the boundary (union of circles). On the boundary the
map is 2:1.
We recall that by our choice of h
!11309,f,u we have, for each
p3Z
l
Z
x | 4ing(&p,l)
(&p,l!Dxl(R~1p,ax)) ),
the inequality
sup dist(hp (p), h!11309,f,u(Ip)) minG
injrad(M)
100
, dH. (13.2)
We use (13.2) and obtain
Par
hp(p)h!11309,f,u(Ip)
: I
hp(p)
MP„
h!11309, f,u(Ip)
M. (13.3)
Namely Par
hp(p)h!11309,f,u(Ip)
is the parallel transport along the unique geodesic in M joining
hp(p) and h!11309,f,u (Ip). We write it as the sum of complex linear and antilinear parts as in
(12.19) and let P@
hp(p)h!11309,f,u(Ip)
be the complex linear part. By taking d small we may assume
that P@
hp(p)h!11309,f,u(Ip)
is an isomorphism.
Also we have a bundle isomorphism
Isof :"0,1 AZl Zx | sing(&p,l) (&p,l!Dxl(R
~1p,ax)) )BP"0,1 (&f), (13.4)
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which cover (13.1), which is identity outside K
$%&03.
(p)XK
/%#,
(p) and which satis"es
DIsof!id DCk(CkE(ml)E. (13.5)
on K
$%&03.
(p). (We recall (ml) is the parameter to deform the complex structure of our
semistable curve and the deformation is supported on K
/%#,
(p).) Here D
xl
(R~1p,ax) is a metric
ball centered at xl and of radius R~1p,ax .)
Using (13.3) and (13.4), we obtain a map
If,u :‚p(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M?"0,1(&f) )Pa
l
‚p(&p,l!Dxl(R~1p,ax) ; h*p „M?"0.1(&p,l) ).
We next use a map
a
l
‚p(&l!Dxl (R~1p,ax ) ) ; h*p„M?"0,1(&))P‚p(&; h*p„M?"0,1 (&))
by extending sections as 0. (An element of the image of this map is discontinuous. But we do
not have to worry about it since we are working with ‚p spaces.) Let
If,u :‚p(&; h*!11309,f,u„M? "0,1 (&))P‚p(&; h*p„M?"0,1(&))
be the composition.
We next use McDu!}Salamon’s, Lemma A.1.1 in [47]. We put d"e~2p@e. It implies the
existence of a function b : [0,R)P[0, 1] such that
b(r)"G
1
0
if
if
r(d
r*1!o (13.6)
for some o and
P
@z@:1
D+b( DzD) D2)2e. (13.7)
We use it to de"ne
Gluef,u :‚p1 (&p ; h*p„M)P‚p1(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M) (13.8)
as follows. We "rst put
Gluef,u(s)(p)"P@hp(p)h!11309,f,u(Ip)(s(p)) if
or
p3Z
l
Z
x | sing(&p,l)
(&p,l!Dxl (R~1@2p,ax ) ))
p"exp
xl
(v), R~1
x,axd~1)EvE)R~1@2x,ax .
(13.9)
For p"exp
xl
(v) with R~1
x,ax)EvE)R~1x,axd~1, we proceed as follows. Let x"xl"xw ,
namely let &p,l , &p,w be the two components of &p containing the singular point x. We recall
that, to construt &f , we identi"ed v and w"ax/v. Let pl"expxl(v) and pw"expxw (w).
We then put
Gluef,u(s)(pl)"P@hp(pl)h!11309,f,u(pl)s(pl)
#(1!b(1/R
x,ax Dv D )) (P@hp(pw)h!11309,f,u(pl)s(pw )!P@hp(p)h!11309,f,u(pl)s(x)) (13.10)
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if pl"expxl(v) with R~1x,ax)EvE)R~1x,axd~1. In a neighborhooid of d~1R~1x,ax"EvE, the
right-hand side of (13.10) is P@
hp(pl)h2, f,u(pl)
s(pl ). Hence it coincides with (13.9). In a neighbor-
hood of R~1
x,ax"EvE, the right-hand side of (13.10) is
P@
hp(pl)h!11309,f,u(pl)
s (pl)#P@hp(pw)h!11309,f,u(pl)s (pw)!P@hp(x)h!11309,f,u(pl)s (x)
and is invariant by l %w, since h
!11309,f,u(pl)"h!11309,f,u(pw ) if R~1x,ax"EvE. Hence
Gluef,u(s) is continuous there.
Now we de"ne
Q@f,u :
‚p(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M?"0,1 (&f ))
Ep
P‚p
1
(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M)
by
Q@f,u"Gluef,u 3Qp 3 If,u .
Here we regard Qp as a map
Qp :‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1 (&p))P‚p1 (&p ; h*p „M)
which is 0 on &p . By the choice of the way we embed Ep in ‚p(&f ; h*!11309, f,u„M?"0,1 (&f)),
we "nd that If,u(Ep )-Ep . It follows that Gluef,u 3Qp 3 If,u is 0 on Ep and de"nes a map from
the quotient space.
LEMMA 13.11. E%
Ep 3 (Dh!11309,f,uL
M &f ) 3Q@!11309,f,u(s)!sELp@Ep)12EsELp, if d and EfE are su.-
ciently small.
Proof. The argument we need to control the error term coming from gluing is exactly
the same as the proof of Lemma A.4.2 of [47]. We can control the term coming from
deformation of complex structure since it is parameterized by f. K
Using Lemma 13.11, it is an exercise of functional analysis to "nd
Qf, u :
‚p(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M?"0,1(&f) )
Ep
P‚p
1
(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M)
such that
(%
Ep 3Dh2,f,uLM &f ) 3Qf,u (s)"s. (13.12)
LEMMA 13.13.
Qf,u :
‚p(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M?"0,1 (&f ))
Ep
P‚p
1
(&f ; h*!11309,f,u„M)
is bounded uniformly of f, u.
The proof is the same as Lemma A.4.2 of [47].
Now we can use Newton’s method to construct exact solutions of eq. (12.17) paramet-
rized by <‘p as follows.
We "rst put
h2
!11309,f,u(p)"exph!11309,f,u(p)(!(Qf,u(%EpLM h!11309,f,u )) (p)).
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By Lemmata 12.14 and 12.15, Formulae (12.21), (12.22), (13.12) and Lemma 13.13, we
"nd
d
Lp1
(h2
!11309,f,u , h!11309,f,u ) C(d~2@p DaD4@p#(EmE#EuEL=)EuELp1 ), (13.14)
and
E%
Ep
LM h2
!11309,f,uELp@Ep)CEQf,u (%EpLM h!11309,f,u)EL=E%EpLM h!11309,f,uELp@Ep
)C(d~2@p DaD4@p#(EmE#EuE
L=
)EuE
Lp1
)E%
Ep
LM h
!11309,f,uELp@Ep . (13.15)
Here %
Ep
is a projection to the quotient space by Ep . Using (13.14) and (13.15), we can
repeat the same procedure if u, d, (a
x
) and m are su$ciently small and obtain h3
!11309,f,u as
follows:
h3
!11309,f,u(p)"exph2!11309, f,u(p) (!(Qf,u(%EpLM h2!11309,f,u) )(p)).
We have
E%
Ep
LM h3
!11309,f,uELp@Ep)CEQf,u(%EpLM h2!11309,f,u )EL=E%EpLM h2!11309,f,uELp@Ep .
)CE%
Ep
LM h2
!11309,f,uE2Lp@Ep.
We de"ne hi
!11309, f,u , i"4,2, in a similar way. We then have
h
%9!#5,f,u" lim
m?=
hm
!11309,f,u
such that
LM h
%9!#5,f,u,0 mod Ep .
Thus we obtain solutions of (12.17). It is immediate from construction that it satis"es
Conditions (12.22.1)} (12.22.4).
Remark 13.16. It might be possible to show that sp is smooth. However we do not need
it since we can use Lemma 3.12 instead. (Roughly speaking, continuous section is enough
for our purpose since Euler class is an invariant of the C0-structure of the bundle.) It seems
cumbersome to prove smoothness at the point where a
x
"0 for some x.
We next prove Lemma 12.24. First we recall that Aut (&p , zp) is the group of automor-
phisms of the semistable curve "xing marked points, and Aut (p) is a subgroup of Aut (&p , zp )
consisting of elements 0 such that hp 30"hp . Let ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 be the neighborhood of
identity of the Lie algebra of Aut(&p , zp). We will construct an &&action’’ of ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 on
<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p . (It is not an action in the usual sense. Namely if we identify
‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 with the neighborhood of the identify in Aut(&p , zp ), then
(c
1
c
2
)(x)Oc
1
(c
2
(x)). This is the reason we write ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 in place of Aut (&p , zp)0 . We
mention this point again later.) The "nite group Aut (p) acts on ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 .
We next consider universal family n :;niP<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p . Namely for each
f3<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p the "bre n~1(f) is identi"ed with &f . We remark that Aut(p) acts on
;ni and <
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p and n is Aut (p)-equivariant.
We also remark that ;ni is a smooth manifold together with "berwise complex
structure. In fact, it is obvious that we have such a smooth structure outside the singular
points of &f . It is true at singular points also since;ni looks like M (x, y, a)3C3 Dxy"aN]CN
in its neighborhood and n (x, y, a, Z)"(a, Z).
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We then are going to "nd an open neighborhood< @
$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p of origin and maps
act :‚ieAut(&p , zp )0]<@$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,pP<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p
acL t :‚ieAut(&p , zp)0];ni@P;ni (where ;ni@"n~1(<@$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p ) )
such that the diagram
‚ieAut(&p, zp )0];ni@
acL t&" ;ni
B B
‚ieAut(&p , zp )0]<@$%&03., p]<@3%40-7%,p
act&"<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p
Diagram 13.17.
commutes and the following holds.
LEMMA 13.18. ‚et f, f@3<@
$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p . If &f and &f{ together with their marked
points are biholomorphic to each other and let u :&fP&f{ be a biholomorphic map. Suppose
that hp 3u is su.ciently close to hp on &f!K/%#, . (=e remark that &f{!K/%#, is identi,ed to
&p!K/%#, . Hence hp 3u does make sense.) „hen there exist c03‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 and
c
1
3Aut(p) such that f@"c
1
c
0
f. Moreover u"c
1
c
0
. Here c
0
: &fP&c0 f is the map induced by
acL t and c
1
: &c 0fP&c1c0f"&f{ is a map induced by the action of c13Aut(p) on ;ni. Here we
write cf"act(c, f).
Now let us assume that (f, u), (f@, u@ )3<@p and that (&f , hf,u) is equivalent to (&f{, hf{,u{).
Namely we assume that there exists a biholomorphic map 0 : &f{P&f such that
hf,u0"hf{,u{ . It su$ces to "nd k3Aut(p) such that k(f, u)"(f@, u@ ).
We have c
0
3‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 , c13Aut(p) satisying c1c0f"f@.
We remark that <@p"<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p]<@.!1,p and <@.!1,p is perpendicular to the
Lie algebra Aut(&p , zp )0 , (which are regarded as holomorphic vector "elds.) Therefore the
by construction, we have c
0
"1. (We remark that the support of elements of <@
.!1,p is away
from singular points. Hence we can apply implicite theorem.) The proof of Lemma 12.24 is
complete. K
Finally, we construct acL t :Aut(&p , zp )0];ni@P;ni and prove Lemma 13.18.
We put additional marked points z@
1
,2, z@m{ to &p so that each unstable component of it
will become stable. The position of z@
i
is arbitrary but we require that the number of the
additional marked points is as small as possible. Namely we put one more marked point for
each unstable S2 with two special points and two additional marked points for each
unstable S2 with one special point. We put z@p"(z@1,2, z@m{).
We call (&p , (zp , z@p) )3CMg,m‘m{ as &p{ . We remark that <$%&03.,p"<$%&03.,p{ ,
<@
3%40-7%,p"<@3%40-7%,p{ since the number of additional marked points is as small as possible.
Hence we obtain an open embedding:
Addmark :
<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p
Aut (&p , (zp , z@p))
"<$%&03.,p{]<3%40-7%,p{
Aut (&p , (zp , z@p ) )
PCM
g,m‘m{
. (13.19)
We remark that Aut (&p , (zp , z@p ) ) is a "nite subgroup of Aut(&p , zp). We next consider the
product
‚ieAut(&p , zp )0]<$%&03.,p]&pP‚ieAut(&p , zp )0]<$%&03.,p . (13.20)
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We construct a family of complex structures on the "bers of this map by deforming &p at
K
$%&03.,p .
On each "ber of (13.20), we put m#m@ marked points as follows. For the "rst m marked
points we take marked points zp and do not move it. For additional m@ marked points, we
move them by using ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 components. (Here we identify ‚ieAut(&p , zp )0 with
a small neighborhood of identity in Aut (&p , zp)0 ).
We next resolve singularities of each "ber of (13.20) in the same way as in Section 9 by
taking additional factor <
3%40-7%,p . We get
n‘ :;ni‘P‚ieAut(&p , zp)0]<$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p . (13.21)
We remark that Aut (p) and Aut (&p , (zp , z@p)) generate a "nite group G. We use a G invari-
ant metric to use the method of Section 6 to construct the map (13.21).
We now construct the maps act, acL t. Let f3<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p be in a small neighbor-
hood of 0 (which we call <@
$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p ) and let c3‚ieAut(&p , zp)0 .
The "bre (n‘)~1(c, f) of the map (13.21) (together with m#m@ marked points) is
regarded as an element of CM
g,m‘m{
. Hence we "nd f@3<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p such that
(n‘)~1(c, f) is biholomorphic to (n‘)~1(0, f@ )"&f{ . Let
uc, f : (n‘)~1(c, f)P(n‘)~1(0, f@)
be the biholomorphic map. The pair (f@, uc, f) is unique modulo the action of "nite group
Aut(&p , (zp , z@p) ). By requiring dist(x, uc,f (x)) to be small, we can choose (f@, uc, f ) uniquely.
(Here we use a metric on ;ni‘ to de"ne dist(x, uc, f (x) ).)
By construction, (n‘)~1(c, f) and (n‘)~1(0, f) together with its "rst m-marked points are
biholomorphic and there is a canonical biholomorphic map. This is because our construc-
tion is trivial on Aut(&p , zp)0 factor except m@ additional marked points.
We put f@"act (c, f) and let uc, f : (n‘)~1(c, f)"&fP(n‘)~1(0, f@ )"&f{ be the restric-
tion of acL t to n~1f"&f .
We need to remark however that this map is not so natural. In fact, we have
act (c@c, f)Oact(c@, act(c, f) ),
in general. (Here c@c is the multiplication in Aut(&p , zp)0 .) However the &&orbit’’ of this
&&action’’ is well de"ned. Namely we have the following:
LEMMA 13.22. „here exists Aut(&p , zp )@0-Aut (&p , zp)0 such that if c@, c3Aut(&p , zp )@0
and if f3<@
$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p then there exists c@@3Aut(&p , zp)0 such that
act(c@@, f)"act(c@, act(c, f)).
Moreover uf,c{{"ucf,c{ 3uf,c.
Proof. Let us "rst describe ucf,c{ 3uf,c . Let us consider z@3&cf . We pull it back to
u~1f,c (z@ )3&f!K/%#,"&p!K/%#, . We deform the complex structure and resolve the singu-
larity using f. We then get a m#m@ pointed Riemann surface. This Riemann surface is
biholomorphic to &
act(c{,act(c,f)) . It then is isomorphic to some (n‘)~1(c@@, f) since
&
act(c{,act(c, f)) is isomorphic to &f after forgetting m@ marked points. Therefore we have
act(c@@, f)"act(c@, act(c, f)). The equality uf,c{{"ucf,c{ 3uf,c follows from the above men-
tioned uniqueness of uf,c{{. K
Lemma 13.22 will be used Section 15.
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We now prove Lemma 13.18. Let f, f@3<@
$%&03.,p]<@3%40-7%,p , u :&fP&f{ be as in Lemma
13.18. Since hp 3u is su$ciently close to hp , there exists c13Aut(p) such that c~11 u (z@i ) is close
to z@
i
for i"1,2 , m@. (Since z@i3&f!K/%#, , we may regard c~11 u (z@i )3&p!K/%#, ,
z@
1
3&p!K/%#, .) Therefore Addmark(c~11 f@ ) is close to Addmark(f). (We use here the fact
that the metric we use to construct Addmark is G invariant.)
We furthermore remark that Addmark(c~1
1
f@)"(n‘)~1(0, c~1
1
f@ ) is biholomorphic to
Addmark(f)"(n‘)~1(0, f) after removing additional m@ marked points. Therefore, there
exists c
0
3‚ieAut(&p , zp)0 such that (n‘)~1(0, c~11 f@) is biholomorphic to (n‘)~1(c0 , f).
Therefore c~1
1
f@"c
0
f. Here f@"c
1
c
0
f.
We now prove that the map c
1 3uc0, f coincides with u : &fP&f{ . By construction, we
have
c
1
uc {0 ,f (z@i )"u (z@i). (13.23)
Here we regards
z@
i
3(n‘)~1(0, f@ )!K
/%#,
"&p!K/%#, .
Therefore c
1
uc {0 , f coincides with u on unstable components of &p . Let G@ be the subgroup of
Aut(&p ) consisting of elements which is identity on unstable components. G@ is a "nite
group. We "nd that u~1c
1
uc {0 ,f is in G@. We also "nd that both hp 3 c1 3uc0 , f and hp 3u is
close to hp . Therefore, using the "niteness of G@, we have c1uc {0 , fu~13Aut(p). By changing
c
1
we may assume that u~1c
1
uc {0 ,f"1. The proof of Lemma 13.18 is now complete. K
14. CONSTRUCTION OF LOCAL CHART III=SURJECTIVITY
In this section, we are going to prove Proposition 12.25. We "rst need to prove an
a priori estimate for pseudoholomorphic curve. That is we need to prove Lemma 11.2.
Proof of ‚emma 11.2. Choose p
0
such that h (t, q)3D
2e1 (p0). Let lq (t)"h (t, q). We may
assume that e
1
is smaller than the injectivity radius. Hence we write
lq (t)"expp(q)A+
k
a
k
(q)ektiB. (14.1)
SUBLEMMA 14.2. „here is a unique p (q) such that a
0
(q)"0.
Proof. We consider
x>P
2p
0
exp~1
x
(lq (t)) dt.
By taking appropriate trivialization of the tangent bundle of „M we may regard it as
a function ;PCn. Here ; is a small neighborhood of Im lq . It is easy to see that the
di!erential of it is invertible. Hence it hits zero at unique point p (q), as required. K
Now we rewrite the equation LM h"0 using a
k
(q) and p(q) and obtain the following. We
remark that a
k
(q) may be regarded as a vector "eld along the curve p (q) hence its covariant
derivative Da
k
/dq makes sense.
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SUBLEMMA 14.3. =e have
dp
dq
"O
1,2Aak ,
dp (q)
dq B
+
k
A
Da
k
dq
!ka
kBekti"O2,2Aak ,
dp (q)
dq B . (14.4)
Here O
1,2
(a
k
, dp(q)/dq), O
2,2
(a
k
, dp(q)/dq) are terms estimated by
KKO1,2Aak ,
dp(q)
dq BKK)CmAKK+
k
a
k
(q)ekt* KK
L2m(S1C*r~1@2,q‘1@2+)
#KK
dp(q)
dq KK
L2m(*r~1@2,q‘1@2+)B
2
KKO2,2Aak ,
dp(q)
dq BKK
L2m~1(S1C*q+)
)C
mAKK+
k
a
k
(q)ekt* KK
L2m(S1C*q~1@2,q‘1@2+)
#KK
dp(q)
dq KK
L2m(*q~1@2,q‘1@2+)B
2
where E E
L2m
is a Sobolev ‚2
m
norm (the sum of the ‚2 norms of the derivatives up to order m)
and m is a large but ,xed number.
Proof. We put
aq (t)"+ ak (q)ekt*.
Since the problem is local on q, we consider at q"q
0
. We take a normal coordinate at
p
0
"p (q
0
) and identify its neighborhood with Euclidean space. We consider
exp :De(p0)]‚2m (S1; D(e))P‚2m (S1; D2e(p0) )
such that
exp(p, a (t) )"exp
p
a(t).
Here D(e) is the metric ball in R2n of radius e centered at 0. exp is a smooth map between
Banach manifolds. We identify D(e) with De (p0 ) by an exponential map. Let q> (q(q), bq(t) )
be a curve in De(p0)]‚k2(S1 ; D(e)) such that (q (0), b0(t) )"(p0 , 0). We then have
d
dq
exp(q(q), bq(t) )"
dq(q)
dq
#dbq(t)
dq
.
Therefore we have
KK
d
dq
exp
p(q)(aq(t) )!
dp(q)
dq
! d
dq
(aq(t) ) KK
L2m~1(S2CMq0N)
)C
mAEaq (t)EL2m(S1C*q~1@2,q‘1@2+)#KK
dp(q)
dq KK
L2m(*q~1@2,q‘1@2+)B
2
.
On the other hand we have
KK
d
dt
exp
p0
aq0 (t)!
daq0 (t)
dt KK
L2m~1(S1)
)CEaq (t)E2L2m(S1C*q0~1@2,q0‘1@2+) .
The required estimate follows. K
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We put g
‘
(q)"E+
k;0
a
k
ekt*E
L2
, g
~
(q)"E+
k:0
a
k
ekt*E
L2
, g
0
(q)"Ddp (q)/dqD. By using
elliptic regularity, we have
KK+
k
a
k
(q)ekt* KK
L2m(S1C*q~1@2,q‘1@2+)
)C
m P
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x)) dx.
Hence using Sublemma 14.3, we have
dg
‘
dq
*#g
‘
!CAP
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x)) dxB
2
dg
‘
dq
)!g
~
#CAP
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x)) dxB
2
Dg
0
D )CAP
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x)) dxB
2
.
(14.4)
We remark that in case (M, J)"Cn with standard complex structure (or in case when
J is integrable) we can take C"0 in (14.4). Then Lemma 11.2 follows immediately. The
main part of the proof is an estimate of the contribution of the nonlinear term in (14.4).
Next we estimate
SUBLEMMA 14.5. For each e there exists e
1
such that if Diam(h (S1][!‚, ‚])) e
1
then
g
B
(q), g
0
(q) e for q3[!‚#1, ‚!1].
Proof. It is obvious that g
B
(q) e. By elliptic regularity we have
Ep (q)E
C2
(C. (14.6)
for q3[!‚#1/2, ‚!1/2]. Suppose that Ddp(q
0
)/dqD’d for q
0
3[!‚#1, ‚!1]. Then
we take a coordinate and "nd i such that
dp
i
(q)/dq’cd’0.
Then by (14.6) we have
dp
i
(q)/dq’cd/2
for q3[q
0
!cd/2C , q
0
#cd/2C]. We may assume cd/2C(1
2
. Hence we have
p
i
(q
0
#cd/2C)’p
i
(q
0
)#c2d2/4C.
Therefore by assumption we have c2d2/4C(C@e
1
. Sublemma 14.5 holds. K
We use (14.4) and Sublemma 14.5 together with the following Lemma 14.7. Lemma 11.2
then will follow from elliptic regularity.
SUBLEMMA 14.7. For each C there exists e independent of ‚, such that if g
‘
, g
~
,
g
0
: [!‚, ‚]PR satis,es (14.4) and if Dg
B
D, Dg
0
D(e then we have
Dg
‘
(q) D)C@e~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)
Dg
~
(q) D)C@e~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)
Dg
0
(q) D)C@e~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@).
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Proof of Sublemma 14.7. The proof is an analogue of [24, Sublemma 9.8; 28, Sublemma
7.20]. We choose C@ later. We prove
Dg
‘
(q) D)C@(ee~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2)
Dg
~
(q) D)C@(ee~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2) (14.8.k)
Dg
0
(q) D)C@(ee~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2).
by induction on k. (C@ is independent of k.) When k"1 the inequality follows from
assumption Dg
B
D, Dg
0
D(e. The case k"R is the conclusion. Suppose that (14.8.k) holds for
k, then it follows that
P
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x))dx)100C @ (ee~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2). (14.9)
We put gL
‘
(q)"e~(q~q0)g
‘
(q). Then by (14.4) we have
dgL
‘
dq
’CAP
q‘1
q~1
(g
‘
(x)#g
~
(x)#g
0
(x))dxB
2
e~(q~q0)
*!10000CC@2(e e~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2)2e~(q~q0).
We may choose e and C@ such that the
C P
=
q0
10 000C@2(e e~.*/(@q~L@, @q‘L@)#ek@2)2e~(q~q0) dq
(C@e(k‘1)@2# C@
100
e3@2e~.*/M@q0~L@,@ q0‘L@N.
Hence
g
‘
(q
0
)"gL
‘
(q
0
) C@e(k‘1)@2# C@
100
e3@2e~.*/M@q0~L@, @q0‘L@N#gL
‘
(‚)
)C@e(k‘1)@2#C@e~.*/M@q0~L@,@q0‘L@Ne.
The "rst inequality of (14.8.k#1) holds. The proof of the second inequality is similar. The
third inequality of (14.8.k#1) is then obvious from (14.4) and the "rst and the second
inequalities of (14.8.k#1). The proof of Sublemma 14.7 is complete. K
The proof we gave above is an analog of the argument by Uhlenbeck used in the proof of
removable singularity theorem of Yang}Mills conncection.
A di!erent proof (based on local HoK lder estimate of integral operators P, „ which we
de"ne later) is due to referee. We give an outline of it below. The proof is similar to [4, pp.
166}170], by Sikorav (which proves a similar estimate in case of h : D2(1)P(M, J) ).
It is easy to see that Lemma 11.2 is equivalent to Lemma 11.2@. So we are going to prove
Lemma 11.2@. Let h :Annu(r, 1)P(M, u, J) is as in Lemma 11.2@. We put p
0
"h(z
0
) where
z
0
3Annu(r, 1) and
h) (z)"(exp
p0
)~1(h(z)). (14.10)
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We regards „
p0
M"Cn and h) : Annu(r, 1)PCn. Let ; be a small neighborhood of 0 in Cn.
There exists q3!(;, HomR(Cn, Cn) ) such that when we identify ; and a neighborhood of
p
0
in M, we have
L1 h"LM h)#q(h) )Lh) . (14.11)
(Here L1 h is de"ned by using the almost complex structure J of M and L1 h) is de"ned by using
the standard complex structure of ;-Cn.) Also we have
q (0)"Dq(0)"0. (14.12)
(14.11) and pseudoholomorphicity of h implies
L1 h)#q(h) )Lh)"0. (14.13)
Let j : (0,R)P[0, 1] be a cut-o! function such that
j (t)"G
0
1
t*1
t(e~1@2.
We put
h
1
(z)"j (z)j (r/ DzD)h) (z) (14.14.1)
g
1
"L1 h
1
#q (hK )Lh
1
. (14.14.2)
It is easy to see that
Dg
1
(z) D)C(1#r/DzD2). (14.15.1)
supEq(z)E)o (e
1
). (14.15.2)
Here o (e
1
)P0 as e
1
P0. We put
(H
1@2
h
1
) (z)"supG
(h
1
(z@)!h
1
(z))
Dz!z@D1@2 K z@3D (1)H.
We use it to prove
(H
1@2
h
1
)(z) CA1#
r
DzD2B. (14.16)
To prove (14.16) we study the integral operators
Pg" 1
2pi PP
g(f)
f!z df?dfM (14.17.1)
„g(z)"lim
e?0 PPKf@@f~z@we,@f@x@L
g (f)
(f!z)2 df?dfM . (14.17.2)
We use the fact L1 3P"Id, L 3P"T (see [4, p. 166]) to "nd
h
1
"P(Id#q (h) )„ )~1g
1
. (14.18)
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(14.16) then follows from (14.15) and the boundedness of P, „ with respect respect to an
appropriate local HoK lder norm. The proof of boundedness of P, „ with respect to a local
HoK lder norm is similar to [71]. We omit the detail. (See [4, pp. 166}170].)
We next put
h
2
(z)"j (e1@2z)j(e1@2r/ DzD)h) (z)
g
2
"LM h
2
#q(h
1
)Lh
2
.
It is easy to see that
Dg
2
(z) D)CA1#
r
DzD2B. (14.19)
Using (14.16)} (14.19) in a way similar to [4, pp. 166}170] using [71] (and in a way similar
to the proof of (14.16)), we obtain the conclusion of Lemma 11.2@. (We omit the detail.)
K
We now prove Proposition 12.25 by contradiction. Our proof is similar to Donaldson’s
argument in [12]. (See also [23].) Let p
i
"(&pi , hpi )3CMg,m (M, J, b) be a sequence. Suppose
that p
i
converges to p3CM
g,m
(M, J, b) but is not equivalent to any of the element of
s~1p (0)/Aut(p). We then can take a representative of pi"(&pi , hpi) such that &pi"&fi for
f
i
3<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p converging to zero. By the de"nition of the topology on the space of
stable maps, after adding marked points, &pi converges to &p . In particular, outside of the
neck region K
/%#,
(&p ), our semistable curve &pi is canonically di!eomorphic to &p . Hence
there exists u@
i
3C=(&p!K/%#, (p); h*p„M) such that
h
i
(p)"exp
h(p)
u@
i
(p) (14.20)
on &fi!K/%#,"&p!K/%#, (p). One the neck region, we can use estimate Lemma 11.2@ as
follows. We choose e later. Then by assumption, we "nd p such that if i is enough large then
Diam(hpi(Dxl (k)!Dxl(R~1xl ,ai, l ) ) )(e. (14.21)
Let &p,l and &p,w be two components of &p containing the singular point x. We de"ne
a conformal isomorphism
t
i,x
: (D
xl
(k)!D
xl
(R~1
xl ,ai, l) )X(Dxw (k)!Dxw (R~1xw ,ai,w ))PAnnu(k~2R~2xl ,ai, l , 1)
(note R
xl ,ai, l"Rxw ,ai, l) by
t
i,x
(p)"G
k~1 exp~1
xl
(z)
k~1a
i,l/exp~1xw (z)
z3D
xl
(k)!D
xl
(R~1
xl ,ai, l)
z3D
xw
(k)!D
xw
(R~1
xw,ai, l).
(14.22)
Now by Lemma 11.2@ we have
Ehpi 3t~1i,x EC1(Annu(k~1R~1xl, ai,l,1))
(C. (14.23)
Thus we have
Eh
i
E
C1
(C (14.24)
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on h
i
(D
xl
(k)!D
xl
(R~1
xl ,ai,l )). We also obtain from (14.23) that
Diam(h
i
(D
xl
(R~1 )!D
xl
(R~1
xl,ai,l )))(CR~1. (14.25)
Hence
Eu@
i
(z)E(CEzE (14.26)
on hpi(Dxl (k)!Dxl(R~1xl,ai,l )). We use these two estimates to show the following:
SUBLEMMA 14.27. „here exists u@@
i
3! (&p ; h*p„M) and jiP0 such that
(14.28.1) u@@
i
coincides with u@
i
on ZlZx|sing(&p,l) (&p,l!Dxl (d~1R~1xl,ai ) )L&p!K/%#,(p)"
&fi!K/%#, .
(14.28.2) E(D
hp
L1 &p)uAi ELp(K/%#,(p))(ji .
Proof. Choose d
i
P0 such that d
i
R
xl,aiPR and take a cut-o! function si such that
s
i
(r)"G
0
1
r(d~1
i
R~1
xl,ai
r’2d~1
i
R~1
xl ,ai .
We have
sup Dds
i
/dr D(Cd
i
R
xl ,ai (14.29)
and ds
i
/dr is supported on [d~1
i
R~1
xl,ai , 2d~1i R~1xl,ai]. On Dxl (k)!Dxl(R~1xl,ai,l) we put
uA
i
(x )"s
i
( Dx D )u@
i
(x).
Then by (14.29) and (14.26) we have
E(D
hp
LN &p )u@@i (z)E(K
Ls
i
dr
( Dz D ) K Eu@i (z)E#E (DhpLN &p )u@i (z)E)C (14.30)
if EzE3[d~1
i
R~1
xl,ai , 2d~1i R~1xl,ai]. If EzEN[d~1i R~1xl,ai , 2d~1i R~1xl,ai] we have
(D
hp
LN &p )u@@i (z)"(DhpL
N
&p )u@i(z).
On the other hand by (14.19) and the fact that hpi and h are both pseudoholomorphic on
K
/%#,
(p), we have
E(D
hp
LN &p )u@iEC0)C (EhiEC1#EhEC1 )Eu@iEC0 .
Hence
sup
EzEN[d~1
i R~1sl,ai,
2d~1
i R~1sl,ai +
E(D
hp
LN &p )u@@i (z)EP0. (14.31)
Using (14.30) and (14.31) and the fact that the volume of the domain of z satisfying
EzE3[d~1
i
R~1
xl,ai , 2d~1i R~1xl,ai] converges to 0, we obtain the required estimate (14.28.2). The
proof of Sublemma 14.27 is now complete. K
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We put u
i
"uA
i
!Qp 3 (DhpL
N
&p )(uAi ). Here
Qp :
‚p (&p ; h*p„M? "0,1(&p ))
Ep
P<M
1,p and
% :‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p ))P
‚p(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p ))
Ep
is as in Section 13. It then follows that (D
hp
LN &p )ui,0 mod Ep . Namely ui3<.!1,p . We use
Sublemma 14.27 and (14.25) to obtain an estimate
sup dist(hfi,ui (p ), hi (p )) CjiP 0. (14.32)
We now put
uL
i
(p)"exp~1
hi(p)
(hfi,ui (p )) (14.33)
h
i
(s, p)"exp
hi(p)
(suL
i
(p )).
We show
SUBLEMMA 14.34. lim
i?=
E%
Ep
LN &pi hi(s, ))ELp"0.
Proof. It is easy to see that
s exp~1
hi(p)
(hfi,ui (p ) )!sui (p)
converges to 0 as iPR in C= topology outside the neck region. Hence it su$ces to
estimate LN &pihi (s, ) ) on Dxl(k)!Dxl(R~1xl,ai,l). There we use the fact that hfi,ui is holomorphic
and use Lemma 11.2 in the same way as we did to prove (14.24). We then obtain
Ehfi,uiEC1(C. (14.35)
Applying (14.35), (14.24) and (14.30) in the same way as we did to prove (14.31) we have
sup
DDz DD N [p, d
i
R~1xl , ai]
E(Dhf,u
i
LN &pi )uL i(z )E)C(EhiEC1#Ehfi,uiEC1)EuL iEC0P 0.
Sublemma 14.34 follows. K
Thus, for each s3[0, 1], we obtain an approximate solution h
i
(s, ) ) : &fi PM of (12.17).
For su$ciently large i, we can make an exact solution of (12.17) from it by using the
argument of Section 13. Namely we obtain maps h@
i
(s, ) ) :&fiPM for s3[0, 1] such that
h@
i
(0, p )"h
i
(p ), h@
i
(1, p )"hfi,ui(p) (14.35.1)
LN &pih@i (s, ) ),0 mod Ep (14.35.2)
K
Lh@
i
Ls KP 0 as iPR. (14.35.3)
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We remark that linearized equation for (12.17) is of maximal rank. It follows from
implicit function theorem that the family of solutions we constructed in Section 13 is one of
the maximal dimension. We then can use the fact that h@
i
(1, p)"hfi,ui (p ) to show that family
h@
i
(s, ) ) for s3[0, 1] is contained in the family of solutions we constructed in Section 13.
Therefore h@
i
(0, p)"h
i
(p ) is also contained in the family of solutions we constructed in
Section 13. The proof of Proposition 12.25 is now complete. K
15. GLUING
We are going to glue the charts constructed in Sections 12}14 to obtain a Kuranishi
structure. To glue the charts, one trouble is that the moduli space CM
g,m
(M, J, b) can be
quite pathological, because it is in general the zero set of a continuous function which can be
an arbitrary closed set.
The second trouble is to "nd an appropriate way to "x representative of elements
of CM
g,m
(M, J, b ). We remark that the representative is well de"ned modulo the
group Di+(p, z ), the group of the di!eomorphisms "xing marked points. Namely
M
g,m
(M, J, b) is regarded as a subspace of (J (&)]Map(&, M ))/Di+(p, z), here J (&) is
the space of all complex structures on & and Map(&, M) is the space of all maps
from & to M. So if we try to embed M
g,m
(M, J, b ) to a single function space, we
need to make precise the de"nition of (J(&)]Map (&, M ))/Di+(p, z ) by "xing function
space and prove some kind of slice theorem, etc. Then we immediately meet a trouble
directly related to the stability of complex structure, etc. The di$culty is that Di+(p, z)
is very far from being compact. In a similar problem of Gauge theory, slice theorem
(see [23, Section 3]) is proved. In that case, the proof depends on the fact that the
image of the group of gauge transformations of ‚2
k‘1
class into the group of gauge
transformations of ‚2
k
class is compact. This is because the Gauge group (S;(2)
for example) is compact and we can then use Rellich’s theorem. The corresponding
fact in our case is not true. Moreover the isotropy group of the action of Di+(p,z)
for some element at &&in"nity’’ of J (&)]Map(&, M) may be noncompact. This causes
a trouble in studying the space (J(&)]Map(&, M) )/Di+(p, z). However by using the fact that
isotropy group of element of CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) is "nite, one may probably be able to prove
a slice theorem in a neighborhood of M
g,m
(M, J, b ). Namely the quotient space
(J(& )]Map(&, M))/Di+(p, z) is Hausdor! there. However, because of the trouble we men-
tioned above, we do not use this in"nite dimensional space and work more directly without
using in"nite dimensional manifold.
Let us point out the third trouble to make our charts compatible. The trouble
is that our charts are constructed by solving eq. (12.17) which depends on the choice
of the subspace Ep . Unfortunately, it seems that there is no canonical choice of
this subspace. Usually to work out Kuranishi theory, one takes ‚2 orthogonal comp-
lement to the image of the linearized operator to "nd a representative of the ob-
struction bundle. This is the way, for example, taken by Furuta [32] to study the
case of monopole equation. However, in our situation, we cannot use ‚2 orthogonal
complement to the image of the operator (12.1). The reason is as follows. First of
all we cannot put p"2 in (12.1) since ‚2
1
function on 2 manifold is not continuous
and we cannot make sense the condition nl (p)"nw (q)Nul (p )"uw (q) we put at the
beginning of Section 12. To clarify the situation, let us consider the dual operator
(D
hp
LN &p)* :‚q(&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p ))P (‚p1 (&p : h*p„M))*
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to (12.1). Here 1/p#1/q"1. The dual space (‚p
1
(&p : h*p„M))* contains a delta function
supported on a "nite number of (singular) points. Hence there exists a form like f dzN /zN in the
kernel of dual operator. This form is not of ‚2-class. In algebraic geometry, corresponding
phenomenon is observed. Namely one needs to study logarithmic forms to consider
Dolbeault cohomology of singular variety. Thus it seems di$cult to "nd a canonical choice
of Ep . Because of this problem, we take an arbitrary choices locally and &&glue’’ them to
patch the charts. Then the Kuranishi structure itself will depend on the choice of such
subspaces. However the cobordism class and hence the fundamental cycle of it is well
de"ned, as we will prove in Section 17.
Now we start the gluing construction. The construction of the obstruction bundle
Ep will be done inductively on neighborhoods of the strata, beginning with the ones that are
minimal (and nonempty) with respect to the partial order p.
Let M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ) be such stratum. Namely we assume that
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („@, g@l , b@l , o@) is empty if („@, g@l , b@l , o@)p(„, gl , bl , o ). It follows that the
stratum M
g,m
(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o) is compact. By Proposition 8.7, there exists such
a stratum.
First we consider the problem to "x a representative of elements of
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ). It might seem that an appropriate way is to construct the
universal family of semistable curves overM
g,m
(M, J, b ) („, gl , bl , o ) as a &&"ber bundle’’ and
use its trivialization. (This is the way we took to study Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation
in Section 9.) The universal family, however, is not a &&"ber bundle’’ but is an &&orbibundle’’
because of the presence of nontrivial automorphism. The trouble is that our space
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ) is not in general an orbifold so it does not make sense to say that
universal family is an orbibundle on it. So we take more direct way, that is to specify the
choice of representatives locally.
Let us denote by t@p the homeomorphism s~1p (0)W<@pPMg,m (M, J, b ) to an
open set constructed in Theorem 12.9. We choose "nitely many elements
q
i
3M
g,m
(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o ) such that the images of the homeomorphism t@qi in Theorem
12.9 cover M
g,m
(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o ). We put )) qi"Im t@qi WMg,m(M, J, b ) („, gl , bl , o).
For each i we ,x a representative (&qi , hqi ) of qi . Here hqi :&qiPM. We remark that we have
already chosen Eqi-!(&qi , h*qi („M)?"0,1(&qi , Jqi )). Let )qi be a closed subset of )) qi such
that their interiors cover M
g,m
(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o).
Roughly speaking we take Ep"=p|)qi Eqi . To be precise one needs to identify
Eqi-! (&i , h*qi („M)?"0,1(&i , Jqi )) as a subspace of ! (&, h* („M)?"0,1(&)) in a
way as canonical as possible. We need to "nd a &&canonical’’ map from & to &qi .
In order to overcome this trouble, we modify eq. (12.7) a bit in the way we will explain
below.
Let f3<
$%&03.,qi]<3%40-7%,qi . We consider (f, 0)3<@qi . We obtain (&qi, f , hf,0) by Theorem
12.9. (Hereafter we write &qi,f in place of &f to clarify that it is constructed out of &qi .) We
recall that for each (f, 0)3<@qi we embed Eqi-C=(&qi, f , h*%9!#5,f,0(„M) ?"0,1(&qi,f)) as
follows. We remark that we have "xed a representative of (&qi, f , h%9!#5,f,0) not only its
equivalence class. We may regard K
0"453
(q
i
)-&qi,f since K0"453(qi )-&qi is disjoint to
K
/%#,
(q
i
). For each p3K
0"453
(q
i
)-&qi, f we consider the parallel transport Parhqi(p),hf,0(p) . Its
complex linear part induces an isomorphism
"0,1(K
0"453
(q
i
))? h*qi„M:"0,1(K0"453(qi ))? h*%9!#5,f,0„M.
We use this isomorphism to regard Eqi-C= (&qi,f, h*%9!#5,f,0(„M) ?"0,1(&qi, f)).
Now let (&, h) be a pair of a semistable curve and a map &PM. We assume that it is
equivalent to an element close to (&p , hp) with p3)qi in the following sense.
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There exists f3<
$%&03.,p]<3%40-7%,p and a biholomorphic map g :&p,fP&0 such that
sup
p
dist(h
%9!#5,f,0(p ), hg (p ))(min G
injrad(M)
100
, dH . (15.1)
Then by taking )qi enough small, we have f3<$%&03.,qi]<3%40-7%,qi and a biholomorphic map
0 : &P&qi, f such that
sup
p
dist(h
%9!#5,f,00 (p ), h (p ))(min G
injrad(M)
100
#d, 2dH . (15.2)
We use 0 :&P&qi,f and parallel transport Parh%9!#5,f,00(p),h(p) to embed
Emb
(f,0),qi :Eqi PC=(&, h*(„M) ?"0,1(&)). (15.3)
Now we modify eq. (12.7) as follows.
LN &h,0 mod =
p|)qi
Emb
(f,0),qi (Eqi). (15.4)
We need however to handle with one more trouble. Namely the pair (f, 0 ) is not unique.
In case when there is no unstable component, &qi,f:&qi,f{ implies that f@"cf for some
c3Aut(&qi ), and Aut(&qi ) is a "nite group in this case. Let c : &qi,f:&qi, f{ denote this
biholomorphic map. Requiring that (f@, 0 3 c) also satis"es (15.2), we have c3Aut (qi). Since
the space Eqi is invariant of the action of Aut (qi ), eq. (15.4) is independent of the choice of
(f, 0 ) in this case.
However, if there are unstable components, &qi, f:&qi, f{ does not imply f@"cf for some
c3Aut(q
i
). The extra symmetry is parametrized by a neighborhood ‚ie(Aut(&qi ))0 of 0 of
the Lie algebra of the group of automorphism of &qi (Lemma 13.18). So we have
c
0
3‚ie(Aut (&qi ))0 , c3Aut(&qi ) such that f@"cc0f and there exists a biholomorphic map
cc
0
:&qi,f:&qi,f{ . Requiring (f@, 0 3 cc0) also satis"es (15.2) we have c3Aut(qi ). The trouble
here is that Eqi is not invariant by the &&action’’ of ‚ie(Aut(&qi ))0 (in other words by the
isomorphism c
0
:&fP&c0f ). So eq. (15.4) has an extra parameter described by
<
i
‚ie(Aut(&qi))0 .
This is an important point since the heart of &&negative multiple covered problem’’ is
presence of unstable component for the stable map.
We need to kill this extra parameter to obtain a moduli space we need. The way to do so
must be canonical. To be more precise it should be independent of p but may depend on the
data related to q
i
.
We can do it in the following way. (This argument is a kind of center of mass technique
developed by [34]. Another argument is discussed in Appendix.) Let &
6/4,qi-&qi be the
union of unstable components minus a neighborhood of singular points. We assume that it
is invariant of Aut (q
i
). Since we remove neighborhoods of singular points, we may regard
&
6/4,qi-&qi, f .
Next let dist2@ : M]MP [0, R) be a smooth function which is C2-close to the square of
Riemannian distance in a neighborhood of diagonal and that (dist2@)~1 (0)"diagonal.
For 0 :&
0
P&qi, f we consider
meandistqi ((0, f), h)"P
x|&6/4,qi
dist2@(h
%9!#5,f,0(x ), h0~1(x ))dx. (15.5)
We use Riemann metric on &qi to obtain the volume element dx.
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Since hqi is nontrivial on unstable component by assumption (7.4.1), it follows that hqi is
not ‚ieAut(&qi )0 invariant. We can then use uniform convexity of distance function and
D+dist2@(h
%9!#5,f,0(x), h0~1(x) D;1 to obtain
A
L2
Lc
0,a
Lc
0,b
meandistqi(c0(0, f), h) : a, bB’c’0. (15.6)
Namely the symmetric matrix in the left-hand side is uniformly positive. Here we put
c
0
"(c
0,a
)3‚ie(Aut(&qi ))0 , by taking a coordinate of ‚ie(Aut(&qi))0 .
On the other hand we can "nd 0 such that
inf
c0|L‚ie(Aut(&qi))0
meandistqi (c0 (0, f ), h )!meandistqi(0, h)’c. (15.7)
It follows from (15.6) and (15.7) that we can choose )qi small enough and can prove that
there exists unique c
0
3‚ie (Aut(&qi ))0 such that meandistqi (c0(0, f), h0 ) is locally minimal. It
implies that we can kill this extra parameter ‚ieAut(&qi)0 by requiring
meandistqi (c0(0, f), h0)*meandistqi ((0, f), h0) for any c03‚ie(Aut(&qi))0 . (15.8)
We remark that Lemma 13.22 implies the consistency of the condition (15.8). Assuming
this additional condition on biholomorphic map 0 : &
0
P&qi,f , eq. (15.4) has moduli space
of correct dimension.
Note that, this way can be arbitrary close to the way we did in Section 12, by choosing
)qi and<@p small. In fact we require in Section 12 that exp~1hqi(x)(hp, fk~1(x) ) is perpendicular to
‚ieAut(&p )0 . This condition is asymptotically equal to (15.8). (We do not make it precise
since we do not need it.)
We next remark that in a way similar to Sections 12}14, we can construct the family of
solutions (15.4) with condition (15.8) as follows.
We start with a family of approximate solutions parametrized by<@p in exactly the same
way as in Section 12. We next use the product <
i
‚ie(Aut(&qi ))0 to parametrize the maps
0
i
:&p,fP&qi,fi . We then apply the implicit function theorem in the same way as in Sections
12 and 13, to "nd a solution of (15.4) parametrized by <@p]<i ‚ie (Aut(&qi ))0 . Let us denote
it by hf,u, (0i, fi) . Now on this family we consider the condition (15.8). By (15.6) we have
A
L2
Lc
0,a
Lc
0,b
meandistqi(c0(0i , fi), hf,u,(0i,fi) ) : a, bB’c’0. (15.9)
Furthermore, by (15.7) we have
inf
c0|L‚ie(Aut(&qi))0
meandistqi (c0(0i , fi),hf,u,(c0(0i,fi)))!meandistqi ((0i , fi), hf,u,(0i,fi))’c. (15.10)
On the other hand by taking < @p small we may assume that
K
L
Lc
0,a
meandistqi(0i , hf,u,(c0(0i,fi))) K(e (15.11)
since the approximate solution we start with is independent of (0
i
, f
i
). Here e is a number
su$ciently small compared to c in (15.9) and (15.10). It follows from (15.9), (15.10) and
(15.11) that we can "nd submanifold<p-<@p]<i ‚ie (Aut(&qi))0 parametrizing the solution
satisfying (15.4) with condition (15.8) and that <pP<@p is a di!eomorphism, if we replace
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<@p by a smaller one if necessary. (We remark that (15.8) is written as
L
Lc
0,a
meandistqi(c0 (0i , fi), hf,u,(0i))"0.)
Thus we obtain <p , and hf,u :&fPM for (f, u)3<p such that hf,u solves (15.4) with
condition (15.8).
LEMMA 15.12. „here exists e’0, with the following properties. If (h, &) solves (15.4) with
condition (15.8) and if there exist f3<p,$%&03.]<p,3%40-7% and a holomorphic map k :&P&f
such that
sup
p
dist(h
%9!#5,f,0(p ), hk (p ))(e.
„hen there exists (f@, u@)3<p and k :&P&f{ such that h"hf,u 3k. „he pair (f@, u@)3<p is
unique up to the action of Aut(p).
The proof is the same as the argument of Section 14.
We next construct the coordinate change. The key observation is that neither eq. (15.4)
nor the condition (15.8) depends on p.
We require that ;p"<p/Aut(p) satis"es the following:
(15.13) If o3Im t@p and if o3)qi then p3)qi .
We can assume (15.13), since )qi is closed.
We consider o3Im tpWMg,m (M, J, b ) („, gl , bl , o ). (15.13) implies Ep-Ep . We then
conclude that if (&, h) solves (15.4) for o with condition (15.8), then it solves (15.4) for p with
condition (15.8).
Therefore by using Lemma 15.12, we "nd the required embeddings upo :<oP<p
and uL po in De"nition 5.1. Properties (5.1.4)} (5.1.7) are immediate from construction. Thus,
we have constructed a Kuranishi structure on a neighborhood of the stratum
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ).
Now we are going to construct a Kuranishi structure by an induction on the partial
order p. Namely we assume that we have glued the charts and constructed a Kuranishi
structure on a union of neighborhoods of M
g,m
(M, J, b) („@, g@l , b@l , o@) with
(„@, g@l , b@l , o@)p („, gl , bl , o ) and are going to construct a Kuranishi structure on a neigh-
borhood of M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ).
By induction hypothesis, Theorem 11.1 and by Proposition 12.25, we have "nitely
many q
i
contained in some M
g,m
(M, J, b )(„@, g@l , b@l , o@ ) with („@, g@l , b@l , o@)p („, gl , bl , o )
and maps t@qi : s~1qi (0)PCMg,m (M, J, b ) such that Mg,m(M, J, b ) („, gl , bl , o ) minus
the union of images of t@qi is compact. We then choose "nitely many q@i on
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ) such that
Z
i
Im t@qiXZ
i
Im t@q{i.Mg,m(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o ).
Here t@q{i : s~1q{i (0)PCMg,m(M, J, b) is the map constructed by Theorem 12.9. Now we
repeat the argument of this section.
Choose closed subset )qi-Im t@qi , )qi-Im t@q{i such that its interior cover
M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ). For each p3Mg,m(M, J, b )(„, gl , bl , o) we put
Ep" =
p|)qi
Eqi = =
p|)q{i
Eq{i .
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Here to identify EqiL‚q (&p ; h*p„M?"0,1(&p)) we use parallel transport in a similar way.
(We remark that we can identify K
0
(p):K
0
(q
i
) by a biholomorphic map.) We use this
subspace to de"ne an equation similar to (15.4). Condition (15.8) is de"ned in the same way.
Thus by the same argument we used to study the "rst stratum, we can extend the Kuranishi
structure to a neighborhood of M
g,m
(M, J, b) („, gl , bl , o ).
Thus the proof of Theorem 7.10 except the construction of stably almost complex
structure is complete.
Let us turn to the proof of Theorem 7.11. (7.11.1)} (7.11.3) are immediate from construc-
tion. Also the di!erential Dpnp of the projection to the Deligne}Mumford compacti"cation,
is surjective by construction. Let us consider Dp elDDpnp , the restriction of the di!erential of
evaluation map to the kernel of Dpnp .
We remark that ker Dpnp-„<p is identi"ed with the kernel of operator (12.16). If
u3‚p
1
(&p ; h*p„M) is an element of ker Dpnp , then
Dp el (u)"(u(zi) : i"1,2 ,m)3< „hp(zi)M.
Here z
1
,2 , zm are marked points. Hence the surjectivity of Dp elDDpnp is equivalent to the
surjectivity of the restriction of the operator %
Ep 3 (DhpL
N
&p ) (in (12.6)) to
Mu3‚p
1
(&p , h*p„M) D u (z1)"2"u (zm)"0N.
The surjectiviy of it holds if we take Ep is enough large [3]. The proof of Theorem 7.11 is
now completed. K
16. ORIENTATION
In this section we show that the Kuranishi structure we constructed in Section 15 is
stably almost complex. It then follows that it is stably oriented. Hence by Lemma 5.17 it is
oriented.
We "rst prove the following.
PROPOSITION 16.1. „he Kuranishi structure of CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) we constructed has
a tangent bundle.
Proof. Let p, o3CM
g,m
(M, J, b). We assume that o3Im tp . Here tp : s~1p (0)P
CM
g,m
(M, J, b ). We consider q
i
as in Section 15 such that
Ep" =p|)qi
Eqi , Eo" =o|)qi
Eqi .
We may assume that o3)qi N p3)qi . Therefore we have Eo-Ep . We recall that the
Kuranishi neighborhood ;p"<p/!p of p is by de"nition the set of (f, h ) such that
LN fh,0 mod Ep (16.2)
divided by Aut(p) and the Kuranishi neighborhood;o"<o/!o of o is the set of (f, h ) such
that
LN fh,0 mod Eo (16.3)
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divided by Aut (o). Since Eo-Ep we have <o-<p . This is the map uop in the de"nition of
Kuranishi structure. Now we take a point (f, h)3<o . By construction the map
%
Eo 3 (DhL
N
&f ) :‚p1(&f : h*„M)P
‚p(&f : h*„M? "0,1(&f ))
Eo
is surjective and the direct sum
ker(%
Eo 3 (DhL
N
&f))
‚ie(Aut(&o))
=„
(f,h) (<o,$%&03.]<o,3%40-7%)
is the tangent space „
(f,h)<o . Similarly
„
(f,h)<p"
ker(%
Ep 3 (DhL
N
&f))
‚ie(Aut(&p ))
=„
(f,h)(<p,$%&03.]<p,3%40-7%).
We remark that
„n*&p+CMg,m"
„
(f,h) (<p,$%&03.]<p,3%40-7%)
‚ie(Aut(&p ))
if 2g#m*3
‚ie (Aut(&p ))
a
l :stable component of &p
„n *&p,l+CMgl,ml = a
x : singular point of &p
„
xl
&p,l?„xw&p,w
: ‚ie(Aut(&p))„
(f,h)(<p,$%&03.]<p,3%40-7% )
if 2g#m(3.
Hence the restriction of %
Eo 3 (DhL
N
&f) to ker %Ep 3 (DhL
N
&f) induces a surjective map
ker %
Ep 3 (DhL
N
&f )PEp/Eo . (16.4)
The kernel of the map (16.4) is ker %
Eo 3 (DhL
N
&f). Thus we obtain a required isomorphism
’po :
„
(f,h)<p
„
(f,h)<o
PEp
Eo
.
The commutativity of Diagram 5.7 is immediate from construction. The proof of
Proposition 16.1 is complete. K
PROPOSITION 16.5. „he Kuranishi structure of CM
g,m
(M, J, b) we constructed is stably
almost complex.
Proof. The proof uses family of indices and is based on the fact that symbol of our
elliptic complex is complex linear.
We "rst cover CM
g,m
(M, J, b) by "nitely many charts tqi : s~1qi (0)PCMg,m(M, J, b).
For each (&f , h )3<qi , we have an operator
(D
h
LN &f) :‚p1 (&f : h*„M)P‚p(&f : h*„M?"0,1(&f)).
The operator (D
h
LN &f ) is not necessary complex linear since the complex structure on M is not
necessary integrable. However the symbol of (D
h
LN &f ) is complex linear. We divide (DhL
N
&f ) to
complex linear part and anti linear part, then the complex linear part is again a Fredholm
operator. We denote it by (D
h
LN &f)@.
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By construction (D
h
LN &f )@ is glued on the part where charts are glued by upo . We construct
a family of operators parametrized by <q][!1, 1] by
Pf,h,t"t(DhL
N
&f )#(1!t)(DhL
N
&f )@.
For each q we "nd Fq-‚p(&q : h*q „M?"0,1(&q)) such that
%
Fq 3Pf,h,q :‚p1(&f : h*„M)P
‚p (&f : h*„M? "0,1(&f ))
Fq
is surjective for every (f, h) and t. We assume also that Fq is a complex linear subspace of
"nite dimension, that is invariant by Aut(q), and that its element is a smooth section
supported in K
0
(q). Here we embed Fq-‚p(&f : h*„M?"0,1(&f )) in a way similar to
Sections 12, 13 and 15. We may assume that E
r
-Fq . Using Fq we de"ne
Fp" =
p|)q
Fq
in a similar way to Section 15.
Now we construct a bundle system on the space CM
g,m
(M, J, b )][0, 1] as follows. On
the charts <p][!1, 1] we take two orbibundles
F
1,p(f, h, t)"kerA%Pf,h,q :‚p1(&f : h*„M)P
‚p(&f : h*„M? "0,1(&f ))
Fp B-‚p1 (&f : h*„M)F
2,p(f, h, t)"Fp .
We can construct the isomorphisms in De"nition 5.6 (which de"nes the notion that
Kuranishi structure has a tangent bundle) in the same way as the proof of Proposition 16.1.
Hence we obtain a bundle system, which we write Index Pf,h,t . Since the index is of constant
rank when one moves t, one can use homotopy lifting property of usual vector bundle to
show that the restriction of Index Pf,h,t to CMg,m(M, J, b )]M0N is isomorphic to the
restriction of Index Pf,h,t to CMg,m(M, J, b )]M1N.
On the other hand, since (D
h
LN &f)@ is complex linear it follows from de"nition that the
restriction of Index Pf,h,t to CMg,m(M, J, b )]M0N is a complex bundle system. Hence using
the fact that „CM
g,m
is a complex orbibundle and the following Lemma 16.6 we can prove
Proposition 16.5.
LEMMA 16.6.
[Index Pf,h,q] DCMg,m(M,J,b)]M0N#n*[„CMg,m]:[„CMg,m (M, J, b )]
in KO(CM
g,m
(M, J, b )) if 2g#m*3 and
[Index Pf,h,t]DCMg,m(M,J,b)]M0N:[„CMg,m(M, J, b )]
if 2g#m(3.
Proof. Since
F
1,p(f, h, 0)"kerA%Fp 3 LN f,h :‚p1 (&f : h*„M)P
‚p(&f : h*„M?"0,1(&f))
Fp B ,
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we can construct an isomorphism
F
1,p(f, h, 0)
ker(%
Ep 3 (DhpL
N
&f ))
:Fp
Ep
, „
(f,h)<p:ker(%Ep 3 (DhpL
N
&f))= n*[„CMg,m]
in the same way as the proof of Proposition 16.1. It follows that we have an isomorphism
n*„CM
g,m
= Index Pf,h,t DCMg,m(M,J,b)]M0N:„CMg,m (M, J, b )= a
i
A
Fqi
Eqi
,
Fqi
EqiB .
Here
a
i
A
Fqi
Eqi
,
Fqi
EqiB
is a bundle system (G
1,p , G2,p) such that if Mi1,2 , iNN"Mi D p3)qiN then
(G
1,p , G2,p)"
N
a
j/1
A
Fqi(j)
Eqi(j)
,
Fqi(j)
Eqi(j)B .
Since
a
i
A
Fqi
Eqi
,
Fqi
EqiB
is a trivial bundle system by De"nition 5.9 it follows that
[Index Pf,h,q] DCMg,m(M,J,b)]M0N#n*[„CMg,m]:[„CMg,m (M, J, b)]
in KO(CM
g,m
(M, J, b )), as required.
The case 2g#m(3 is similar. K
CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS
17. GROMOV+WITTEN INVARIANT
In this section, we use results of Chapters 1}3 to construct Gromov}Witten invariant for
arbitrary symplectic manifold. We "rst extend our de"nition of Kuranishi structure to
Kuranishi structure with boundary.
De,nition 17.1. A local model of n-dimensional orbifold with boundary is a pair (<, !)
where ! is a "nite group which has a linear representation to Rn~1 or Rn, and < is a
! invariant open neighborhood of 0 in [0,R)]Rn~1 or Rn. We assume that the action of
! on < is e!ective.
De,nition 17.2. Let X be a compact metric space. An n-dimensional orbifold structure
with boundary on X is an open covering X"Z
i
;
i
, local models (<
i
,!
i
) of n-dimensional
orbifold with boundary for each i, and homeomorphisms /
i
:<
i
/!
i
P;
i
which satisfy the
same properties as De"nition 2.2.
We can de"ne an orbibundle on orbifold with boundary in the same way. The de"nition
of orientation of orbifold with boundary is similar. Also we can de"ne a notion of multi-
section and prove a transversality theorem in the same way.
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De,nition 17.3. A Kuranishi structure with boundary of dimension n on X is a collection
(;
p
, E
p
, s
p
, t
p
,u
pq
, u(
pq
) for each p3X such that
(17.3.1) ;
p
"<
p
/!
p
is a germ of orbifold with boundary and E
p
is an orbibundle on it.
(17.3.2) s
p
is a germ of (single valued) continuous section of E
p
.
(17.3.3) t
p
is a germ of homeomorphism from s~1
p
(0) to a neighborhood of p in >.
(17.3.4) Let q3t
p
(s~1
p
(0)). Then there exists a germ of an embedding u
pq
:;
q
P;
p
in the
category of orbifolds, which is covered by a germ of an embedding of orbibundle
u(
pq
: E
q
PE
p
.
(17.3.5) s
p 3 upq"u( pq 3 sq , tp 3 upq"tq .
(17.3.6) If r3t
q
(s~1
q
(0)), then u
pq 3 uqr"upr , u( pq 3 u( qr"u( pr .
(17.3.7) dim ;
p
!rank E
p
"n is independent of p.
We de"ne orientation and stably almost complex structure for Kuranishi structure with
boundary in the same way as in Section 5.
The following relative version of Theorem 6.4 can also be proved in the same way. Let
X"(X, (<
q
, !
q
, E
q
, s
q
,t
q
)) be a space with Kuranishi structure with boundary. Let K-X
be a compact space and K‘ be its neighborhood. Let (P, ((;
p
, t
q
, s
q
) : p3P), u
pq
, u(
pq
) be
a su$ciently "ne good coordinate system of X. (Good coordinate system on Kuranishi
structure with boundary can be de"ned in the same way as De"nition 6.1.) Put
P(K)"PWK‘.
LEMMA 17.4. Suppose that there exists a sequence of smooth multisections s
0,q,n
for each
p3P(K) such that
(17.5.1) s
0,p,n 3 upq"u( pq 3 s0,q,n ,
(17.5.2) lim
n?=
s
0,q,n
"s
q
in C0 -topology
(17.5.3) s
0,q,n
is transversal to 0.
(17.5.4) ‚et u
pq
(x)3;
p
. „hen the restriction of the di+erential of the composition of any
branch of s
0,q,n
and the projection E
p
PE
p
/E
q
coincides with the isomorphism
’
pq
:N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
.
„hen there exists a sequence of smooth multisections s
q,n
for each q3P such that
(17.6.1) s
p,n 3 upq"u( pq 3 sq,n ,
(17.6.2) lim
n?=
s
q,n
"s
q
in C0-topology
(17.6.3) s
q,n
is transversal to 0.
(17.6.4) ‚et u
pq
(x)3;
p
. „hen the restriction of the di+erential of the composition of any
branch of s
q,n
and the projection E
p
PE
p
/E
q
coincides with the isomorphism
’
pq
:N
Up
;
q
:E
p
/E
q
.
(17.6.5) s
q,n
"s
0,q,n
on K if q3P (K).
We can also prove an existence of good coordinate system on X extending a given one
on a neighborhood K. The proof of it is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3
Let X be an orbifold with boundary. The boundary of X is by de"nition the set of all
points whose neighborhood is identi"ed to an open subset of [0,R)]Rn~1/!. Let LX be the
boundary of X. If X is an n dimensional orbifold with boundary then LX is an n!1
dimensional orbifold.
Let X"(X, (<
q
,!
q
, E
q
, s
q
,t
q
)) be a space with Kuranishi structure with boundary.
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De,nition 17.7. Let p3X and ;
p
"<
p
/!
p
be its chart where p corresponds to p@3;
p
.
We say p3LX if p@3L;
p
.
The following lemma is obvious from de"nition.
LEMMA 17.8. ‚et X"(X,(<
q
,!
q
,E
q
, s
q
, t
q
)) be a space with n dimensional Kuranishi
structure with boundary. „hen the space LX has an n!1 dimensional Kuranishi structure
(without boundary) such that LX][0, 1), together with its Kuranishi structure with
boundary is di+eomorphic to an open neighborhood LX in X. If X is oriented (resp
stably almost complex) then so is LX and the di+eomorphism between LX][0, 1) and open
neighborhood of X is orientation preserving (resp. preserving the stably almost complex
structures).
Now we can use these machineries to perform standard cobordism argument and prove
the class de"ned in Section 6 is cobordism invariant. More precisely we consider the
following situation. Let X"(X,(<
q
, !
q
, E
q
, s
q
,t
q
)) be a space with oriented n-dimensional
Kuranishi structure with boundary. Suppose
LX"X
1
X!X
2
.
Suppose that f :XP> is a strongly continuous map in the sense of De"nition 6.6. We write
it f :XP> for simplicity. It induces f D
Xi
:X
i
P>.
LEMMA 17.9.
( f D
X1
)
*
([X
1
])"( f D
X2
)
*
([X
2
])3H
n~1
(>; Q) .
Here ( f D
Xi
)
*
([X
i
]) is de,ned in Section 6.
Proof. We take multisections s
i
on X
i
such that s~1
i
(0) is the fundamental class of X
i
.
We extend it to X
i
][0, 1) such that it is constant in the second factor. We identify them to
a neighborhood of X
i
in X by using Lemma 17.8. We then apply Lemma 17.4 and extend it
to a multisection s on X. We use s~1 (0) to de"ne a singular Q-chain f [s~1 (0)] on Z. By the
same way as in the proofs of Lemmas 6.11 and 4.7, we "nd that
L f [s~1 (0)]"f [s~1
1
(0)]!f [s~1
2
(0)].
Lemma 17.9 follows. h
Now we start the de"nition of Gromov}Witten invariant. Let (M,u) be a compact
symplectic manifold and let J be a compatible almost complex structure. For b3H
2
(M; Z),
let CM
g,m
(M, J,b) be the moduli space of stable maps of genus g, m marked points and of
homology class b de"ned in Chapter 2. We constructed a stably almost complex Kuranishi
structure on it in Chapter 3. We de"ne a strongly continuous map
% : CM
g,m
(M, J,b )PCM
g,m
]Mm, (17.10)
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by
%([(&, z), h])"([&, z], (h(z
1
),2 , h (zm))).
We remark that the map CM
g,m
(M,J,b )PCM
g,m
is of maximal rank.
However the Kuranishi structure we constructed may depend on various choices we
made. Especially it may depend on the choice of the subspace Ep of ‚p (&p ;h*p „M?
"0,1 (&p)), we took in (12.7). Also we "xed and use various partition of unity. We use Lemma
17.9 to show
THEOREM 17.11. %
*
(CM
g,m
(M,J,b ))3Hk(CMg,m]Mm; Q) depends only on (M,u),
g,m,b and is independent of compatible almost complex structure J and various choices we
made to de,ne a Kuranishi structure.
Proof. Let J, J@ be two almost complex structures compatible to the symplectic struc-
ture u. By [33], they are homotopic. So we have a family J
s
of compatible almost complex
structures such that J
s
"J for s3[0, e] and J
s
"J@ for s3[1!e, 1]. We put
CM
g,m
(M,J
1!3!
, b )" Z
s|*0,1+
MsN]CM
g,m
(M,J
s
,b ) .
In the same way as in Sections 10 and 11, we can de"ne a topology on
CM
g,m
(M,J
1!3!
, b) and prove that it is compact and Hausdor!.
We take two choices of Ep and partition of unity, etc. for s"0, 1 and extend it to
[0, e]X[1!e, 1] so that it is constant in s. It determines Kuranishi structure on
Z
s|*0, e+X*1~e,1+CMg,m (M,Js ,b ) such that its restriction to CMg,m (M,Js ,b ), s"0, 1, co-
incides with one which we used to de"ne %
*
(CM
g,m
(M, J,b )) for each two choices.
Therefore in view of Lemma 17.9 it su$ces to show that we can de"ne a Kuranishi structure
on CM
g,m
(M,J
1!3!
, b) extending one on Z
s|*0, e@2+X*1~e@2,1+CMg,m (M,Js ,b ) .
For the choices other than Ep , we can extend it to [0, 1] so that it depends smoothly on
s. For the choice of Ep , we can use a similar procedure as the gluing argument in Section 15
as follows. For each (q, s) with q3CM
g,m
(M, J
s
,b ) we take Eq,s satisfying (12.7). Then the
same condition ((12.7.1) especially) holds for (q@, s@) if they are su$ciently close to (q, s).
Thus we can use it to "nd a chart in each neighborhood. Using compactness we cover
Z
s|*2e@3,1~2e@3+CMg,m (M,Js ,b) by "nitely many such charts.
Then for each (p, s), p3CM
g,m
(M, J
s
, b ) we consider all (q
i
, s
i
) such that (p, s) is contained
in the charts centered at (q
i
, s
i
). Then we use the same identi"cation (using exponential map)
to regard Eqi,si as a section on &p of "0,1&p? hp„*M. We take sum of all of them. In case
when s3[2e/3,e] or s3[1!e, 1!2e/3], we add also Ep (the choice we "xed at the begin-
ning). We thus de"ned Ep,s . (For s3[0, e/2] or s3[1!e/2, 1] we take Ep .)
Now using these choices we can repeat the construction of Chapter 3 to "nd a Kuranishi
structure on CM
g,m
(M,J
1!3!
, b). The proof that it is stably almost complex is the same as
that given in Section 16. The proof of Theorem 17.11 is now complete. h
By Theorem 17.11 we have a class %
*
(CM
g,m
(M,J,b ))3H
$*.CMg,m]Mm~k(CMg,m]
Mm;Q). It induces a map
IM
g,m,b :H*(M, Q)
?mPH*‘k(CM
g,m
,Q)
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by
IM
g,m,b(c)"PD(cC%* (CMg,m(M,J,b)). (17.12)
where PD is the PoincareH duality and C is the slant product. Here
k"2n(g!1)!2bc
1
.
De,nition 17.13. We call the map (17.12) the Gromov}=itten invariant.
We study the properties of Gromov}Witten invariant in Section 23.
So far in this section, we assumed m#2g!3*0. But we can de"ne a Kuranishi
structure in the case m#2g!3(0 as well. In fact proof of Chapter 3 works without
change. We however need to remark one point.
The main di!erence between the case m#2g!3(0 and m#2g!3*0 is that in case
m#2g!3(0 our curve & is not stable for an element of (&, h)3M
g,m
(M,J,b) (that is an
element in the main stratum). Moreover, the generic element in the main stratum may have
a nontrivial automorphism.
We remark that we assumed that the action of ! is e!ective in the de"nition of orbifold.
So this assumption may not be satis"ed even in the case when the moduli space
M
g,m
(M,J,b) is transversal.
This phenomenon actually happens in the following way. Let us put M"S2]„2 and
b"[1]„2]. By perturbing almost complex structure we may assume that M
1,0
(M,J,b )
consists of two elements which are transversal. We then "nd thatM
1,0
(M, J, kb) consists of
elements of k-fold covering of the elements of M
1,0
(M,J,b ) and that M
1,0
(M, J, kb) is
transversal. Then M
1,0
(M, J, kb) consists of "nitely many points. However each point has
a nontrivial symmetry. So to "nd an invariant we need to put the weight 1/dAut.
But we can proceed as follows and perform the constructions of Chapter 3 without
change. Suppose that we have a neighborhood <q/!q such that the action of !q is
not e!ective on <q . In that case we change Eq as follows. We consider an action
of !q on C=(&q ;"0.1(&q) ? h*q„M). This action is e!ective and hence we can "nd a "nite
dimensional subspace E@q of C=(&q ; "0,1(&q )? h*q „*M) on which the action of !q is
e!ective. We change our Eq by adding E@q . Then in the new Kuranishi structure the action of
!q is e!ective.
So when we consider again the example discussed above we have an obstruction bundle
even ifM
1,0
(M, J, kb) is transversal. We do not need to change other part of the argument.
Using this Kuranishi structure and evaluation map
el : CM
0,m
(M,J,b )PMm
for m"1,2, we "nd an element
el
*
([CM
0,m
(M,J,b )])3H
2m‘bc1‘2(n~3)(Mm; Q) (17.14)
which depends only on (M,u) and b and is independent of J and various other choices
involved. If g"0 and m"0, there is no evaluation map either. So the invariant counting
the order only makes sense. Hence in the case g"0 and
2bc
1
!2(3!n)"2bc
1
#2(3!n ) (g!1)"0, (17.15)
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we have a rational number
[CM
0,0
(M, J,b )]3Q (17.16)
as an invariant of (M,u) and b. One important case where (17.15) holds is c
1
"0 and n"3.
This the counting problem of rational curves in Calabi}Yau 3 fold.
We "nally consider the case when g"1, m"0. In this case the space CM
1,0
is a (real)
2 dimensional orbifold, which is homeomorphic to S2. Hence we have an invariant in the
case when
2bc
1
"2bc
1
#2(3!n)(g!1)"0 or 2.
In the case 2bc
1
"2 the invariant is
[CM
1,0
(M,J,b )]W%*[CM
1,0
]3Q.
This is (in the case everything is transversal) the number of pseudoholomorphic „2 with
"xed complex structure.
In the case, 2bc
1
"0. Invariant is
[CM
1,0
(M,J,b )]3Q.
This is (in the case everything is transversal) the number of pseudoholomorphic „2 with
arbitrary complex struture.
The case bc
1
"0, g"1, m"0 appeared in Taubes’ work on the relation between
Seiberg}Witten and Gromov}Witten invariants. Taubes [69] gave an argument how to
handle this case (when n"2). There is one di!erence between the number he de"ned and
ours. That is we counted only connected curves in a given homology class, while Taubes
counts disconnected one also. It seems that in case we count only connected one, rational
number (which is not an integer) appeared. Taubes’ counting always gives an integer. It
seems interesting for us to know the reason why after summing up various contributions
from various components (which corresponds to the number of connected components)
"nally gives an integer. It seems likely that our invariant (17.16) coincides with Taubes’ if we
take into account the di!erence we mentioned above appropriately. However we have not
checked it yet.
18. REVIEW OF FLOER HOMOLOGY
In this section, we summarize the theory of Floer homology for periodic hamiltonian
system [19, 35, 52, 62]. The result stated in this section is not new, we refer to [19, 35, 45,
52, 62] for their proofs.
Let (M,u) be a 2n-dimensional closed symplectic manifold and H : M]S1PR a smooth
Hamiltonian. We identify S1 with R/Z. We write H
t
(x)"H (x, t). We de"ne the hamiltonan
vector "elds X
Ht
of H
t
by
dH
t
"i(X
Ht
) u.
We call a family of vector "eld X
Ht
the hamiltonian system.
De,nition 18.1. We call a map l :S1PM to be a 1-periodic solution of the hamiltonian
system X
Ht
if l satis"es the following equation.
dl
dt
#X
Ht
(l (t))"0. (18.1)
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Let /
t
:MPM be the one parameter group of transformations associated with!X
Ht
.
We put /"/
1
and call it the time-one map. There is a one to one correspondence between
1-periodic solution of the hamiltonian system and "xed point set of the time-one map.
(Namely we associate l(0) to l.)
De,nition 18.2. A 1-periodic solution is called non-degenerate if 1 is not an eigenvalue
of d/ on „l(0)M.
Arnold [1, 2] conjectured that the number of 1-periodic solutions of a periodic
hamiltonian system is at least the smallest number of critical points of smooth functions on
M. In case when all 1-periodic solutions of the system are nondegenerate, the conjecture
also states that the number of 1 periodic solutions of the system is at least the smallest
number of critical points of Morse functions on M.
Morse theory tells us that the number of critical points of a Morse function is at least the
sum of Betti numbers and torsion numbers. In this paper, we study the estimate by the Betti
numbers (i.e. the rank of homology group over Q).
From now on, we call 1 periodic solutions as periodic solutions, and denote byP (H) the
set of all contractible periodic solutions of (18.1). Equation (18.1) can be considered as the
Euler}Lagrange equation of a functional A
H
on a covering space of the space ‚M of
contractible loops in M, which we shall explain below. Write
‚I (M)"G(x, u) K
x3‚(M),
u :D2PM
x"u DLD2 HN&
(x, u)&(y, v)8G
x"y
:
D
u*
2
u":
D
v*
2
u
:
D2
u*c
1
":
D2
c*c
1
The covering transformation group of ‚I (M)P‚(M) is
!" n2(M)
ker /
c1
Wker /u
,
where /
c1
: n
2
(M)PR and /u : n2 (M)PR are evaluation maps of c1 and u. The action
functional is de"ned by
A
H
(x, u)"!P
D2
u*u#P
1
0
H (x(t),t) dt.
Floer initiated an analog of Morse theory for the action functional A
H
.
First of all, we formally compute the equation for gradient #ow lines. Let J be an
almost complex structure compatible with u. Then the Riemann metric g
J
de"ned by
g
J
(v,w)"u(v,Jw) induces ‚2 inner product on the tangent space of ‚M, so does on ‚I M.
A curve c : RP‚M is identi"ed with a map h : R]S1PM. Under this identi"cation, the
equation of formal gradient #ow lines, which we call connecting orbits, is
Lh
Lq
#J (h) Lh
Lt
#+H
t
(h)"0, (18.3)
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where +H
t
is the gradient vector "eld of H
t
with respect to g
J
. Here and hereafter we use
q for the coordinate of R, and t for the coordinate of S1.
De,nition 18.4. A map h : R]S1PM solving (18.3) is called the connecting orbits.
De,nition 18.5. The energy E
H
(h) of h : R]S1PM is de"ned by
E
H
(h)"1
2P
=
~=
P
1
0
GK
Lh
Lq K
2#K
Lh
Lt
#X
Ht K
2
Hdt dq
Let h
i
be a sequence of connecting orbits with E
H
(h
i
)(C for some constant C. An
argument similar to the proof of Gromov’s compactness for pseudoholomorphic curves
implies that there is a subsequence, also denoted by Mh
i
N, which coverges, outside of a "nite
set of points in R]S1, to a connecting orbit h
=
locally uniformally. The bubbling-o! is
analyzed in the same way as the case of pseudoholomorphic curves and we possibly get
bubble tree. (The phenomenon of splitting into several connecting orbits will be discussed
later in this chapter.)
Using the above argument, one can prove the following:
THEOREM 18.6. „he following two conditions on connecting orbit h are equivalent.
(18.6.1) E
H
(h)(R.
(18.6.2) „here are (l$, u$)3‚I M with l$ being solutions of (18.1) such that
lim
q?=
h(q, t)"l$(t)
and (l‘, u‘)&(l‘, u~dh) modker/
c1
W ker/u . Here u~dh : D2PM is a map
obtained by gluing u~ :D2PM and h : R]S1PM along l~"u DLD2"h D M~=N]S1 .
We denote byPI (H)-‚I M the inverse image ofP (H), the set of all contractible periodic
solutions of (18.1).PI (H) is the set of critical points of the functionalA
H
. We have an action
of ! on PI (H) by (A, lJ )> udlJ , where [u]"A and d is as in Theorem 18.6.
De,nition 18.7. Let lJ $"(lJ $, u$)3PI ) (H). We denote by MI (lJ ~, lJ ‘) the set of all
connecting orbits h satisfying
lim
q?$=
h (q, t)"l$(t) (18.7.1)
hdlJ ~&lJ ‘ modker /
ci
W ker/u . (18.7.2)
Since connecting orbits are solutions of (18.3), which is an equation of gradient line for
A
H
, we have
E
H
(h)"A
H
(lJ ~)!A
H
(lJ ‘) (18.8)
if h3MI (lJ ~ ,lJ ‘ ). We remark that the right-hand side depends only on lJ ~, lJ ‘ and is
independent of h.
We remark also that, since eq. (18.3) is invariant by the translation symmetry in
q variable, it follows that R acts on MI (lJ ~, lJ ‘). This action is free if lJ ~OlJ ‘.
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We are going to review the de"nition of Floer chain complex. For this purpose we
introduce a completion of the group ring of !, with respect to the homomorphism
/u :n2 (M)PR. The ring we obtain by completion is called the Novikov ring, since it is "rst
introduced by Novikov [51].
De,nition 18.9. The Novikov ring " is the set of all formal sums +
A|!jAdA with jA3Z,
which satis"es the following conditions
For any c3R the set
MA3!Dj
A
O0, /u (A)(cN
is "nite. The sum in the coe$cients of
j
1
j
2
" +
A|!A +B|!j1,B j2,A~BBdA (18.10)
is a "nite sum and is well de"ned. One can also check that j
1
j
2
3". Thus " has a structure
of ring. The Floer chain complex we are going to de"ne is a chain complex with coe$cient
in ".
The Floer chain complex is analogous of Morse’s (or Witten’s [72]) complex associated
to our functional A
H
. Hence the set of generators of it (as an abelian group) is the set of
critical points ofA
H
, which is identi"ed withPI (H). The de"nition of degree of each critical
point is di!erent from "nite dimensional case. Since both the numbers of positive eigen-
values and negative eigenvalues of the Hessian operator at a critical point ofA
H
are in"nite,
the de"nition in the "nite dimensional case, which uses Morse index does not make sense in
the case of A
H
. However one can make sense the di!erence of Morse index of two critical
points lJ , lJ @3PI (H), by taking the index of spectral #ow of a certain 1-parameter family of
ordinary di!erential opeators on S1. In fact, there is a map k :PI (H)PZ, so-called Conley}
Zehnder index. (See [10, 19, 62].)
Now we are ready to introduce Floer’s chain complex.
De,nition 18.11. C
k
"C
k
(H,J) is the set of all formal sums
+
lJ |PI (")
k(lJ )/k
m (lJ )dlJ
satisfying the following conditions.
For each c3R, the set
MlJ 3PI (H) Dm (lJ )O0, A
H
(lJ )’cN
is "nite.
Let j"+
A|!
j
A
d
A
3" and
m" +
lJ |PI (")
k(lJ )/k
m (lJ )dlJ 3Ck(H,J ),
the formal sum
jm" +
lJ |PI (H)
A +A|!jAm*~A+dlJBdlJ
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is well de"ned and is an element of C
k
(H,J). (We can prove it by using (18.8).) Hence
C
k
(H, J) is a module over ".
The rough idea to de"ne a boundary operator L :C
k
PC
k~1
is to count the order of the
quotient space M(lJ ~, lJ ‘)"MI (lJ ~, lJ ‘)/R and put
dlJ "+
lJ
dM(lJ , lJ @ ) ) dlJ @ .
We will discuss it in more detail later.
In the case when (M, u) is semi-positive (or weakly monotone), the strategy explained
above was carried out rigorously in [19, 35]. There it was also shown that L 3 L"0.
Thus we obtain a chain complex (C
*
(H,J ), L). The homology of this chain complex is
called Floer homology and is denoted by HF
*
(H, J ).
It is proved also in [9, 35] that the homology HF
*
(H,J) is invariant under the
deformation of (H,J). The idea of the proof was as follows. We study the q-dependent
analogue of eq. (18.3). Namely, let (Hq , Jq) be a smooth 1 parameter family of pairs
Hq : M]S1PR and almost complex structures Jq compatible with u. We assume that there
exists R’0 such that
(Hq ,Jq )"(Ha ,Ja) for q(!R (18.12)
(Hq ,Jq )"(Hb , Jb) for q’#R
where a, b are independent of q. We then de"ne a map
’a,b
(Hq,Jq)
:C
*
(Ha , Ja )PC*(Hb , Jb)
by counting, with sign, the number of solutions of the equation
Lh
Lq
#Jq (h)
Lh
Lt
#+(Hq) (h)"0. (18.13)
One can then prove that ’a,b
(Hq,Jq)
is a "-module map and is a chain map. It is also proved
that it is independent of the choice of (Hq , Jq), up to chain homotopy. So we obtain a map
’a,b :HF
*
(Ha ,Ja )PHF* (Hb ,Jb) . (18.14)
We then have ’a,c"’b,c 3’a,b . One can then prove that (18.14) is an isomorphism
[45].
To obtain an estimate of number of periodic orbits we need also to calculate the Floer
homology as follows:
HF
*
(H,J)"H
*
(M)? ". (18.15)
(18.5) is proved by Floer [19] in the case when M is monotone, and by Hofer}Salamon
[35]: in the case either /
c1
"0 or the minimal Chern number N is at least n"1/2 )dimM.
The second named author [52] proved a similar isomorphism for weakly monotone
symplectic manifolds after modifying the de"nition of Floer homology group. Later,
Piunikhin et al. [55] and Ruan}Tian [59] announced the isomorphism with multiplicative
structure.
De"nition and invariance of Floer homology and its calculation (18.15) imply the
estimate of the number of periodic solutions in terms of the Betti numbers, in the case all
periodic solutions are nondegenerate.
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These are the summary of Floer homology theory for periodic hamiltonian systems on
weakly monotone symplectic manifolds. To apply this strategy to an arbitrary symplectic
manifold, we need to deal with &&negative multiple cover problem’’ for the bubbling-o!
of pseudoholomorphic spheres from solutions of eqs (18.3) and (18.13). This is the reason
why Theorem 1.1 was proved only in the weakly monotone case.
We are going to apply our method developed in Chapters 1}3 to prove Theorem 1.1.
19. KURANISHI STRUCTURE ON THE SPACE OF CONNECTING ORBITS
The aim of this section is to de"ne a Kuranishi structure on the space of connecting
orbits, which enables us to de"ne Floer homology (with rational coe$cient) for periodic
hamiltonian systems.
We pick and "x p’2. For lJ $"(l$, u$)3PI (H), we "rst de"ne spaces B(lJ ~, lJ ‘) and
E(lJ ~, lJ ‘). We take a map h
0
: R]S1PM such that
h
0
(q, t)"G
lJ ‘(t) if q’R
lJ ~(t) if q(!R , (19.1)
Let ‚p
1
(R]S1; h*
0
„M) be the Banach space of ‚p
1
-sections of h*
0
„M. (Here ‚p
1
-section stands
for the ‚p-section whose "rst derivative is of ‚p class.) We remark that, since p’2, elements
of ‚p
1
(R]S1; h*
0
„M) are continuous.
De,nition 19.2. B (lJ ~, lJ ‘) is the set of all locally ‚p
1
-maps h : R]S1PM with the
following properties. There exists m3‚p
1
(R]S1; h*
0
„M) such that
h (q, t)"exp
h0(q, t) m (q, t)
on S1]((!R,!R@]X[R@,R)) for some R@*R and that (lJ ‘, u‘dh)&
(l~, u~) mod ker/
c1
Wker /u .
Here exp is the exponential map with respect to the metric g
J
. Since h is continuous the
last condition makes sense. It is easy to see that B(lJ ~, lJ ‘) is independent of the choice of
h
0
: R]S1PM.
It is well known that B(lJ ~, lJ ‘) is a Banach manifold.
De,nition 19.3. E(lJ ~, lJ ‘) is the Banach bundle over B(lJ ~, lJ ‘), whose "bre at
h3B(lJ ~, lJ ‘) is ‚p(R]S1;h*„M).
For h3B(lJ ~, lJ ‘), we put
LN
J,H
h"Lh
Lq
#J(h(t, q)) Lh
Lt
#+H
t
(h(t,q)). (19.4)
It is easy to see that LM
J,H
h3‚p(R]S1; h*„M). The following lemma is also easy to see
and is standard.
LEMMA 19.4. hPLM
J,H
h is a Fredholm section of the Banach bundle E (lI ~, lI ‘).
Hence its di!erential de"nes a Fredholm operator:
D
h
LM
J,H
:‚p
1
(R]S1 : h*„M)P‚p(R]S1 : h*„M). (19.5)
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(We remark that it is more natural to regard the target as ‚p(R]S1 :"0,1 (R]S1) ’ h*„M).
But we can identify it with ‚p(R]S1 : h*„M) by using a canonical trivialization of
"0,1 (R]S1).)
We have
LEMMA 19.6. „here is a map k :PI (H)PZ such that D
h
LM
J,H
is a Fredholm operator of
index k (lI ~)!k (lI ‘), if h3B(lI ~, lI ‘).
We omit the proof see [35].
We remark that R acts on E(lI ~, lI ‘) and B (lI ~, lI ‘) by translation of q-variables and
that hC LM
J,H
h is an R-equivariant section.
De,nition 19.7. MI (lI ~, lI ‘)"Mh3B(lI ~, lI ‘)DLM
J,H
h"0N. M (lI ~, lI ‘)"MI (lI ~, lI ‘)/R
Based on McDu! ’s result, it is proved by Hofer and Salamon in [35] thatMI (lI ~, lI ‘) is
a smooth manifold of dimension k (lI ~)!k (lI ‘) for a generic choice of (J
t
, H
t
). (However we
do not use it in this paper.) If lI ~" lI ‘"lI thenMI (lI , lI ) is a single element. (This is because
the equation LM
J,H
h"0 which is equivalent to (18.3) is a gradient #ow equation of A
H
.)
Otherwise the R action on MI (lI ~, lI ‘) is free. Hence M(lI ~, lI ‘) is a smooth manifold for
generic (J
t
, H
t
) also.
However, the space M (lI ~, lI ‘) is, in general, not compact, and we are forced to
investigate its compacti"cation.
If we assume that M is weakly monotone (semi-positive) and (J
t
, H
t
) is generic, then the
space M(lI ~, lI ‘) is compact if k (lI ~)!k (lI ‘)"1 and is compact upto splitting into two
connecting orbits if k(lI ~)!k (lI ‘)"2. (This is because, under the assumption on the weak
monotonicity, possibility of bubbling o! of pseudoholomorphic sphere is excluded by
choosing (J
t
, H
t
) generically.) (We do not use this fact in this paper.)
These facts enable Hofer and Salamon [35] to de"ne Floer homology for periodic
hamiltonian system on weakly monotone symplectic manifolds.
We use a generalization of the notion of stable maps and also we use machinery
developed in Chapters 1}3 to de"ne Floer homology for periodic hamiltonian system on
general symplectic manifolds.
The following lemma, Theorem 3.3 in [35] (see also Lemma 3.5 of Le( -Ono [43]) as well
as Lemma 8.1 is essential to prove the compactness of CM(lI ~, lI ‘) and to construct a
Kuranishi structure on it.
LEMMA 19.8. „here is d@’0 such that if lI ~OlI ‘ and if h3M(lI ~, lI ‘) then E
H
(h)’d@.
We will give a proof of it in Section 20 for reader’s convenience.
Now we generalize the notion of stable maps as follows. For a natural number m we
write
m
6
"M1, 2,2 , mN
De,nition 19.9. A stable connecting orbit is a triple ((h
1
,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI ), o) such that
(19.9.1) h
j
3MI (lI
j
, lI
j‘1
), where lI
j
3PI (H), j"1,2 , k#1.
(19.9.2) p
i
3CM
0,1
(M, J, b
i
).
(19.9.3) o is an injective map from I
1
to the k copies of R]S1.
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(19.9.4) Let p
i
"(&p
i
, hp
i
), where &p
i
is a genus zero simistable curve with one marked point
and hp
i
:&p
i
PM. Let z
i
3&p
i
be the marked point. Let o(i)"(q
i
, t
i
) is on the jth
copy of R]S1. We assume that hp
i
(z
i
)"h
j
(q
i
, t
i
).
(19.9.5) If lI
j
"lI
j‘1
, then there exists i such that o(i) is on the jth copy of R]S1.
Let o : I
1
PI
1
be a bijection. We then say that ((h
1
,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI ), o) is isomorphic to
((h
1
,2 , hk ), (po (1),2 , po (I)), o 3 o~1). For simplicity we write ((h1,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI ), o)
for isomorphism class also.
We consider k copies of R]S1 plus &p
i
, i"1,2 , I, attached at o(i)"(qi, ti ) to the jth
copy of R]S1. Let us call this space the domain of de"nition of our stable connecting orbit
and write it as &. We say that a point on & is singular if it corresponds to a singular point of
&p
i
or is on the image of o. We can de"ne a map h from & to M. Namely we let h"h
i
on the
ith R]S1, and h"hp
i
on &p
i
.
In place of writing ((h
1
,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI), o), we write (&, h) sometimes for simplicity.
Let ((h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o) be a stable connecting orbit and (r1,2 , rk)3Rk. We
de"ne (r
1
,2 , rk)((h1,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI), o) as follows. We take jth copy R]S1, and take
its translation of R factor by r
j
. We also let h
i
3MI (lI ~, lI
i‘1
) translate accordingly. Also we
translate o( j ) by r
j
if it is on jth component.
We say that (r
1
,2 , rk)((h1,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI), o) &((h1,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI), o).
We write [(h
1
,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI), o] or [&, h] the equivalence class containing
((h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o).
De,nition 19.10. We say that [(h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o]3CM(lI ~, lI ‘) if
(19.10.1) lI
k‘1
"lI ‘.
(19.10.2) (b
1
#2#b
I
)dlI
1
"lI ~.
If we de"ne an energy of [(h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o]3CM(lI ~, lI ‘) by
E
H
([(h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o])"+ EH (hi )#+E (pi ),
where E (p
i
)":&
i
h*
i
u, then it is easy to see that
E
H
([(h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o])"AH (lI ~)!AH (lI ‘) (19.11)
which depends only on lI ~, lI ‘ and is independent of the choice of elements [(h
1
,2 , hk),
(p
1
,2 , pI), o]3CM(lI ~, lI ‘).
We can de"ne a topology on CM(lI ~, lI ‘) in a way similar to that in Section 10.
THEOREM 19.12. CM(lI ~, lI ‘) is Hausdor+ and compact.
Proof. Using Lemmata 19.8 and 8.1, we can prove that there are only "nite many
possibilities of the number k and I as well as b
i
in De"nition 19.10 for an element
h3CM(lI ~, lI ‘). In other words, there are only "nitely many possibilities of the combina-
torial types of &&bubble tree’’ for stable connecting orbits in CM(lI ~, lI ‘).
Theorem 19.12 then can be proved in the same way as Theorem 11.1, by using Gromov
compactness. K
We next need a notion of Kuranishi structure with corners. It is de"ned by replacing
[0,R)]Rn~1 in De"nition 17.1 by [0,R)B]Rn~B for some B.
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Let X be a space with Kuranishi structure with corners. We denote by S
B
X the set of all
points x3X such that its Kuranishi neighborhood is [0,R)B]Rn~B/! where x corresponds
to the origin. S
B
X has a &&Kuranishi structure’’ except it is not compact. We put
S
(B)
X" Z
B{*B
S
B{
X.
We remark that, for a space X with n dimensional Kuranishi structure with corners, the
set S
B
X may be nonempty for B with B’n. This is similar to the fact that the space with
Kuranishi structure of negative virtual dimension can be nonempty. This is the reason we
need to introduce Kuranishi structure with corners. (We use only moduli spaces of
connecting orbit of virtual dimension 0 or 1 to de"ne and study Floer homology. So in the
case when the sympletic manifold is weakly monotone, we only need to study the moduli
space which is a closed manifold or a manifold with boundary.)
However when we consider only homology classes, we can prove that the contribution
form strata of negative virtual dimension vanishes. (This statement must be made precise.
We will do it later in Section 20.)
We can de"ne the notions of orientation and stably almost complex structure of the
Kuranishi structure with corners in a way similar to Section 6.
If X
1
, X
2
are spaces with Kuranishi structure of dimensions n
1
, n
2
, respectively, with
corners, it induces a Kuranishi structure of dimension n
1
#n
2
with corners on the product
X
1
]X
2
. Namely if (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) and (<
q
, F
q
, t
q
) are the charts of X
1
and X
2
, respectively, then
(;
p
]<
q
, E
p
=F
q
, s
p
=t
q
) is a chart of X
1
]X
2
.
If X
1
, X
2
are oriented (stably complex) so is X
1
]X
2
. We de"ne the following map
Gluel3 :
B~1
<
b/1
CM (lI
b
, lI
b‘1
)PCM (lI
1
, lI
B
). (19.13)
For (h
1
,2 , hB~1)3<B~1b/1 M (lI i, lI i‘1), we de"ne
Glue(lI
1
,2 , lI B)
(h
1
,2 , hB)"((h1,2 , hB), 0, 0)
Here the right-hand side is the case k"B, I"0 in De"nition 19.9. It is easy to see that one
can extend it to the compacti"cation.
We can now state the following theorem.
THEOREM 19.14. CM (lI ~, lI ‘) has a k (lI ~)!k(lI ‘)!1-dimensional oriented Kuranishi
structure with corners. For B*3, we have
CM(lI ~, lI ‘)
(B~2)
"ZIm Glue(lI ~,2 , lI B~1, lI ‘) .
=here the union in the right-hand side is taken over all lI
i
such that A
H
(lI ~)’A
H
(lI
2
)’2
’A
H
(lI
B~1
)’A
H
(lI ‘).
For the proof we "rst need:
LEMMA 19.15. For each C
1
(C
2
there exists only a ,nitely many lI ~, lI ‘3PI (H) such that
C
2
’A
H
(lI ~)’A
H
(lI ‘)’C
1
and that CM
m
(lI ~, lI ‘) is nonempty, if we identify the pairs
(lI ~, lI ‘) by the equivalence relation (lI ~, lI ‘)&(bdlI ~, bd lI ‘) mod keruc
1
W keruu ,
(b3n
2
M/keruc
1
Wkeruu .)
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The proof of Lemma 19.15 (using Lemma 19.8) is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.9
which is given at the end of Section 11.
In fact, we need to prove somewhat more than stated in Theorem 19.14. Namely, we
need to make the Kuranishi structures for various CM(lI ~, lI ‘) compatible.
Let us make it more precise what we mean by Kuranishi structures are compatible to the
embeddings. To clarify the situation, let us "rst recall the case when CM(lI
b
, lI
b‘1
) is smooth
(transversal) for each b"1,2 , B. Namely, we assume that they have Kuranishi structures
such that all the obstruction bundles Ep are trivial. Then the neighborhood of the image of
Gluel3 is also smooth and is di!eomorphic to <B~1b/1 M(lI b, lI b‘1)][0, e)B~2 (Floer [19,
Proposition 2d.11]).
In the general case when CM (lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) may not be smooth, we prove the following:
ADDENDUM 19.16. A neighborhood of Im Gluel? together with oriented Kuranishi
structure is di+eomorphic to $<B~1
b/1
CM(lI
b
~, lI
b‘1
)][0, e)B~2. Here $ depends only
on k (lI
b
)!k(lI
b‘1
), b"1,2, B!1.
Proof of „heorem 19.14. The argument goes by the induction on A
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘).
More precisely, let dA be the minimum of the number d in Lemma 8.1 and d@ in Lemma 19.8.
If A
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘) dA, then either CM(lI ~, lI ‘), is empty or lI ~"lI ‘ and
CM
m
(l3 ~, l3 ‘ ) is one point. Hence Theorem 19.14, Addendum 19.16 hold.
Assume that we have proved Theorem 19.14, Addendum 19.16 for A
H
(lI ~)!
A
H
(lI ‘) KdA. We prove it for A
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘) (K#1)dA. To construct Kuranishi
neighborhood around each point (&, h), we go in a similar way as in Chapter 3. We consider
elliptic operator (19.5) or its generalization similar to (12.1) in the case when & is singular.
We write it
D
h
LM
J,H
:‚p
1
(& : h*„M)P‚p(& : h*„M). (19.17)
If it is surjective, we can perform the Taubes’ type gluing construction in the same way as
Floer [19], to "nd a neighborhood of (&, h) which is smooth orbifold as follows.
In order to glue the bubbles, we use the following trick by Gromov [33]. Note that
eq. (18.3) is an inhomogeneous Cauchy}Riemann equation. A solution of an inhomogen-
ous Cauchy}Riemann equation can be considered as a solution of (homogeneous)
Cauchy}Riemann equation to the product of the domain and the target with an appropri-
ate almost complex structure. Namely we "nd an almost complex structure JI (J, H) on
(R]S1 )]M such that a map h : R]S1PM satis"es Eq. (18.3) if and only if its graph:
R]S1P(R]S1 )]M is pseudoholomorphic with respect to the almost complex structure
JI (J, H) on (R]S1)]M.
We use the following three facts on this almost complex structure JI (J, H ): The pro-
jection from (R]S1)]M to the R]S1 is pseudoholomorphic, all the "bres of
(R]S1)]MPR]S1 are almost complex; the almost complex structures on "bers are the
same as the almost complex structure on M, the target.
Therefore, a pseudoholomorphic sphere S on M produces a holomorphic sphere
(q
0
, t
0
)]S in R]S1]M with (q
0
, t
0
)3R]S1. It is also easy to see that every holomorphic
sphere contained in one "ber is obtained in this way.
Therefore, the gluing with connecting orbit and pseudoholomorphic spheres is reduced
to the gluing between a pseudoholomorphic map R]S1P(R]S1)]M and pseudo-
holomorphic spheres. We discussed the later problem in detail already in Chapter 3.
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The other type of gluing we need to handle, is the gluing several connecting orbits along
the periodic solution, i.e. the gluing related to the map Glue. However, in this case, the
argument is the same as Floer’s [19]. The only points we need to change the argument
of [19] is that, there may be a cokernel to the operator (19.17). But we can handle this pro-
blem in the same way as Chapter 3, i.e. replacing (19.17) by (19.18) and changing (19.4)
accordingly.
If (19.17) is not surjective, we need to take a subspace E(&, h) satisfying a condition
corresponding to (12.7). Especially the map
<
E(&, h)
3 (D
h
LM
J,H
) :‚p
1
(& : h*„M)P‚p (& : h*„M)
E(&, h)
(19.18)
is assumed to be surjective. In the case when our & is in an image of some Gluel3 by induction
hypothesis, we may assume that E(&, h) is chosen. Hence we take that one. We next prove that
it is well-de"ned. Namely, if (&, h) is in an image of two di!erent Gluel? (namely Glue de"ned
in di!erent strata), then E(&, h) is independent of the choice of Glue. In fact, if
(&, h)"Gluea x"Glueb y
for some x, y, a, b then there exits some z and c, d such that
x"Gluec z, y"Glued z.
It then follows from induction hypothesis that E(&, h) induced from x is equal to E(&, h) induced
from y.
We next stratify the complement of the image of Glue in CM(lI ~, lI ‘) in a way similar
to Section 8.
We can then extend E(&, h) to all (&, h)3CM(lI ~, lI ‘) such that it satis"es a condition
corresponding to (12.7) and that they are compatible to those we have already chosen. We
thus have made a choice of E(&, h) .
Thus we can repeat the argument of Chapter 3 to construct a Kuranishi structure. We
thus have constructed a Kuranishi neighborhood around each point of CM(lI ~, lI ‘).
The argument to glue them is the same as the one in Chapter 3, since we have already
made a choice of E(&, h) (which we use in the same way as we use Eq in Section 5.) We will
discuss the orientation in Section 21.
To complete the proof, let us verify that the virtual dimension of the Kuranishi
neighborhood is constant and is equal to k (lI ~)!k (lI ‘)!1.
To see this, we need to calculate the index of (19.7). Let ((h
1
,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o) or
(&, h) be a stable connecting orbit determining an element of CM
m
(lI ~, lI ‘). We recall
‚p
1
(& : h*„M)"
i
g
g
j
g
g
k
((u
j
), (u@
i
)) K
j"1,2 , k, i"1,2 I
u
j
3‚p
1
(R]S1 ; h*
j
„M)
u@
i
3‚p
1
(&p
i
; h*p
i
„M ) where p
i
"(&p
i
, hp
i
)
If o(i)"(q
i
, t
i
) is in the j
i
th
copy R]S1, then u
ji
(q
i
, t
i
)"u@
i
(z
i
)
where z
i
is the marked point of &p
i
e
g
g
f
g
g
h
If we forget the compatibility condition uj
i
(q
i
, t
i
)"u@
i
(z
i
), etc., then the operator is the
direct sum of Dh
j
LM
J,H
and D
hp
i
LM &p
i
for various irreducible components. Hence its index is
a sum of the indices of Dh
j
LM
J,H
and D
hp
i
LM &p
i
over various irreducible components. Namely,
we have
k
+
j/1
(k(lI
j‘1
)!k (lI
j
)!1)#2 l+
i/1
b
i
) c
1
#2nN, (19.19)
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where N is the total number of irreducible components of &p
i
. The condition
uj
i
(q
i
, t
i
)"u@
i
(z
i
) and the similar compatibility conditions on the singular points of &p
i
im-
pose 2n (I#+ s
i
) conditions where s
i
is the number of singular points on &p
i
. Therefore the
index of the operator (19.17) is
k (lI
1
)!k(lI
k‘1
)!k#2 I+
i/1
b
i
c
1
!2n(I#+ s
i
)#2nN. (19.20)
To calculate the virtual dimension of the Kuranishi neighborhood around this point, we
need to add to (19.20) the number of parameters corresponding to the deformation of
complex structures (keeping the combinatorial types) and the parameter of gluing, and also
we need to substract the sum of dimensions of the automorphism groups of various p
i
. We
remark that s
i
#1 is equal to the number of irreducible component of &p
i
. Hence
+ s
i
"N!I.
Let &p
i
"Z&p
i ,l
be the decomposition to the irreducible components. Let t
i, l
be the
number of singular points on &p
i
,l . Here singular point means the point where &pi ,l inter-
sects with other &p
i
,l .
The number of parameters (over reals) to deform the complex structures of &p
i
without
changing the combinatorial type is 2+ maxM0, t
i, l
!3N. We have 2 more parameters
corresponding to the deformation of the position of marked point of &p
i
(i.e. the point where
&p
i
is attached to one of the R]S1,s).
The dimension of automorphism group of &p
i
is 2+ maxM0, 3!t
i, l
N.
Since the genus of &p
i
is zero, we have a tree with s
i
#1 vertices such that vertices have
t
i, l
edges, in a way similar to that in Section 9. Hence by Euler’s formula we have
s
i
#1!1
2
+ t
i,l
"1. (19.21)
We "nd that the number of parameters for gluing is equal to the sum of k!1 and twice
of the number of singular points. Hence it is 2I#2+ s
i
#(k!1). The number of para-
meters of the deformation of the singular points which are on the copies of R]S1 is 2I.
Summing up, the virtual dimension of our Kuranishi neighborhood is
k(lI
1
)!k (lI
k‘1
)!k#2 I+
i/1
b
i
c
1
!2n(I#+ s
i
)#2nN
#2 + maxM0, t
i,l
!3N#2I
!2 + maxM0, 3!t
i, l
N
#2I#2 + s
i
#(k!1)#2I.
Using (19.21) and the fact that the number of irreducible components of &p
i
is s
i
#1, we "nd
that this number is equal to
k (lI
1
)!k(lI
k‘1
)#2 I+
i/1
b
i
c
i
!1.
We remark that by (19.10.2)
k (lI
1
)!k (lI
k‘1
)#2 I+
i/1
b
i
c
i
"k (lI ~)!k(lI ‘).
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Thus the virtual dimension is k(lI ~)!k(lI ‘)!1 as required. The proof of Theorem 19.14
and Addendum 19.16 are complete modulo the construction of the orientation and the
proof of Lemma 19.8.
20. DEFINITION OF FLOER HOMOLOGY
In this section, we will construct Floer homology with coe$cient in Q (or " ’ Q) by
using Theorem 19.14 and Addendum 19.16.
The de"nition of the Floer’s chain complex as an abelian group is the same as the case of
weakly monotone symplectic manifolds which we discussed in Section 18 (De"nition 18.11).
We are going to de"ne the boundary operator L
k
:C
k
(H, J )PC
k~1
(H, J).
First let us mention the outline of the construction. The detail will follow. We "x
Kuranishi structures with corners as in Theorem 19.14 and Addendum 19.16. (We remark
that the boundary operator itself may depend on the choice of Kuranishi structure but its
chain homotopy class does not depend on it.) Then for each lI ~, lI ‘ with k (lI ~)!k (lI ‘)"1,
we have a Kuranishi structure with corners on CM(lI ~, lI ‘) of dimension 0. However we
cannot yet apply Theorem 6.12 directly to de"ne its fundamental class. The reason is that
CM(lI ~, lI ‘) has a boundary. Hence, though the virtual dimension of the boundary is !1
and hence we can take a multisection such that it vanishes only in the interior of
CM(lI ~, lI ‘), the Q-cycle de"ned as the zero point set of this multisection does depend on
the choice of the multisection. So we construct the system of multisections by the same
induction as the proof of Theorem 19.14. We then obtain a chain complex. The resulting
boundary operators do depend on the choice of system of multisections. However the chain
homotopy equivalence class of it is independent of it. This is a method "rst appeared in "rst
named author’s paper, [24] Section 12, in the context of Gauge theory Floer homology.
Now let us carry out the plan described above.
We "rst give some remarks, which can be proved easily. First we remark that Theorem
6.4 and its relative version Lemma 17.8 is generalized to Kuranishi structure with corners.
Next we remark that given good coordinate system on X
i
then we have an induced good
coordinate system on <X
i
. Third given a system of multisections as in Theorem 6.4 on each
X
i
, we get one on <X
i
. Let us make the third statement clearer. For simplicity we consider
only the product of two spaces. Let (;
p
, E
p
, s
p
) be a good coordinate system of X and
(<
q
, F
q
, t
q
) be a good coordinate system of >. Let s
p,n
and t
q,n
be sequences of systems of
multisections satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 6.4. We remark that the good coordi-
nate system of X]> is (;
p
]<
q
, E
p
= E
q
, s
p
= t
q
). s
p,n
and t
q,n
induces multisections
s
p,n
= 0 and 0 = t
q,n
of E
p
= E
q
, respectively. We take its sum s
p,n
= 0#0 = t
q,n
(De"ni-
tion 3.4) and write it s
p,n
= t
q,n
. It is straightforward to see that s
p,n
= t
q,n
satis"es the
conclusion of Theorem 6.4.
Now we start the construction of the good coordinate system and multisections.
The construction works on induction onA
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘). We "rst use Addendum 19.16,
to "nd a good coordinate system on each CM(lI ~, lI ‘) such that it is compatible with the
maps Glue. Namely we assume that given a good coordinate system of the domain of Glue,
which is a product of the good coordinate system we have by induction hypothesis, then we
extend it to its neighborhood by using Addendum 19.16. We then extend it to CM(lI ~, lI ‘)
in any way. We thus constructed a good coordinate system for each of CM(lI ~, lI ‘) by
induction.
We next construct the system of multisections on each chart of this good coordinate
system, so that it is compatible to the maps Glue.
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The construction is again by an induction on A
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘). Let us describe one
step of the induction. So we assume that multisections are constructed on CM
0,m
(M, J, b)
with bu(C, and on CM(lI ~, lI ‘) withA
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘)(C, then we construct multisec-
tion on CM(lI ~, lI ‘) such that A
H
(lI ~)!A
H
(lI ‘) C#dA. On images of various Glue in
C(lI ~, lI ‘), we have already multisections (such as s
p,n
’ t
q,n
). They coincide with each other
on the overlapping part by induction hypothesis. (They proof of this fact is the same as the
corresponding part in the proof of the Theorem 19.14.) Thus, using Addendum 19.16, we
can extend it to a neighborhood of it so that it is transversal to 0. We then can extend it to
all of CM(lI ~, lI ‘) without changing it on images of Glue by using Lemma 17.8.
We thus constructed a good coordinate system and multisections on it, which are
compatible with Glue. We remark that for b3! there is a canonical homeomorphism
CM(lI ~, lI ‘):CM (bdlI ~, bdlI ‘). It is easy to see from construction that we can make
our Kuranishi structure, good coordinate system and multisections compatible with this
homeomorphism.
We now use our multisections to de"ne the boundary operator.
Let us suppose that k (lI ~)!k(lI ‘)"1. Then CM(lI ~, lI ‘) has a 0 dimensional
Kuranishi structure with corners. We have multisections s
n
on it. We consider a stratum of
CM(lI ~, lI ‘) which corresponds to an image of Glue. This stratum is a product of moduli
spacesM(lI @~, lI @‘). The virtual dimension of the stratum is negative. Therefore, there exists
a factor CM(lI @~, lI @‘) which admits a Kuranishi structure of negative dimension. So by
transversality, our multisection never vanish on that factor. It follows from the compatibil-
ity and de"nition of s
p,n
, the multisection s
p,n
does not vanish on a neighborhood of those
strata. We can also prove by transversality that the set of zeros (s
p,n
)~1(0)
4%5
is not on
CM(lI ~, lI ‘)!M (lI ~, lI ‘).
Therefore the set of zeros (s
p,n
)~1(0)
4%5
is a 0-dimensional compact space, i.e. "nitely
many points, and is contained inM(lI ~, lI ‘). We can de"ne its multiplicity in the same way
as De"nition 4.5. We thus obtain a rational number and write it as [(CM(lI ~, lI ‘), s
p,n
)].
Hereafter we write [CM(lI ~, lI ‘)] in place of [(CM(lI ~, lI ‘), s
p,n
)] when no confusion can
occur. We now de"ne
L
k
dlI ~" +
lI ‘; k(l3 ‘)"k (lI ~ )!1
[CM(lI ~, lI ‘)] dl3‘ . (20.1)
(Right-hand side in general is an in"nite sum.) Using Lemma 19.15, we can prove that (20.1)
determines a map L
k
:C
k
(H, J )PC
k~1
(H, J ) in a way similar to [35].
LEMMA 20.2. L
k 3 Lk~1"0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the original argument by Floer. We take lI ~, lI ‘ with
k(lI ~)!k (lI ‘)"2. It su$ces to show that
+
lI ‘; k (lI ‘)"k (lI ~)!1
[CM (lI ~, lI )][CM (lI , lI ‘)]"0. (20.3)
(We remark that the sum in (20.3) is a "nite sum because of Lemma 19.15.) To show (20.3)
we use our multisection s
p,n
on CM(lI ~, lI ‘), which has an oriented Kuranishi structure
with corners and of dimension 1.
We consider the strati"cation of CM (lI ~, lI ‘). We consider a stratum corresponding to
an element of CM(lI ~, lI ‘)!M (lI ~, lI ‘). We "nd easily that the virtual dimension of the
domain of these strata are negative except the image of the stratum which is dense in
CM(lI ~, lI )]CM(lI , lI ‘) such that k (lI )"k(lI ~)!1.
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We remark that both of the factors of CM(lI ~, lI )]CM(lI , lI ‘) have 0 dimensional
Kuranishi structure with corners. Hence the zero point sets of our multisections are "nite
there. Because of the compatibility of multisections and the de"nition of [CM(lI ~, lI ‘)], we
"nd that the order of the zero point set of the multisections s
p,n
on CM(lI ~, lI )]
CM(lI , lI ‘) counted with multiplicity is equal to [CM(lI ~, lI )] ) [CM(lI , lI ‘)].
On the other hand, the zero point set of s
p,n
on CM (lI ~, lI ‘) de"nes a Q-chain in a way
similar to De"nition 4.6. Let s~1
p,n
(0) be this chain. Then in the same way as the proof of
Lemma 17.9, we can prove that the boundary of the chain s~1
p,n
(0) is left-and side of (20.3).
(Here we identify 0 dimensional cycle with rational number.) Lemma 20.2 follows. K
We thus have constructed a chain complex (C* (H, J ), L). However this chain complex
depends on various choices. That is the complex structure J, the hamiltonian H, the
Kuranishi structure on CM(lI ~, lI ‘), the multisections on it.
We de"ne Floer homology group:
De,nition 20.4. HF*((M, u), J, $)"H*(C*(H, J ), L).
Here we write $ to show the choices we made.
THEOREM 20.5. HF*((M, u), J, $) is independent of the choices of J, H, $ and depends
only on (M, u) up to canonical isomorphism induced from chain homotopy equivalence, which is
also canonical up to chain homotopy.
The proof is similar to one by Floer which is discussed in Section 18, by modifying it in
the same way as last and this sections. So we discuss it only brie#y.
Let (Ha , JB), $a , (Hb , Jb), $b be two choices of J, H, $. We join (Ha, Jb) and (Hb, Jb) by
homotopy (Hq , Jq) satisfying (18.12). We obtain a di!erential equation (18.13). Let
lI ~3PI (Ha), lI ~3PI (Hb). Let M(para; lI ~, lI ‘) be the set of all solutions of (18.13) such that
limqP$R h(q, t)"l$(t). We remark that we do not divide it by R-action since eq. (18.13) is
not translation invariant.
We de"ne its compacti"cation CM
m
(para; lI ~, lI ‘) in the same way in De"nition 19.9.
More precisely its element is ((h
1
,2 , hk), (p1,2 , pI ), o) where hi3M(a; lI i , lI i‘1) i(i0 ,
h
i
3M(b; lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) i’i
0
and hi
0
3M(para; lI
i0
, lI
i0‘1
). HereM (a; lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) is the moduli space
M(lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) de"ned by using (Ha, Ja). The other conditions for ((h1,2 , hk ), (p1,2 , pI), o) is
similar to De"nitions 19.9 and 19.10. We remark that we divide only M(a; lI
i
, lI
i‘1
),
M(b; lI
i
, lI
i‘1
), iOi
0
by translation symmetry.
We can de"ne a topology on CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘) and can prove that it is Hausdor! and
compact in the same way as Theorem 19.12. We can then prove that CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘) has
a Kuranishi structure with corners and of dimension k(lI ~)!k (lI ‘) in the same way as the
proof of Theorem 19.14.
There are maps Glue similar to one in Section 19. Namely Glue is a map such as
CM(a; lI
1
, lI
2
)]CM(para; lI
2
, lI
3
)]CM(b; lI
3
, lI
4
)PCM(para; lI
1
, lI
4
).
We can then construct the Kuranishi structure compatible to all of Glue and the ones we
have constructed on CM(a; lI
1
, lI
2
), CM (b; lI
1
, lI
2
), (i.e. a part of data in $a and $b). We next
use the good coordinate systems and multisections on CM(a; lI
1
, lI
2
), CM(b; lI
1
, lI
2
) and
the one on CM (para; lI ~, lI ‘). We "nd good coordinate systems and multisections on
CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘) which are compatible with Glue.
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We de"ne ’
k, (Hq,Jq)
:C
k
(Ha, Ja)PCk (Hb, Jb ) by
’
(Hq,Jq)
(dlI ~)" +
k (lI ~)"k(lI ‘)
lI ‘3PI (Hb)
[CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘)]dlI ‘
.
Here [CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘)]3Q is de"ned in a similar way to [CM(lI ~, lI ‘)]. We can then use
a similar argument to Lemma 20.2 to show that ’
k, (Hq, Jq )
is a chain map.
Next we show that this chain map is, up to chain homotopy, independent of the choice
of (Hq, Jq ), Kuranishi structures, good coordinate system, and multisections we used to
de"ne it. We write $q for the choice of Kuranishi structures, good coordinate system, and
multisections, and write ’
k, (Hq, Jq, $q)
to show it explicitly.
We choose a homotopy (Hq,u , Jq, u ), u3[0, 1] such that (Hq, 0 , Jq, 0 )"(Hq , Jq) and that
(Hq, 1 , Jq, 1 )"(H@q , J@q). Also (Hq, u , Jq, u) satis"es condition (18.12) for each u3[0, 1]. Then we
consider the union
CM(parapara; lI ~, lI ‘)" Z
u3[0, 1]
MuN]CM(para, Jq, u ; lI ~, lI ‘).
Here we write CM(para, Jq, u ; lI ~, lI ‘) to show that we use (Hq, u , Jq, u ) to de"ne it. We then
can repeat the same argument and show that CM (parapara; lI ~, lI ‘) has an oriented
Kuranishi structure of dimension k(lI )!k(lI ‘)#1 such that it is compatible with various
Glue. Also we may assume that its Kuranishi structure coincides to the one given by $q and
$@q at u"0, 1, respectively. Now we consider the case k(lI ~)!k(lI ‘)"!1. We put
H(dlI ~)" +
k (lI ~)"k (lI ‘)!1
lI ‘3PI (Hb)
[CM (parapara; lI ~, lI ‘)]dlI ‘ .
Here we use multisection on CM
m
(parapara; lI ~, lI ‘) extending one given by $q and $@q . In
a way similar to the proof of Lemma 20.2, we obtain
’
(Hq, Jq, $t )
!’
(H{q, J{q , ${t )
"HL#LH.
Thus ’
(Hq, Jq )
: C*(Ha, Ja )PC*(Hb, Jb ) is independent of various choices up to chain
homotopy. Let
’a, b :HF*(Ha, Ja)PHF*(Hb, Jb)
be the map induced on homology groups. Next we claim
’b, c 3 ’a, b"’a, c. (20.6)
The proof is the same as Floer’s and is omitted. On the other hand, we can prove that
’a, a"id. (20.7)
To show (20.7) we remark that we can use trivial homotopy (Hq, Jq ),(Ha, Ja ) to
calculate ’a, a. Then we "nd that there exists an R action on CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘), the
translation along q coordinate. This action is free if lI ~OlI ‘. In fact
CM(para; lI ~, lI ‘)
R
"CM(a; lI ~, lI ‘).
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We remark also that our Kuranishi structure, good coordinate system, and multisections
are the same for q"!R, #R. Hence we may assume that the Kuranishi structure, good
coordinate system, and multisection are products of the ones for CM(a; lI ~, lI ‘) and R.
Hence if lI ~OlI ‘ and k (lI ~)"k(lI ‘) then the multisection does not vanish on CM (para;
lI ~, lI ‘). On the other hand, if lI ~"lI ‘, there is one element in CM (para; lI ~, lI ‘),
h(q, t),lI ~(t)"lI ‘(t). Using the fact that all the periodic orbits are nondegenerate
h(q, t),lI ‘(t) is isolated in CM (para; lI ‘, lI ‘) and is transversal. On the complement of
h(q, t),lI ‘(t) in CM(para; lI ‘, lI ‘), we have again an R-action, hence we can show that
there is no zero of multisection there. Thus we have ’a, a"id. The proof of Theorem 20.5 is
now complete. K
We close this section by proving Lemma 19.8. The proof is by contradiction. We assume
that there exists a sequence h
i
: R]S1PM such that
(20.8.1) h
i
is a solution of (1.94),
(20.8.2) lim
i?=
E
H
(h
i
)"0,
(20.8.3) E
H
(h
i
)O0 for every i,
(20.8.4) lim
qP$R K
Lh
i
Lq K"0 for each i,
and will deduce a contradiction.
SUBLEMMA 20.9. lim
i?=
supAK
Lh
i
Lq K#K
Lh
i
Lt K B)C, where C is independent of i.
Proof. If not there exists a subsequence, and (q
i
, t
i
)3R]S1 such that
lim
i?=A K
Lh
i
Lq K#K
Lh
i
Lt K B (qi, ti )"R.
By (20.8.4), we may assume that DLh
i
/LqD is maximal at (q
i
, t
i
). By scaling we have a
pseudoholomorphic map h : CPM such that
P
c
h*u)lim
i?=
sup E
H
(h
i
).
By Lemma 8.1 and removable singularity, the left-hand side is not smaller than d. This
contradicts to (20.8.2). K
SUBLEMMA 20.10. lim
i?=
sup K
Lh
i
Lq K"0.
Proof. If not, there exists a subsequence, and (q
i
, t
i
)3R]S1 such that
DLh
i
/LqD (q
i
, t
i
)’d
0
’0. By (20.8.4), we may assume that DLh
i
/LqD is maximal at (q
i
, t
i
). By
translating the solution in q direction, we may assume q
i
"0. By Sublemma 20.8 and elliptic
regularity, we have a subsequence which converges in C=-topology on any compact set.
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Hence we have a limit of lim
i?=
h
i
"h such that E
H
(h) lim inf
i?=
E
H
(h
i
)"0. On the
other hand, we have DLh/LqD (0, t)*d
0
’0. Since C2-norm of h
i
is bounded by Sublemma
20.9 and elliptic regularity. (Here we put t"lim
i?=
t
i
.) Since h is a zero of (19.4), it follows
from DLh/LqD(0, t)’0 that E
H
(h)’0, a contradiction. K
SUBLEMMA 20.11. For su.ciently large i, there exists l
i
3P(H) such that
lim
i?=
sup
q,t
dist(h
i
(q, t), l
i
(t))"0.
Proof. Let / :MPM be the time one map. By Sublemma 20.10 we "nd that
lim
i?=
sup dist(/h
i
(q, 0), h
i
(q, 0))"0.
Using the fact that there are only a "nite number of "xed points of /, Sublemma 20.11
follows easily. K
Since P(H) is a "nite set, we may assume that l
i
"l is independent of i. The rest of the
proof is similar to (and easier than) the proof of Lemma 11.2 in Section 14.
We put
h
i
(q, t)"expl(t) ai(q, t).
In a way similar to Sublemma 14.3, we can prove that
da
i
dq
(t)"!J (l(t) ) Dai
dt
!+2l(t) Ht(ai )#O2(ai ) (20.12)
EO
2
(a)E
L2m~1(Dq)]S1)
EaE2
L2m ((q!1/2,q#1/2)]S1).
(20.13)
We remark that the nondegeneracy of l implies that the operator
a > !J (l(t)) Dai
dt
!+2l(t)Ht (a) (20.14)
is invertible. By (20.8.4), there is a point q
i
where Ea
i
(q)E
L2(S1)
is maximal. By Sublemma 20.10
we may assume that lim
i?=
Ea
i
(q
i
)E
L2(S1 )
"0. Using it and elliptic regularity we "nd that
EO
2
(a
i
(q))E
L2
)e
i
Ea
i
(q)E
L2
and lim
i?=
e
i
"0. (20.15)
On the other hand, by (20.11) and
d
dq
Ea
i
(q)E2
L2(S1)Kq"q
i
"0,
we have
KT!J (l(t))
Da
i
(q
i
)
dt
!+2l(t) Ht (ai(qi)), ai (qi)UK(SO2 (ai )(qi), ai (qi )T. (20.16)
(20.15) and (20.16) contradicts the invertibility of (20.14).
The proof of Lemma 19.8 is now complete. K
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21. COHERENT ORIENTATION
In this section, we are going to de"ne an orientation of our Kuranishi structure
constructed in Section 19. The existence of tangent bundle can be proved in the same way as
in the proof of Proposition 16.1. In view of the argument of Section 16, we are only to show
the following Lemma 21.4 to construct an orientation.
Let B (lI ~, lI ‘) be as in the beginning of Section 19. But in this section we consider its
subset consisting of smooth maps (for simplicity), and denote it by the same symbol. For
each element h3B (lI ~, lI ‘) we have an elliptic complex (19.5). It gives a family of elliptic
operators parametrized by B (lI ~, lI ‘). We denote it by D
h
L1
J,H
. Hence its index gives an
element
Index (D
h
L1
J,H
, lI ~, lI ‘)3KO(B(lI ~, lI ‘)). (21.1)
The orientation corresponds to a lift of (21.1) to KSO(B(lI ~, lI ‘)). We need to make sure
that the lift satis"es various compatibility conditions for gluing and bubble. To describe it
we need some notations.
We take an arbitrary compact subset of K(lI
i
, lI
i‘1
)-B(lI
i
, lI
i‘1
). We then have
a gluing map
Pat :K (lI
1
, lI
2
)]K(lI
2
, lI
3
)PB (lI
1
, lI
3
) . (21.2)
We de"ne it by shifting elements ofK(lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) so that their supports are almost disjoint
and gluing them by using a partition of unity. We do not specify the map since we only need
its homotopy class.
We next consider the compatibility with bubble. For b3!, let B (b) be the set of all
smooth maps from S2 to M representing b. We de"ne el :B (b)PM by el(h)"h(p
0
). Here
we "x p
0
3S2. Let K(b)-B(b) and K (lI ~, lI ‘)-B(lI ~, lI ‘) be compact subsets. Choose
su$ciently small e and put
K(b)]eK(lI ~, lI ‘)"M(h,h@, (q, t)) D dist(el(h), h@(q, t))(eN.
By choosing e enough small we "nd a map
Pat :K(b)]eK(lI ~, lI ‘)PB(bdlI ~, lI ‘),
whose homotopy class is well de"ned. For each h3B(b), we consider the linearization of
pseudoholomorphic curve equation:
D
h
L1 :‚p
1
(S2,h*„M)P‚p (S2,"0,1 (S2)? h*„M). (21.3)
(21.3) is a family of elliptic operators. Hence we have its index
Index(D
h
L1 ; b)3KO(B (b)).
The symbol of (21.3) is complex linear and S2 is closed. Hence we "nd an element
Index(D
h
L1 )3K(B(b)) which is a lift of Index(D
h
L1 ). It induces Ori(b)3KSO(B(b)).
LEMMA 21.4. „here exists an element Ori (lI ~, lI ‘)3KSO(B(lI ~, lI ‘)) with the following
properties.
(21.4.1) Ori (lI ~, lI ‘) goes to Index(D
h
L1
J,H
, lI ~, lI ‘) by the natural projection KSO(B(lI ~,
lI ‘))PKO(B(lI ~, lI ‘))
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(21.4.2) ‚et K(l
i
3 , lI
i‘1
)-B (lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) be compact subsets and incl denotes the inclusion
map. =e have
Pat*(Ori (lI
i
, lI
3
))"incl*Ori (lI
1
, lI
2
) = incl*Ori(lI
2
, lI
3
).
(21.4.3) ‚etK (lI ~, lI ‘)-B (lI ~, lI ‘),K (b)-B(b) be compact subsets and incl be inclusion
maps. „hen we have
Pat*(Ori (bdlI ~, lI ‘))"incl*Ori (b)= incl*Ori(lI ~, lI ‘ ).
Remark 21.5. The reader may feel cumbersome to go back and check the arguments of
Sections 16 and 19 to see that Lemma 21.4 implies the existence of the orientation on our
Kuranishi structure, though it is in fact quite immediate.
However, in fact, we need orientation only on the main stratum and on the
stratum corresponding to the connecting orbits consisting of two maps R]S1PM
glued by a periodic solution; for the argument in Section 20. (This is because we
only need the existence of tangent bundle to make the multisection transversal to the strata
of negative virtual dimension.) In that case, the existence of orientation is immediate from
Lemma 21.4.
Proof. The argument below is indicated in Floer’s original paper [19] (see also [21]).
Let lI ~, lI ‘3PI (H). We write lI $"[l$, u$].
We take [0,R)]S1 and D2 and glue them at M0N]S1:LD2. Let> be the 2 manifold we
obtain. We call it &&a cap with half in"nite cylinder’’. Note that > has a natural conformal
structure.
We glue the map u$ : D2PM with the map [0,R)]S1PM which is a composition of
the projection to the second factor and l$. We obtain a map from > to M. We denote this
map also by u$ :>PM.
Let u :D2PM be a map which restricts to an element of P(H) at LD2. Choose a cut-o!
function s : [0,R)P[0, 1] which is 0 in a neighborhood of 0 and which is 1 if q’R. We
de"ne the operator P~(u) :‚p
1
(>, u*„M)P‚p (>,"0,1(>)? u*„M) by
P~(u)"G
(1!s(q))(D
u
L1 )#s(q)(D
u
L1
H
)
D
u
L1
on [0,R)]S1,
on D2.
(21.7)
Gluing (!R,0]]S1 and D2 at M0N]S1 we get a 2 manifold >1 . Here we choose the
orientation of D2 opposite to the standard one. Note that > and >M are canonically
di!eomorphic but have the opposite complex structure. For a map u : D2PM, we can
extend it to >1 in a similar way. We can de"ne an operator P‘(u) :‚p
1
(>1 ,u*„M)P
‚p(>M , "0,1(>1 ) ? u*„M) in way similar to (21.7).
Using the fact that l is a nondegenerate periodic orbit, we can prove that P‘(u), P~(u) are
Fredholm.
Let h3n
2
(M, l) with l3P (H). We have a homotopy class of maps u : D2PM which
restricts to l. By gluing h (q, t)"l(t), and resolving singularity at S1 by using partition of
unity, we regard u : D2PM as a map u :>PM.
We letB(h, l) be the Banach manifold consisting of smooth maps in this homotopy class
such that it converges to l at in"nity in ‚p
1
norm. We can de"ne P‘(u) and P~(u) by
Formula (21.7) for u3B (h, l). Taking the indices of P‘(u) and P~(u), we get elements of
KO(B(h, l)) which we denote by indexP‘(h) and indexP~(h).
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SUBLEMMA 21.8. „here is an isomorphism canonical up to homotopy between
det IndexP‘(h) and det IndexP~(h). Here det denotes the determinant line bundle of a virtual
vector bundle considered as a (virtual) bundle over R.
Proof. Fix a positive real number R. Gluing >}(R,R)]S1 and >1 !(!R,!R)]S1
along boundaries, we get an oriented 2-manifold with conformal structure, which is
isomorphic to CP1. Using partition of unity, we can glue the operators P‘(u) and P~(u) to
obtain an operator P‘(u)dP~(u). It is parametrized by u3B(h, l) and we can consider the
index of this family. Since the symbol of the operators are complex linear it follows that this
family of operators can be deformed to a family of complex linear elliptic operators on CP1.
In particular it has a canonical orientation on its determinant line bundle, hence its
determinant line bundle is trivial.
By the sum formula for the index of a family of elliptic di!erential operators (see, for
example, [24, Section 4]), index bundle for P‘(u)d P~(u) is the sum of the index bundles for
P‘(u) and P~(u) in KO group. Therefore we have
detP‘(u)dP~(u)"detP‘(u)?detP~1(u).
Since the left-hand side is a trivial bundle, det P‘(u) is isomorphic to detP~(u).
Ambiguity of isomorphisms between real-line bundles are multiplication by a non-
vanishing real-valued functions. Since detP‘(u)?detP~(u) has a canonical orientation,
the isomorphism coming from isomorphism of this bundle is a well-de"ned positive
real-valued function. Hence the isomorphisms are given uniquely up to homotopy. K
SUBLEMMA 21.9. det IndexP~(h) is a trivial bundle.
Proof. Fix u
0
representing h3n
2
(M, l). We replace P‘(u) in the proof of Sublemma 21.8
by P‘(u
0
). Using a partition of unity, we glue the elliptic di!erential operators P~(u) and
P‘(u
0
) to get an elliptic di!erential operator on CP1 with complex linear symbol. Hence its
index bundle has a canonical orientation. By the sum formula for a family of index, we have
det Index(P~(u)d P‘(u
0
))"det Index (P~(u))?det Index(P‘(u
0
)).
Since the left-hand side is trivial and since P‘(u
0
) is a "xed operator, it follows that
det IndexP~(h) is a trivial bundle. K
Remark 21.10. Conley}Zehnder index is regarded as Atiyah}Patodi}Singer type index
for P~(u). (See Appendix of [42].)
Now for each lI "[l, u]3PI (H), we "x for a moment hlI 3n2 (M, l) such that
hlI d(!u)3ker /uWker/c1 . (This condition is independent of the representative (l, u).) We
take the representative so that ulI 3hlI and "x it for a moment. We next "x a trivialization of
the bundle IndexP‘(hlI ). Then the trivialization of IndexP~(hlI ) is induced by Sublemma
21.8. We are going to discuss later the e!ect of the change of the choices of hlI 3n2 (M, l), the
trivialization of IndexP‘(hlI ).
Once we "x them we can "nd Ori(lI ~, lI ‘)3KSO(B (lI ~, lI ‘)) as follows. We take
a compact subset K(lI ~, lI ‘)-B (lI ~, lI ‘) and K(hlI $,l$)-B(hlI $l$). We then de"ne
a map
Pat :K (hlI ~ ,l~)]K(lI ~, lI ‘)]K(hlI ‘ ,l‘)PB(0)
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by using partition of unity. By "xing the "rst and third component to ulI $ we obtain a map
Pat :K(lI ~, lI ‘)PB(0). By sum formula for family of indices, we have
Index (D
h
L1 ,b)"Pat*(Index(P~(hlI ~))#incl*Index(P‘(hlI ‘))
#incl*Index(D
h
L1
J,H
,lI ~, lI ‘) .
Hence the trivializations of det Index(D
h
L1 ,b), det IndexP~(ulI ~) and det IndexP‘(ulI ‘)
induce an orientation of incl* Index(D
h
L1
J,H
,lI ~, lI ‘). Since it is natural with inclusions, we
obtain an orientation of Index(D
h
L1
J,H
,lI ~, lI ‘) namely the lift Ori(lI ~, lI ‘)3KSO(B(lI ~, lI ‘)).
We next discuss the e!ect of the change of hlI 3n2(M, l).
SUBLEMMA 21.11. ‚et u
1
, u
2
: D2PM such that [l, u
1
]"[l, u
2
]. ‚et h
i
3n
2
(M, l) be the
homotopy class of u
i
. „hen there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the
trivialization of IndexP~(h
1
) and IndexP~(h
2
).
Proof. We choose u : D2PM such that [l, u
1
]"[l,u
2
]"[l, u]. Then h>hdu de"nes
a map K(h
i
, l
i
)PB(0). (The latter is the space of maps h :S2PM such that h*c
1
"
h*u"0.)
Thus, by index sum formula, the orientation of Index (D
h
L1 ; 0)3KO(B(0)) and orien-
tation of det IndexP‘(u) determines orientation of both of det IndexP~(u
1
) and
det IndexP~(u
2
). Sublemma 21.11 follows. K
Remark 21.12. The spaceB(0) is disconnected in general. The trivialization of it may not
be unique. However we can "x it as follows. Each element of h3B(0) induces an elliptic
complex Index (D
h
L1 ; 0) on CP1 whose symbol is the same as the Dolbeault complex over
CP1. The space of elliptic operator on CP1 whose symbol is the same as the Dolbeault
complex is connected and there is a canonical orientation on it, which is induced by the
complex orientation. This argument works forB (b) also. This orientation is one we used to
de"ne Ori(b)3KSO(B(b)).
Using Sublemma 21.11 we "nd that we need only once to choose an orientation of
IndexP~(h
1
) for each lI 3PI (H). (Then the others are induced automatically.)
We furthermore will make the orientation compatible for the action of " on PI (H). Let
b3", we represent it by a map h : CP1PM. Choose [l, u]3PI (H). We may assume that
u(0)"h(0). Hence by gluing we have
det IndexP‘ (bdu)"det IndexP‘(u)?det Index(D
h
L1 ;b) ?det„
u(0)
M*.
Hence using trivialization of det Index(D
h
L1 ;b) and orientation of M we "nd that the
orientation of IndexP‘(u) induces orientation on IndexP‘(udb). By Sublemma 21.11 and
its proof, this correspondence is independent of the choice of h and is compatible by the
identi"cation of the orientations for di!erent choice of u.
Therefore, if we "x a choice of trivialization of det IndexP‘(u) such that [l, u]3PI (H),
then for any [l, u@]3PI (H), we have a trivialization of det IndexP~(u@). In other words, we
are only to choose orientations for each element of P(H). (This is a "nite set.)
If we choose orientations of det IndexP~(u) in this way, (21.4.3) is immediate from the
de"nition.
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We next prove (21.4.2). Let us consider a compact set K(lI ~, lI ‘)-B(lI ~, lI ‘) and
K(hlI $, l$)-B (hlI $, l$). We then de"ne a map
Pat :K(hlI !, l!)]K(lI ~, lI ‘)PB(hlI #, l#) (21.13)
by gluing. Then by index sum formula we have the following isomorphism.
Pat*(det Index(P‘(hlI ‘)))"det Index(P‘(hlI ~))? det incl* Index(DhL1 J,H,lI ~, lI ‘). (21.14)
Then by de"nition and the proof of Sublemma 21.11, we "nd that isomorphism (21.14) is
compatible with trivializations.
We now prove (21.4.2). We choose K(lI
i
, lI
i‘1
)-B (lI
i
, lI
i‘1
) such that
Pat (K(lI
1
, lI
2
)]K(lI
2
, lI
3
))-K(lI
1
, lI
3
).
Furthermore we choose K(hlI
i
, l)-B(hlI
i
,l ) such that
Pat (K(hlI
1
, l
1
)]K(lI
1
, lI
2
))-K(hlI
2
,l
2
)
Pat (K (hlI
1
, l
1
)]K(lI
1
, lI
3
))-K(hlI
3
,l
3
)
Pat (K(hlI
2
, l
2
)]K(lI
2
, lI
3
))-K(hlI
3
,l
3
).
We then "nd that the following diagram is homotopy commutative:
K(hlI
1
, l
1
)]K(lI
1
, lI
2
)]K(lI
2
, lI
3
) 1]Pat&&" K(hlI 1 , l1)]K(lI 1, lI 3)
BPat]1 BPat
K(hlI
2
, l
2
)]K(lI
2
, lI
3
) Pat&&" K(hlI 3 ,l3)
Diagram 21.15.
(21.4.2) follows immediately from Diagram 21.15, (21.14) and the index sum formula.
We "nally remark what happens when we change the choice of the orientations of
IndexP‘(u) for [l, u]"lI . Suppose that we have two choices. Put elI"1 if the two choices
gives the same orientation and elI"!1 otherwise. Then we "nd that the orientation class
changes as Ori (lI ~, lI ‘)>elI ~ elI ‘Ori(lI ~, lI ‘). Here we let M$1N act on KSO by reversing the
orientation.
Thus we can "nd a chain isomorphism between corresponding Floer’s chain complex by
putting dlI >elI dlI .
22. COMPUTATION OF FLOER HOMOLOGY
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. We prove
THEOREM 22.1. „here exists an isomorphism
HF
*
(M,u):H
*‘n
(M;Q) ?". (22.1)
Theorem 1.1 will follow from Theorem 22.1 immediately, [35, 52].
By Theorem 20.5, we may take any hamiltonian such that all periodic solutions are
nondegenerate, to calculate the Floer homology. We take a time independent map
h : MPR as our hamiltonian. Namely we put H(p, t)"h(p). We assume that h : MPR is
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a Morse function and we put
Crit(h)"Mx3M D dh(x)"0N.
For a point x3Crit(h), we put l
x
(t),x, hence l
x
is an element of ‚M. We attach a trivial
disk (u
x
(p),x) and put lI
x
"[l
x
, u
x
]. We remark that l
x
is a periodic solution of X
H
. Since
+2
x
h is nondegenerate it follows that l
x
is a nondegenerate periodic solution.
We next perturb h a bit and assume:
(22.2.1) Gradient vector "eld +h is Morse}Smale. Namely, the stable and unstable mani-
folds of +h are transversal.
We next assume that h is C2-small, it then follows that:
(22.2.2) There is no 1 periodic orbit other than l
x
, x3Crit (h).
Using the fact that h is C2-small, we "nd that Conley}Zehnder index for a critical point
x of H satis"es k (lI
x
)"g(x)!n, here g(x) is the Morse index of x.
We are going to show that, for this hamiltonian, the Floer’s chain complex C
*
(H, J) is
isomorphic to Morse}Witten complex of h tensored with ". Let us recall here very brie#y
the de"nition of Morse}Witten complex.
For x~,x‘3Crit (h) we put
MI
h
(x~,x‘)"
i
g
j
g
k
c : RPM K
dc
dq
#+c(q) h"0
lim
qP$R
c(q)"x$
e
g
f
g
h
.
We divide it by an R action and denote the quotient space by M
h
(x~,x‘). (22.2.1) implies
thatM
h
(x~,x‘) is a smooth manifold. Its dimension is calculated by using Morse index g(x)
such that
dimM
h
(x~,x‘) "g(x~)!g(x‘)!1. (22.3)
M
h
(x~,x‘) has an orientation. We will discuss the way to take it later in this section.
Now we de"ne Morse}Witten complex as follows.
C
k
(M, h)" =
g(x)"k
x3Cr (H)
Qd
x
Ld
x
" +
y3Cri(H)
g(y)"g(x)!1
[M
h
(x, y)]d
y
.
Here [M
h
(x, y)]3Q is &&order counted with orientation’’ as usual. It is known that L 3 L"0
and
H
*
(C
*
(M,H), L)"H
*
(M;Q).
(See for example [65]).
We now start the proof of Theorem 22.1. The key observation (which is due to Floer) is
that, since our hamiltonian is time independent, it follows that there is an S1-action on our
moduli space CM(lI x~, lI x‘). Let CM (lI x~ , lI x‘)S
1 be a "xed point set. We remark that
M(lI
x~
, lI
x‘
)S1"M
H
(x~,x‘) set theoretically. For c"M
H
(x~,x‘), we denote by hc the
corresponding element in CM(lI x~, lI x‘)S1. (Namely hc(q, t)"c(q).)
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MAINLEMMA 22.4. =e can choose system of multisections s
p,n
transversal to 0 and satisfy-
ing other properties we assumed in Section 21 and that
(22.4.1) If k (lI
1
)"k (lI
2
)#1, then s~1
p,n
(0)"CM (lI
1
, lI
2
)S1.
(22.4.2) If p3CM (lI
x~
, lI
x‘
)S1 then the obstruction bundle Ep is trivial.
(22.4.3) „he orientation is preserved by the di+eomorphism CM(lI
x~
, lI
x‘
)S1"M
h
(x~,x‘).
We "rst prove Theorem 22.1 assuming Mainlemma 22.4. We "rst remark that
CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 is empty unless lI
1
"bdlI x~ , lI 2"bdlI x‘ for some x~, x‘, b. It then follows
from Mainlemma 22.4 that if k(lI
1
)"k(lI
2
)#1 then
[CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)]"G
[M
h
(x~,x‘)]
0
lI
1
"bdlI x~, lI 2"bdlI x‘
otherwise.
Hence, by using (22.2.2) also, isomorphism (22.1) holds in the level of chain complex if we
choose multisection, etc. as in Mainlemma 22.4. Theorem 22.1 follows. K
We now prove Mainlemma 22.4. We "rst remark that (22.4.2) is a consequence of (22.2.1)
as we will discuss later, together with the proof of (22.4.3). Let lI
1
, lI
2
be as in (22.4.1). By
(22.4.2) we "nd that CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 is isolated from other part of CM(lI
1
, lI
2
). We remark that
the action of S1 on CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 is locally free. Hence we can de"ne a
Kuranishi structure of negative dimension on
CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1
S1
.
We then choose a multisection so that it is transversal to 0. Therefore the zero point set on
CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1
S1
.
is empty. We lift this multisection to CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1, then s~1
p,n
(0)"CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1
is satis"ed.
However we need to be a bit more careful so that our multisections satisfy compatibility
conditions we assumed in Section 21. In order to do so, we have to work on the induction
on A
H
(lI
1
)!A
H
(lI
2
) hence to study the moduli space of virtual dimension 1 or less is not
enough even when we only need to construct a Kuranishi structure on the moduli space of
virtual dimension 1 or less. So we proceed as follows.
First as we remarked that (22.4.2) is valid for any index. Therefore again CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 is
isolated from other part of CM(lI
1
, lI
2
). Because of (22.4.2), we may choose the Kuranishi
structure and multisection on CM (lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 so that Ep is 0 (and hence it is automatically
S1-invariant.)
Once we observe it, we construct the S1-invariant multisection and Kuranishi structure,
and good coordinate system on CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1 by induction onA
H
(lI
1
)!A
H
(lI
2
),
in the way we discussed above. (That is going down to
CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)!CM(lI
1
, lI
2
)S1
S1
.
construct it there and lift it.)
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We "nally prove (22.4.2) and (22.4.3). We include here an explanation of coherent
orientation forM
h
(x~,x‘). Let=u(x) and=s(x) be the unstable and stable manifolds of the
gradient #ow +h at x. We "x an orientation of each of „
x
=u(x).
Let c3M
h
(x~,x‘). We choose an orientation of „x~M. Hence using c, we obtain an
orientation of „x‘M. Therefore we obtain orientations of „x$=S(x$). We may identify a
neighborhood of c3M
h
(x~,x‘) with a neighborhood of c(q
0
)3=s(x~)W=u(x‘)Wh~1(c)
in =s(x~)W=u(x‘)Wh~1(c). (Here h(x~)(c(h(x‘)). Since we obtain an orientation of
„c(q
0
)h~1(c) by using orientation of „x~M we gave and using the parallel transport along the
path c, we obtain an orientation of =s(x~)W=u(x‘)Wh~1(c) at c (q
0
). If we change
the orientation of „
x~
M, then the orientations of =s(x~) and „c(q
0
)h~1(c) change while
the orientation of =u(x‘)Wh~1(c) does not change. Hence the orientation of
=s(x~)W=u(x‘)Wh~1(c) does not change. Namely the orientation we put on the neighbor-
hood of =s(x~)W=u(x‘)Wh~1(c) is independent of the orientation of „
x~
M and depends
only on orientations of=s(x$). It is easy to see that this orientation is compatible with the
gluing map in Morse theory:
M
h
(x
1
, x
2
)]M
h
(x
2
, x
3
)PM
h
(x
1
, x
3
).
Remark 22.5. The discussion above works for nonorientable manifolds also. (But in this
paper we are studying symplectic manifold which is oriented.)
In order to compare this orientation to the one in the connecting orbit CM(lI
x~
, lI
x‘
)s1,
we rewrite it by using a similar method to Section 21.
Let c3M
h
(x~,x‘). We consider the linearized operator ‚c of the gradient #ow equation
dc
dq
#+h(c(q))"0.
We regard ‚c as
‚c :‚21 (R; c*„M)P‚2(R;c*„M). (22.6)
‚c is a di!erential operator of "rst order and is asymptotic to
d
dq
#+2
x
$h as qP$R.
Since x$ is a nondegenerate critical point, it follows that +2
x
$h is invertible. Therefore,
since ‚c is an ordinary di!erential operator, (22.6) is a Fredholm operator.
Let s : RP[0, 1] be a smooth function such that
s(q)"G
0
1
!1(q(1
DqD’2.
We de"ne operators
‚‘(x) :‚2
1
([0,R),„
x
M)P‚2([0,R),„
x
M)
‚~(x) :‚2
1
((!R, 0],„
x
M)P‚2((!R, 0],„
x
M)
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by
‚$(x)" L
Lq
#s (q)+2
x
h. (22.7)
‚$(x) is again a Fredholm operator. It is easy to see that
ker‚~(x):„
x
=s(x)
ker‚‘(x):„
x
=u(x) (22.8)
and also these operators are surjective. Let c3M
h
(x~,x‘). We can glue the operators
‚~(x~), ‚c, and ‚‘(x‘) to obtain an operator ‚~(x~)d‚cd‚‘(x‘) on a long interval
[!R,R].
Now we recall that we "xed orientation of each „
x
=u(x). We "x an orientation of „
x~
M
for a moment. We then obtain an orientation of det Index‚~(x~) and det Index‚‘(x‘).
On the other hand, the operator ‚~(x~)d ‚cd‚‘(x‘) is deformed to the operator D/dq
(covariant derivative). The index of D/dq (regarded as an operator of interval of "nite
length), is identi"ed to „x‘M or „x~M. (They are identi"ed to each other by the parallel
transport along c.) Hence the orientation of „x~M induces one on
Index(‚~(x~)d‚cd‚‘(x‘)).
Thus the trivialization of det Index‚c is induced from the trivialization of
det Index‚~(x~), det Index‚‘(x‘), det Index (‚~(x~)d‚cd‚‘(x‘)).
If we change the orientation of „
x~
M then the trivialization of det Index‚‘(x‘) and
det Index (‚~(x~)d‚cd‚‘(x‘)) changes and the trivialization of det Index‚~(x~) does
not change. Hence the trivialization of det Index‚c is independent of the orientation
of „x~M.
It is straightforward to see that the orientation of M
h
(x~,x‘) we discussed above
coincides to one we discussed "rst.
Now let hc3CMh (lI x~, lI x‘)S
1 be the element of corresponding to c3M
h
(x~,x‘). We "nd
that there is an S1 action on ‚2
1
(R]S1;h*c„M) and ‚2(R]S1 ;"0,1(R]S1)? h*c„M) and
that D
hc
L1
H
is S1-invariant. We decompose
‚2
1
(R]S1;h*c„M)"=
m
‚2
1
(R]S1 ;h*c„M)m
‚2(R]S1;"0,1(R]S1)? h*c„M)"=
m
‚2(R]S1;"0,1(R]S1)? h*c„M)m
such that S1 acts on ‚2
1
(R]S1;h*c„M)m and ‚2(R]S1;"0,1(R]S1)? h*c„M)m by z>zm.
The operator D
hc
LM
H
induces
(D
hc
L1
H
)
m
:‚2
1
(R]S1;h*c„M)mP‚2(R]S1;"0,1(R]S1)? h*c„M)m .
We "nd that
(D
hc
L1
H
)
m
"D
Lq
!2nm#A(q),
such that the operator norm of A(q) is close to 0. This is because we assume our function h to
be C2-close to 0. It follows that the operator (D
hc
L1
H
)
m
is invertible for mO0. Hence the
kernel and the cokernel of D
hc
L1
H
are the same as that of (D
hc
L1
H
)
0
. We "nd also that (D
hc
L1
H
)
0
is the same as ‚c . (See Appendix B in [43, 62]). (22.4.2) follows.
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To show (22.4.3) we choose the map u$:D2PM such that u$(p)"x$. We obtain an
operator P$(u$) as in Section 21. We "nd that this is also S1-invariant. Moreover we can
glue it with D
hc
L1
H
in S1-invariant way. Then when we deform P~(u~)dD
hc
L1
H
dP‘(u‘) to
the Cauchy}Riemann operator, we can do it while keeping S1-invariance. Namely we can
take P(a) such that P(0)"P~(u~)dD
hc
L1
H
dP‘(u‘), P(1)"L1 , and that P(a) is S1-
equivariant. We may choose P(a) so that the index of (P(a))
m
(the part where S1 acts by
z>zm) is always zero during perturbation for mO0. Furthermore we can choose P(a) so
that (P(a))
0
can be identi"ed to the deformation of ‚~(x~)d‚cd‚‘(x‘) to D/dq. (We
remark that the choice of orientation of IndexP~(u
x
) corresponds one to one to the choice
of orientation of „x~=u(x~).) (22.4.3) then follows from construction.
The proofs of Mainlemma 22.4, Theorems 22.2 and 1.1 are now complete. K
23. KONTSEVICH}MANIN:S AXIOMS
In this section, we state and verify the axioms formulated in [39] on the
Gromov}Witten invariant constructed in Section 17. In fact once the machinery we
developed in this paper are given, the argument below is a minor modi"cation of one
in [39].
THEOREM 23.1.1. IM
g,m,b is invariant by the action of symmetric group (by exchanging the
factors for H*(M,Q)?m and by renumbering the marked points for CM
g,m
).
We remark that we can make our Kuranishi structure and multisections invariant of the
action of the symmetric group acting by exchanging the factors, since this group is a "nite
group. Theorem is then obvious from construction. K
The next axiom by Kontsevich}Manin is that the degree of k is equal to
2n(g!1)!2bc
1
. This is immediate from De"nition 7.12 or from the fact that the dimension
of our Kuranishi structure on CM
g,m
(M, J,b) is 2m#2bc
1
(M)#2(3!n) (g!1).
We use the terminology, basic, in the same way as [39]. Namely, we say that IM
g,m,b is
basic if (g,m)"(0, 3), (1, 1), (g, 0). Let e0
M
3H0 (M;Q) be the PoincareH dual to the funda-
mental class.
THEOREM 23.1.2. If IM
g,m,b is not basic, then we have
IM
g,m,b (c1 ?2? cm~1? e0M)"nm!IMg,m,b(c1?2? cm~1)
here n
m
: CM
g,m
PCM
g,m~1
is the map forgetting the last marked points and n
m
! :
H*(CM
g,m
;Q)PH*~2(CM
g,m~1
;Q).
For the proof we construct a map n8
m
:CM
g,m
(M,J,b)PCM
g,m~1
(M,J,b). For a mo-
ment we do not assume that IM
g,m,b is not basic. Let CMg,m (M, J,b)0 be the set of all stable
maps (&, h) which is still stable after removing the last marked point. Obviously, there exists
a map n8
m
: CM
g,m
(M,J,b)
0
PCM
g,m~1
(M, J,b).
LEMMA 23.2. If we assume either IM
g,m,b is not basic or bO0, mO0 then the map
nJ
m
:CM
g,m
(M,J,b)
0
PCM
g,m~1
(M,J,b) is extended to nJ
m
:CM
g,m
(M,J,b)PCM
g,m~1
(M,J,b).
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If IM
g,m,b is not basic, then the following diagram commutes.
CM
g,m
(M, J,b) nJ m&" CMg,m~1(M, J,b)
B B
CM
g,m
n
m&" CMg,m~1
Diagram 23.3.
Proof. Let (&, h) be an element of CM
g,m
(M,J,b)!CM
g,m
(M,J,b)
0
. Let &
0
be the
component of & containing the mth marked point. Then h is constant on &
0
and
2g
0
#m
0
"3 where g
0
is the genus of &
0
and m
0
is the number of points on &
0
which is
marked or singular.
We claim that g
0
"0. In fact we know that there is one (mth) marked point on &
0
. Hence
if g
0
"1 then there is no singular point on &
0
. Hence & is nonsingular and (g, m)"(1,1). If
IM
g,m,b is not basic, this is impossible. If bO0 this is impossible also since h is constant on
&
0
and there is no other component.
Now we have g
0
"0 and m
0
"1, 2, 3. It then follows from the assumption that IM
g,m,b is
not basic or bO0 that &O&
0
. Namely there exists at least one singular point on &
0
. Hence
there are two possibilities.
(23.4.1) &
0
has one singular point and there is one marked point (say the kth one) on it
other than mth one.
(23.4.2) &
0
has two singular points and there is only one marked point, the mth one.
In case (23.4.1), we remove &
0
from & and put kth marked points at the position where
&
0
was attached. In case (23.4.2), we remove &
0
from & and glue it at the two points where
&
0
was attached. (Since h is constant on &
0
, h induces a map after modi"cation.) Thus we
have de"ned n8
m
: CM
g,m
(M,J,b)PCM
g,m~1
(M,J,b). K
We remark that this map n8
m
: CM
g,m
(M,J,b)PCM
g,m~1
(M,J,b). can be regarded as
a universal family. Namely the "ber of n8
m
at (&p, hp) is identi"ed to &p itself divided by the
group Aut (&p, hp). For the point of &p which is neither singular nor marked it is immediate
to "nd the corresponding point in n8 ~1
m
(&p, hp). (Regard that point as mth marked point). If
x3&p coincides to the kth marked point, then to "nd the corresponding element of
n8 ~1
m
(&p, hp), we attach CP1 at x and put kth and mth marked points on CP1. (The map will
be constant there.) Such an element is unique and in n8 ~1
m
(&p, hp). Finally, if x3&p is
a singular point, where two components &
v
and &
w
meet, then we take CP1 and glue &l , &w
at xl , xw , respectively, to CP1. We put also mth marked point on this CP1. We again "nd an
element of n8 ~1
m
(&p , hp). We remark that these two cases correspond to (23.4.1) and (23.4.2),
respectively.
Proof of „heorem 23.1.2. Using the above description, we "nd that the Kuranishi
structure on CM
g,m~1
(M, J, b) induces one on CM
g,m
(M, J, b ) as follows.
We assume that IM
g,m,b is not basic. Let p"(&p , hp )3CMg,m~1 (M, J, b). We take
a chart (;p , !p , Ep , sp ) around it. (;p"<p/!p). Let [&p]3=p/"p , be the chart of
CM
g,m~1
around [&p]. There is a homomorphism !pP"p and a map <pP=p which is
!pP"p equivariant. There is a universal family of Riemann surface =K pP=p (namely the
"ber of x3=p is identi"ed to the Riemann surface represented by x), on which "p acts. The
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inverse image n~1
m
(=p/"p ) is equal to =KK p/"p . Now we put
;K K p"
<p]Wp=K p
!p
.
This is an orbifold. On;K p , we have an orbibundle EK p and its section sL p induced by Ep and sp ,
respectively. It is straightforward to verify that they de"ne a Kuranishi structure on
CM
g,m
(M, J, b ).
Using Lemma 17.8 in the same way as the proof of Theorem 17.11, we can prove that we
can use this Kuranishi structure to de"ne IM
g,m,b . To see this we reinterpret the above
Kuranishi structure as follows. Let Ep be the subspace of C=(&p ; "0.1 (&p )? h*p „M) used
to de"ne Kuranishi structure on CM
g,m~1
(M, J, b ). We may choose so that the support
of elements of Ep is disjoint from marked or singular points. For each element of
(&‘p ,h*p )3nJ ~1m (&p , hp) we can regard Ep as a subspace of C=(&‘p ; "0,1 (&‘p )? h*p „M). We
use it to de"ne a Kuranishi structure. It is easy to see that the structure we obtain is the one
described above. We can therefore apply the proof of Theorem 17.11.
Next we take multisection s @p and lift it to a multisection sL @p of CMg,m~1 (M, J, b ). We
then have
sL @~1p (0)"s@~1p (0)]CMg,m~1 CMg,m (23.5)
as a chain over Q. Since the composition of PoincareH duals and n
m
! is realized by taking
a "bre product ]
CMg,m~1
CM
g,m
, Theorem 23.1.2 follows. K
THEOREM 23.1.3.
IM
0,3,b (c1? c2? e0M)"G
0
: c
1
?c
2
if bO0
if b"0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the discussion of Section 22. We choose a cycle C
i
, i"1, 2,
dual to c
i
and that C
1
is transversal to C
2
. By dimension counting we need to consider only
the case codimC
i
#codimC
2
"2n#2bc
1
.
We consider the moduli space CM
0.2
(M, J, b). It has a Kuranishi structure of dimen-
sion 2n#2bc
1
!2. We have the following commutative diagram similar to Diagram 23.3
Diagram 23.6.
We can choose multisections s@p on CM0,2 (M, J, b ) so that (el1]el2) s@~1p (0)W
(C
1
]C
2
)"0.
Now we show that the Kuranishi structure and multisection s@p on CM0,2 (M, J, b )
induce ones on CM
0.3
(M, J, b). We can do it by modifying the argument of the proof of
Theorem 23.1.2. The argument there itself cannot be applied directly since CM
0,2
is empty.
However the reinterpreted way works. Namely, we take subspace Ep of
C= (&p ; "0,1 (&p) ? h*p „M) for p3CM0,2 (M, J, b ), lift it and use it to construct
a Kuranishi structure on CM
0,3
(M, J, b ). Then the multisection s@p can be lifted to a multi-
section s@p on CM0,3 (M, J, b ) such that (el1]el2) s@~1p (0)W (C1]C2 )"0. Hence
IM
0,3,b (c1? c2 ? e0l )"0 if bO0.
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If b"0, the map CM
0.3
(M, J, 0) n8 m&&"CM
0.2
(M, J, 0) is not well-de"ned. So the
discussion above breaks down. In this case, however, the moduli space CM
0,3
(M, J, 0) is
identi"ed to M itself and is transversal. Thereore the theorem holds in this case also. K
THEOREM 23.1.4. If deg c
m
"2 and if IM
g,m,b is not basic then we have
n
m
! (IM
g,m,b (c1?2? cm ))"Pb
c
m
) IM
g,m~1,b (c1?2? cm~1).
Proof. We again use Lemma 23.2 and (23.5). We choose PoincareH dual C
i
of c
i
and
a cycle B of CM
g,m~1
of codimension deg IM
g,m~1,b (c1?2? cm~1). We choose a multisec-
tion s@p such that s@~1p (0) is transversal to Ci and B. Hence the (set theoretical) intersection
s@~1p (0)W (C1]2]Cm~1]B) consists of "nitely many points. We can then choose Poin-
careH dual C
m
to c
m
so that it is transversal to all the maps represented by this "nitely many
points s@~1p (0)W(C1]2]Cm~1]B). Using (23.5) we "nd that
sL @~1p (0)W(C1]2]Cm]n~1m B)"M ((&p ,hp ),x)3s@~1p (0)W(C1]2]Cm~1]B))
]C
m
Dx3Im hpN. (23.6)
We remark that the left- and right-hand sides of the conclusion are obtained by counting
the order of the left- and right-hand sides of (23.6) together with sign and multiplicity,
respectively. By using the fact that (23.6) is the identity of Q-cycles, we can check that the
multiplicity and sign coincide. Theorem 23.1.4 follows. K
THEOREM 23.1.5.
(23.1.5.1) IM
0,m,0
(c
1
?2? c
m
)"P
M
c
1
?2?c
m
e0
CM0,m
(23.1.5.2) IM
1,1,0
(e0
M
)"s (M)e0
CM1,1
(23.1.5.3) IM
1,1,0
(c)"c P
M
(c
n~1
(M)?c)e2
CM1,1
.
Here e2
CM1,1
"c1(O (1)) is the canonical generator of second cohomology of CM
1,1
"CP1
(homeomorphism), s (M) is the Euler number and c is a universal constant we de,ne later.
Proof. (23.1.5.1) is immediate from the fact that CM
0,m
(M, J, 0)"M]CM
0,m
and is
transversal.
To show other two formulas, we consider CM
1,1
(M, J, 0). Set theoretically it coincides
with M]CM
1,1
. However this moduli space is not transversal. The cokernel of the
linearized operator, in this case, coincides to H0,1( („2, J
T 2
); C ) ?„
x
M at (x, („2, J
T 2
)).
This consists of an orbibundle on M]CM
1,1
. Hence, by de"nition, we are only to calculate
the orbifold Euler number of this bundle over an orbifold M]CM
1,1
.
We "nd that
c
n
(H0,1( („2, J
T2
); C )?„
x
M)"c
n
(„
x
M)]e0
CM1,1
#c
n~1
(„
x
M )]c
1
(H0,1 ((„2, J
T 2
); C).
Hence by putting c
1
(H0.1 ( („2, J
T 2
); C )"ce2
CM2,1
, we obtain (23.1.5.2) and (23.1.5.3). K
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To state the next result, we need a notation. Let *
a
be a homogeneous basis of
H* (M; Q). We put g
ab
":
M
*
a
?*
b
and let (gab )"(g
ab
)~1.
Let g
1
#g
2
"g, m
1
#m
2
"m and o"o
1
o o
2
: m
1
om
2
Pm be a bijection. We obtain
uo : CMg1,m1‘1]CMg2,m2‘1PCMg,m as follows. Let (& i , zi )3CMgi ,mi . We glue &1 and
&
2
at m
1
#1th and m
2
#1th marked points and obtain &. We regard kth marked point of
(&
i
, z
i
) as o
i
(k)th marked point of &. We have (&
i
, z)3CM
g,m
in this way. We put
uo ((&1 , z1), (&2 , z2) )"(& , z).
Using o
i
we obtain, o*
i
:H* (M; Q)?mPH* (M; Q)?mi .
THEOREM 23.1.6.
u*o1 ,o2 (IMg,m,b (x))"$ +
b/b1‘b2
+
ab
gabIM
g1 ,m1‘1,b1 (o*1 (x)]*a) IMg2,m2‘1,b2 (o*2 (x)]*b ) .
Here $ depends only on the degree of the factors [39].
Proof of „heorem 23.1.6. By the evaluation at last marked points, we have
E<‚ : Z
b1‘b2/b
CM
g1,m1‘1
(M, J, b
1
)]CM
g2 ,m2‘1
(M, J, b
2
)PM2 (23.7)
Let *-M2 be the diagonal. We "nd that the inverse, image E<‚~1(*) can be identi"ed to
a union of strata of CM
g,m
(M,J, 0) and that the following diagram commutes.
Diagram 23.8.
We remark that we may assume that these maps are extended to the products of their
Kuranishi neighborhoods. We can choose our Kuranishi structure so that
E<‚ :;p];p{PM2 is of maximal rank everywhere. Then the Kuranishi structure of
CM
g1 ,m1‘1
(M, J, b
1
)]CM
g2 ,m2‘1
(M, J, b
2
) induces a Kuranishi structure on E<‚~1(*).
We can then extend this Kuranishi structure to CM
g2,m2‘1
(M, J, b ) and use it to de"ne
Gromov}Witten invariant. This argument we use to construct the Kuranishi structure , etc.
compatible to the Diagram 23.8, is the same as we discussed in detail in Section 19, namely
using induction on energy to make Kuranishi structure compatible to all the gluing maps.
Hence we do not repeat it here.
We next remark that +
a,b
gab*
a
*
b
is PoincareH dual to the diagonal. Hence we have
n
*
[E<‚~1(*)]C(o*
1
(x)]o*
2
(x))"$ +
b/b1‘b2
+
ab
gabIM
g1,m1‘1,b1 (o*1 (x)]*a) IMg2,m2‘1,b2 (o*2 (x)]*b)
Theorem 23.1.6 then follows from the commutavity of Diagram 23.8. K
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Let t :CM
g~1,n‘2
PCM
g,n
be the map corresponding to gluing together last two
marked points.
THEOREM 23.1.7.
t* (IM
g,m,b (x))"$+
ab
gab IM
g~1,m‘1,b (x]*a]*b).
The proof is the same as Theorem 23.1.6.
We thus completed the proof of the axioms of Kontsevich}Manin [39] except the
Motivik axiom.
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APPENDIX: ANOTHER NORMALIZATION
In Section 15, we used a kind of &&center of mass’ argument in order to kill ambiguity
coming from in"nitesimal automorphisms of &qi . Here we give another way of killing
ambiguity.
Let q"(&q , hq ) be a stable map. (Here &q denotes a semi-stable curve possibily with
marked point.) Recall that our pair (&, h) of a semi-stable curve & and a map h :&PM is
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said to be close to q, if there exists f"(m, a)3<
$%&03.,q]<3%40-7%,q u3C= (h=q „M) and
a biholomorphic map ] : &P& q,f preserving marked points, such that h 3]~1 and
(hq )!11309, f,u are close in smooth topology on each irreducible components of & q, f . If
&q contains unstable components, Aut(& q ) is not "nite and there are uncountably many
choices of a biholomorphic, map ].
To make sense of the equation LM h3& q , we have to "x a representative (&q , hq) of q and
normalize the identi"cation map ]. (We choose and "x a represntative of q once for all.)
There are six possibilities of unstable components.
(i) g"0 and two singular points without marked points.
(ii) g"0 one singular point and one marked point.
(iii) g"0 and one singular point without marked points.
(iv) g"0 and one or two marked points.
(v) g"0 without singular or marked points.
(vi) g"1 without singular or marked points.
(Among these six cases, (iv)}(vi) are the cases when & q consists of one irreducible com-
ponent. In the case when two singular points are identi"ed in case (i), &q also consists of one
irreducible component. In other cases, &q consists at least of two components.)
For each unstable component &q,l , we put new marked points away from neck regions
so that &q,l becomes a stable component and the number of new marked points is as small
as possible. We also require the following condition. Suppose that there exists u3Aut (q)
and unstable components &q,l1 , & q,l2 so that u (&q,l1)"& q,l2 . If h is not a multiple covered
map on these components, such a u is unique. In this case we require that u maps new
marked point on & q,l1 to new marked point on & q,l2 , and h is an embedding near these
marked points. If h is a multiple covered map, we take all &q,lj ( j"1,2 , l ) such that
u
j
(&q,l1)"&q,lj for some uj3Aut(q) for j"2,2 , l. Put minimal number of marked
points on &q,l1 so that it becomes stable. We choose marked points so that h is an
immersion near these points. These points are mapped by u
j
to & q,lj and we regard them as
new marked points on & q,lj ( j"2,2 , l ). (This construction is not invariant under Aut (q).
We however, restore Aut (q)-action on a neighborhood of q, later.)
For each new marked point p3&q,l , take an embedded (2n!2)-dimensional diskDp in
M, which is transversal to h (& q,l) at p. We assume that Du(p)"Dp when p and u (p) are
marked points, where u3Aut(q).
Recall that & q,m is obtained by gluing
& q,l(l)"& q,l! Z
s: 4*/’6-!3
10*/54 0& &q,m
D3 Dax D1@2 (x)
along boundaries. Hence, if a"(a
x
)3<
3%40-7%.q is small and p3& q,m(l), the following condi-
tion for ] : &P& q,m makes sense:
h 3]~1 D&q,m (l) (p)3Dp . (A.1)
(In other words, we consider a subspace C= (h*q „M) consisting of u3C= (h*q „M) tangent
to D
p
at p, if D
p
is an image of a #at disk in „
p
M by the exponential map.)
We can establish results in Sections 12, 13, 14 using (A1) in place of (15.8).
The action of Aut (q) is restored in the following way. Firstliy, we consider u3Aut (q)
such that u is identity except on one component & q,l . If h is close to hq , so is h 3]~1 3u 3].
Remember that hq is an immersion on some neighborhood ;(pj) of new marked point pj .
Hence, for each p
j
, there is a unique point p@
j
3;(p
j
) such that h 3]~1 3u (p@j )3Dp . Note
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that & q becomes a stable curve after adding &&new marked points’’ on unstable components.
We denote it by &) q . Since & q,m"Z & q,m (l) and p@j are close to pj . & q,m with extra marked
points p@
j
is close to & q,m with extra marked points pj in the sense of stable curves. Hence,
there exist m@3<
$%&03. :q]<3%40-7%, q and a biholomorphic map / : & q,mP&q,m { such that
/(p@
j
)"p
j
. (Here p
j
3& q,l is considered also as points in & q,m{ (l)L& q,m{ .) We de"ne an
action of u3Aut (q) by sending (h, ] ) to (h 3 ]~1 3u 3 ], / 3] ). (Here we forget extra marked
points.)
As for other u3Aut (q), there are u
j
3Aut(q), j"1,2 , k, which are identities except on
one component for each j, such that u
1 32 3uk 3u interchanges new marked points on
di!erent components as prescribed before. Then it is obvious that our construction is in
variant under the action of u
1 32 3uk 3u. Hence we get the action of Aut(q) on the space
of collections (m, h, ] ), where m3<
$%&03.,q]<3%40-7%, q , h :&PM, and ] : &P&q,m is a
biholomorphic map satisfying h 3]~1 (pj)3Dpj .
For h : &PM close to q, we consider all ] :&P& q,m such that h 3]~1(pj)3Dpj , which
are "nitely many. Then, for s3E q , we take the average of Emb(m,]),q (s) and denote it by s (h).
Then the equation
L1 h3Eq
means that L1 h"s (h) for some s3Eq . Note that this equation is invariant under the action
of Aut(q) described above. We write
<K
.!1,q"Gu3C= (h*q „M) K
D
hq
LM & q u"0
u( p
j
) is tangent to D
pj
H .
Then Aut(q) acts on <
$%&03., q]<3%40-7%,q]<K .!1,q in a similar way as above.
This gives a local chart of a neighborhood of q. (cf. Sections 12 and 13.)
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